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Welcome to NDS Authentication Services 
Today�s enterprise environment usually consists of computing platforms from several vendors. 
Some platforms are more commonly used for certain applications than others: mainframes for 
legacy applications, Windows NT* for Web applications, UNIX* for data warehouse and other 
client-server applications, and NetWare® for file, print, and directory services. 

NDS® Authentication Services, known herein as NDS-AS, uses Novell Directory Services® 
(NDS) user IDs and passwords to seamlessly provide a common authentication system that 
eliminates the need for password synchronization. NDS Authentication Services was developed 
for Omnibond Systems, LLC by Clemson University Research Foundation. 

NDS Authentication Services consists of two parts: NDS Authentication Services for 
UNIX*/Windows* Servers and the MVS Client, NDS Authentication Services for OS/390*. 

NDS-AS includes an application programming interface (API) that allows programmers to use a 
standard NDS authentication routine instead of building user ID/password tables into each 
application. The NDS-AS API also provides access to other information stored in NDS. For other 
authorization functions, the API provides access to information like effective rights and security 
equivalence. For Webmasters, the API provides information such as a user�s home directory. For 
applications such as e-mail list builders, the API provides Group Membership information. With 
NDS-AS, your applications can make use of the NDS constructs that you already have in place. 

NDS-AS Clients are available for the following platforms: 

• Caldera Systems* OpenLinux*  

• FreeBSD* 

• Hewlett-Packard* HP-UX* 

• IBM* AIX*  

• IBM MVS* and OS/390* (RACF* and CA-ACF2*) 

• Microsoft* Windows* 95 and Windows 98 

• Microsoft Windows NT and Windows 2000 

• Red Hat* Linux* 

• Sun* Solaris* (SPARC* and Intel* platforms) 
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About NDS-AS Documentation 
This book contains the documentation for NDS Authentication Services for UNIX/Windows 
Servers and NDS Authentication Services for OS/390. Subsets of the information in this book are 
provided as online help for the NDS-AS Admin Utility application and for the NDS-AS 
ActiveX* control.  

Sample programs that use the NDS-AS API can be found in the NDS-AS Master Directory that 
is created by the installation process.  

Online documentation and any relevant corrections or updates are available on the Web at 
http://www.novell.com/documentation. 

The following chart contains pointers to information about specific tasks. 

If you want to See 

Learn the basics of NDS-AS  �NDS-AS Concepts� on page 3 

Get started with NDS-AS �Getting Started� on page 21 

Plan for NDS-AS �Planning� on page 22 

Install NDS-AS �Installation� on page 31 

Set up NDS-AS Clients �The Clients� on page 91 

Use the NDS-AS Admin Utility application �The NDS-AS Admin Utility� on page 43 

Learn details about NDS-AS NLM� programs �The NetWare Loadable Module Programs� 
on page 81 

Use the NDS-AS API �The Client Application Programming 
Interface� on page 139 

Use the NDS-AS ActiveX control �AscAuthX� on page 174 

Troubleshoot problems with NDS-AS �Troubleshooting� on page 217 

Look up the meaning of a message written by 
NDS-AS to a log file 

�Messages� on page 229 

 

 

http://www.novell.com/documentation
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1  NDS-AS Concepts 

Overview of NDS-AS Concepts 
This section provides the background information you need to plan and deploy NDS® 
Authentication Services (NDS-AS) into a production environment. This section includes an 
introduction to some of the basics of Novell Directory Services®, followed by an overview of the 
major elements of NDS-AS. 

 

NDS-AS Client-Server Architecture 
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Introduction to Novell Directory Services 
Novell Directory Services (NDS) is a distributed database that holds all of the resource 
information about a NetWare® 4.x or NetWare 5.x network. NDS is organized in a hierarchical 
structure called the directory tree, and information about network resources is stored as objects in 
the tree. 

There are three classes of objects: 

• [Root], which holds the entire tree. 

• Container objects, which organize other objects in a logical way, such as countries, cities, 
divisions, departments, and work groups. 

• Leaf objects, which represent specific resources, such as printers, users, servers, 
organizational roles, and file systems. 

There are three types of container objects: 

• Country objects, which are optional and often omitted, are a two-letter code for a country. 

• Organization objects, of which there must be at least one, are usually company names. 

• Organizational Unit objects, which are optional, are useful in creating the logical operating 
structure of an organization. 

Country objects only exist in [Root]. 

Organization objects (O) can exist in [Root] or in a Country container object. 

Organizational Unit objects (OU) exist in Organization containers or in other Organizational Unit 
containers. Organizational Unit containers are also used to hold leaf objects. 
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NDS objects form a tree structure analogous to a DOS file system. A container is analogous to a 
directory and a leaf object is analogous to a file. An object�s context defines the object�s location 
in the tree, starting with the object�s container and working up the hierarchical structure to the 
[Root] object. This is analogous to a DOS path. 

 

A leaf object has a common name or CN. The CN must be unique within its container, but 
another object with the same CN can exist in a different container. For example, Bob is the 
common name of a User object in the Engineering Organizational Unit. There can only be one 
Bob in the Engineering container, but there can be another Bob in the Marketing container. 

For User objects, the common name is also called the login name, the username, or the user ID. 

The combination of an object�s CN and its context is called its fully distinguished name. For 
example: .Bob.Engineering.Atlanta.WIdgetINC is one Bob�s fully distinguished name and 
.Bob.Marketing.Atlanta.WIdgetINC is the other Bob�s fully distinguished name. Fully 
distinguished names must be unique within the NDS tree. 
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Note: Bob is a CN, Engineering is an OU, Atlanta is an OU, and WIdgetINC is the 
Organization object. Sometimes this is expressed in the canonical form with the object 
types: .CN=Bob.OU=Engineering.OU=Atlanta.O=WIdgetINC. 

There are other types of leaf objects in addition to User objects. For example, Group objects and 
Organizational Role objects let you manage User objects as a group rather than individually. You 
can give rights to a Group object to grant access to all users who belong to that group. You can 
use an Organizational Role object to assign rights to a position within your organization rather 
than to the users who currently occupy it. 

NDS is implemented as a loosely consistent, distributed database. Various servers can hold 
replicas of some or all partitions of NDS. Changes made at one point in the distributed database 
take an appropriate amount of time to propagate to other servers during normal operation. 
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Major Elements of NDS-AS 
The NDS-AS PassMaster object is a User object in the NDS tree that is used as a proxy for NDS 
operations. The PassMaster object is given the rights needed for NDS-AS operations, and the 
NetWare servers that run NDS-AS NLM programs are made security-equivalent to the 
PassMaster object. 

The NDS-AS Admin Utility application, implemented as a ConsoleOne� snap-in, is used to 
define and control the NDS-AS system. 

The NDS-AS Agents resolve user IDs to fully distinguished names and perform authentication 
and other related functions on behalf of NDS-AS Clients. 

The NDS-AS Clients run on various systems at the system or application level and make 
authentication and other related requests to the NDS-AS Agents. 

The NDS-AS Manager maintains the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters and a Census of users 
that is used to map a login name to a fully distinguished name. The Census contains a record for 
each user with its login name, known as its Universal ID (UID), and its fully distinguished 
directory object name (FDN) from NDS. The Manager server has the NDS-AS Master Directory 
that contains NDS-AS executables and data, such as the Census and configuration parameters. 
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Collisions: The Problem of Duplicate Login Names 
In a typical NDS tree, there could be more than one User object with the same name. For 
example, in the tree shown below, there are two users with the same common name, Bob. 

 

There is a Bob in the Marketing department in New York (.Bob.Mkting.New York.Company) 
and a Bob in the Production department in Los Angeles (.Bob.Prod.LA.Company). These are two 
different User objects, and their fully distinguished names are unique in the NDS tree. 

With NetWare 4.x, when either Bob wants to log in to NetWare, he must enter both his common 
name and his context. People often have trouble remembering their context. 

With the catalog in NetWare 5.x, Bob can just enter his User object common name. If the 
common name is unique, Bob�s context is automatically picked for him. If there are other User 
objects with Bob as a common name, he must resolve the ambiguity. Bob is presented with a list 
of all fully distinguished names with �Bob� as the common name, and he must select the one 
with his context. Bob must resolve this duplication or collision of multiple common names every 
time he logs in. 

The problem is more complex with other operating systems. MVS* and UNIX* do not have the 
concept of fully distinguished names. They have user identifiers similar to the User object�s 
common name. There can be only one �Bob� on these systems. Another Bob must have a 
different and unique user ID, such as �Bob2.� 

NDS-AS helps you solve these problems involving collisions and context. The NDS-AS 
philosophy is that collisions should have to be resolved only once. The NDS-AS Census provides 
for true Universal IDs. 
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NDS-AS searches the NDS tree, creating a Census of UIDs and their corresponding fully 
distinguished names. At the same time, NDS-AS creates an Exception Report listing collisions 
and related issues. A person responsible for managing users can resolve collisions by assigning a 
unique Universal ID (UID) to duplicated common names (for example, create a Bob2 UID in the 
Census for one of the Bob User objects), or by changing one of the common names. If your 
organization requires unique common names (user IDs) then there will be few collisions to 
resolve. 

Collisions, common names that have moved to another part of the NDS tree (that is, they are 
found to have a different fully distinguished name), and related issues discovered while NDS-AS 
is producing a Census are considered to be exceptions that require intervention. Exceptions do 
not themselves cause the Census to change, but the actions you take to resolve the exceptions 
might influence the Census. 

Several events could cause these exceptions. Some events could be normal happenings, such as a 
new employee hired, an employee retiring, or an employee moving to another job. Some 
mistakes or abnormal events could also cause these exceptions, such as a malicious person trying 
to break into another user�s computer account. In any case, it is dangerous to try to resolve 
exceptions programmatically. A human being usually needs to look at the exception to see if it is 
a normal event or an error. 
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NDS-AS Manager and the Census 
The NDS-AS Manager runs as a NetWare Loadable Module� (NLM�) and maintains the 
NDS-AS Configuration Parameters and the Census. 

The NDS-AS Manager stores the configuration parameters and provides them to the other NDS-
AS NLM programs. The Manager interacts with the NDS-AS Admin Utility for viewing and 
modifying the configuration parameters. 

The NDS-AS Manager periodically builds a Census of users according to your specifications. 
This process is known as a Trawl. A Census entry includes Universal ID and fully distinguished 
name. The NDS-AS Manager uses the previous Census as a reference for generating the next 
Census so that exceptions, such as the moving of a user to another part of the NDS tree, can be 
detected. 
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Census Trawls 
The NDS-AS Manager trawls specified sections of the NDS tree on a specified schedule or on 
demand. 

A Trawl finds fully distinguished User object names and produces a new Census and an 
Exception Report showing moves and collisions. You use the NDS-AS Admin Utility application 
to view the exceptions and resolve them. 

The NDS-AS Manager uses the previous Census as a reference for generating the next Census. If 
an entry that was previously in the Census is not found during a Trawl, that entry is retained in 
the new Census but is marked inactive. This prevents people from �taking� someone else�s UID 
and helps find users who have �moved.� Users whose Census entries are marked inactive cannot 
authenticate through NDS-AS. 

You use the NDS-AS Admin Utility to specify how and when the NDS-AS Manager should 
build the Census. You describe where it should look for users to add to the Census. 

A Trawl can get users from: 

• Objects in containers (and objects in subcontainers, to whatever depth you set) 

• Group object membership lists 

• Organizational Role object occupant lists 

• Specific User objects 

A Census entry contains: 

• Universal ID (UID). A unique user ID. By default, this is the common name of the fully 
distinguished User object name, although the UID can be modified by the NDS-AS 
administrator. 

• Fully distinguished User object name (FDN). This is the fully distinguished name of the 
User object. Provisions have been made for this to also include the tree or directory name in 
the future for multiple tree support. 

• UserBase. Reserved for possible future use to define multiple user sets for different 
computers. 

• Create date. The time stamp of the Trawl that introduced the user into the Census. 

• Inactive date. The time stamp of the first Trawl that did not find the user if the user is 
inactive.  Zero if the user is active.  
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NDS-AS Manager Census Processing Rules 
To make a new Census and produce an Exception Report, the NDS-AS Manager trawls the 
specified sections of the NDS tree and creates a list of User objects. Following certain rules, the 
Manager then uses the previous Census as a reference for determining �ownership� of a UID by 
a particular User object, identified by its fully distinguished name (FDN). 

The table below shows how Trawl processing works for a Census entry. 

Previous Census This Trawl Result 
UID-FDN present. This FDN is found. Kept in the Census (no change). 
UID-FDN present. This FDN is not found. Kept in the Census, but marked 

inactive. 
Not present. New FDN is found. New UID-FDN added to Census. 

The common name is used as the 
UID. 

Not present. Multiple FDNs are found with 
the same common name. 

None is added to the Census. A 
NEWCOLLISION record is 
written to the Exception Report for 
each one. 

UID-FDN present. This FDN is not found, but 
another FDN is found with the 
same common name as the UID 
in the previous Census. 

The original UID-FDN remains in 
the Census, but is marked inactive. 
A MOVE record is written to the 
Exception Report for the matching 
FDN. 

UID-FDN present. This FDN is not found, but 
more than one new FDN is 
found with the same common 
name as the UID in the previous 
Census. 

The original UID-FDN remains in 
the Census, but is marked inactive. 
A MOVECOLLISION record is 
written to the Exception Report for 
each matching FDN. 

UID-FDN present. This FDN is found. One or 
more other FDNs with the same 
common name as the UID are 
also found. 

The original UID-FDN remains in 
the Census. A COLLISION record 
is written to the Exception Report 
for each matching FDN. 
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NDS-AS Agents 
NDS-AS Agent servers run two NetWare Loadable Module (NLM) programs: The Resolver 
NLM and the Agent NLM. You can have as many different Agent servers as you want. By 
defining multiple Agent servers, you provide for improved performance and availability, because 
NDS-AS Clients include failover and load balancing capability. 

Resolver NLM (AUTHRSLV.NLM) 
The Resolver�s purpose is to resolve a user ID (UID) to its fully distinguished name (FDN) 
equivalent. The Resolver runs as an NLM on the same server as the Agent NLM and must be 
loaded first. It is called by the Agent NLM when it needs to resolve a UID. This is done by 
finding the user in the Census. When the Resolver NLM starts, it retrieves and builds a memory- 
resident copy of the latest Census. It reloads its local and in-memory copies of the Census from 
the master Census file when the Agent NLM is notified by the NDS-AS Manager that a new 
Census has been produced. 

Agent NLM (AUTHAGNT.NLM) 
The Agent NLM is the workhorse and focal point of the NDS-AS system. 

The Agent runs as a multi-threaded NLM and services requests from NDS-AS Clients by 
interacting with NDS directly. It calls a function in the Resolver NLM to resolve a UID to a fully 
distinguished name. 

Communication between NDS-AS Agents and NDS-AS Clients is through TCP/IP using 56-bit 
DES encryption with the key that you specify for each Client. 
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NDS-AS Clients 
NDS-AS Clients make requests of NDS-AS Agents for functions such as authentication, user 
name resolution, password changes, etc. Communication between NDS-AS Agents and NDS-AS 
Clients is through TCP/IP using 56-bit DES encryption with the key that you specify for each 
Client. 

 

NDS-AS Client-Server Operation 

 

A Client is hooked into the login process of a system using standard, vendor-provided 
mechanisms. The Client provides Universal ID to fully distinguished name resolution, password 
verification, and password change functions to the operating system. 

A Client also provides an application programming interface (API) to the NDS-AS Agent for the 
use of applications running on the system. 
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Representative API functions: 

• Password Check 

• Password Change 

• Resolve to Fully Distinguished Name 

• Check Security Equivalence 

• Return Group Membership 

• List Security Equivalences 

• Check Effective Rights 

• Read Specified Attribute Value for an object 

NDS-AS Clients are available for the following platforms: 

Platform Version 

Caldera Systems* OpenLinux*  Version 1.3 and later 

FreeBSD* Version 3.1 and later 

Hewlett-Packard* HP-UX* HP-UX version 11.0 and later 

IBM* AIX* Version 4.3.3 and later 

IBM MVS and OS/390*  RACF* versions 1.9 and later, and CA-ACF2* 
Version 6.2 and later 

Microsoft* Windows* 95 and 98 Version 95 B and later 

Microsoft Windows NT* Version 4.0 and later 

Microsoft Windows 2000  

Red Hat* Linux* Version 4.2 and later 

Sun* Solaris* Solaris version 2.6 and later 

Sun Solaris Intel* Platform Edition Solaris Intel Platform Edition version 2.7 and 
later 
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In addition, examples are provided in Chapter 6 for making your own simple modifications to the 
following products to provide an interface to NDS-AS: 

• Apache HTTP Web Server  

• Livingston RADIUS* Server  

• QUALCOMM* QPopper* POP3 E-mail Server  

• Secure Shell* (SSH*)  

• ISAPI Filter for Microsoft Internet Information Server 

For more detailed Client documentation, see �The Clients� on page 91. 
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NDS-AS Admin Utility 

 

The NDS-AS Admin Utility application is a graphical user interface (GUI) that is the primary 
means for administering NDS-AS. The NDS-AS Admin Utility is implemented as a ConsoleOne 
snap-in. 

You use the NDS-AS Admin Utility to perform functions such as: 

• Establishing NDS-AS Agents on NetWare servers and setting their communication options 

• Listing NDS-AS Clients from which NDS-AS Agents will accept requests 

• Specifying when Trawls should be run to create a new Census 

• Describing the objects the NDS-AS Manager should use to build a Census 

• Examining Census records 

• Viewing the Census Trawl Exception Report 

• Viewing NDS-AS NLM Log Files 

• Resolving Census exceptions 

• Initiating a new Census Trawl 

For detailed information about using the NDS-AS Admin Utility, see �The NDS-AS Admin 
Utility� on page 43. 
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The PassMaster Object 
NDS-AS installation creates a container named �NDS-AS� in the NDS tree, in the same context 
as the Server object for the NDS-AS Manager. NDS-AS installation creates a User object named 
�PassMaster� in this container. Through security equivalences made to it, the PassMaster User 
object serves as a proxy for NDS-AS operations. The NDS-AS installation process marks the 
PassMaster account disabled, so that it cannot be used to violate security. 

You must give the following rights to the PassMaster object: 

• The PassMaster object must have Browse object rights and Compare property rights to any 
object that NDS-AS might reference. This includes Census Search objects, users that might 
appear in the Census, and any other object that might be accessed through the NDS-AS 
application programming interface (API).  

• The PassMaster object must also have Read property rights to any object whose Security 
Equals list or Group Membership list, or other attribute value is to be read through the API, 
and it must have Read property rights to Group and Organizational Role objects whose 
members/occupants are to be included in the Census. 

The following rights are given to the PassMaster object by NDS-AS during installation and 
during the addition of a new Agent server: 

• The PassMaster object is given Read and File Scan file system rights to the NDS-AS\DATA 
directory of the Manager server and each Agent server. 

• The NDS Server objects for NetWare servers that run NDS-AS NLM programs are given 
security equivalence to PassMaster. NDS-AS NLM programs log in to NDS as the server. 
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NDS-AS Configuration Parameters 
NDS-AS Configuration Parameters contain information for the NDS-AS NLM programs, such as 
a list of Agents, a list of Trusted Clients, encryption keys, information about when and how a 
Census should be built, etc. 

Note: NDS-AS Clients obtain their configuration information from their local configuration file. 

The master copy of the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters is maintained by the NDS-AS 
Manager in the \DATA\PARMS\AUTHSERV.INI file in the NDS-AS Master Directory that is 
created by the installation process on the Manager server. A local copy of the configuration 
parameter file is maintained on each Agent server. 

You make configuration changes by using the NDS-AS Admin Utility application, which 
communicates with the Manager to retrieve and store configuration parameters. When you make 
changes, the Manager rewrites the master copy of the parameter file AUTHSERV.INI and 
transmits the new parameters to all NDS-AS Agents. Each Agent then rewrites its local copy of 
the parameter file (if it is running on a different server than the Manager) and notifies its 
Resolver, which reads them from the file. 

When the NDS-AS Resolver NLM starts up, it reads its local copy of the parameter file and 
determines the name of the NDS-AS Manager server. If the Resolver is running on a server other 
than the Manager server, it then retrieves the configuration parameters from the Manager and 
rewrites the local copy of the parameter file. 

When the NDS-AS Agent NLM starts up, it waits for the Resolver to initialize and then obtains 
the configuration parameters from the local \DATA\PARMS\AUTHSERV.INI file. 

Warning: Do not make changes to the AUTHSERV.INI file directly. Always use the NDS-AS 
Admin Utility to change NDS-AS Configuration Parameters. 
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2  Managing Your NDS-AS System 

Getting Started 
Managing your NDS® Authentication Services (NDS-AS) system consists of planning your 
configuration, installing NDS-AS components on NetWare® servers and on systems that are to be 
NDS-AS Clients, maintaining the NDS-AS configuration, and performing day-to-day 
administrative activities for your user community with the help of NDS-AS. The sections that 
follow will outline considerations for each of these. 

The general steps to get going with NDS-AS are: 

• Become familiar with how NDS-AS works and is administered. 

• Plan your configuration. 

• Install NDS-AS on NetWare servers. 

• Start the NDS-AS Manager NetWare Loadable Module�. 

• Use the NDS-AS Admin Utility to complete your initial configuration and build your initial 
Census. 

• Start the NDS-AS Agent NetWare Loadable Module programs. 

• Test the installation using AuthTest. 

• Install and test the NDS-AS Clients you will use. 
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Planning 
Planning Your NDS-AS Configuration 
There are a number of issues to resolve in planning for your deployment of NDS-AS. 
Considering these issues now will make your installation go more smoothly. 

• Decide how you will deploy the use of NDS-AS throughout your enterprise. 

Do you want to start with a small subset of your client systems? Do you want to start with a 
small subset of your user community? 

Note: NDS-AS Clients can operate with Include/Exclude lists to control which UIDs NDS-
AS will handle for authentication, and which UIDs NDS-AS should defer to the 
native authentication mechanism. For more information, see �The NDS-AS Client 
Configuration File� on page 96. 

• Decide who will administer your NDS-AS configuration. 

The NDS-AS Admin Utility application is used to administer NDS-AS. You will want to 
make it available to these persons and ensure that they have the necessary rights to use it. 

• Decide which NetWare server in your network will run the NDS-AS Manager. 

Because the NDS-AS Manager requires little system resources, you do not need to dedicate a 
server to it. You should, however, consider your replica distribution and network topology so 
that Census Trawls will not produce unnecessary traffic. However, there is no requirement 
that replicas be present on this server. For additional information, see �NDS-AS 
Performance Guidelines� on page 24. 

• Decide upon your Census parameters. 

Which objects in your NDS tree will be used as the source of NDS-AS Universal IDs? This 
will depend on how you have placed User objects in your NDS tree. 

When do you want to run a Census Trawl? This will depend on how often changes are made 
to User objects and how soon you want them to become effective. A few times a day seems 
reasonable for most cases. 

For information about setting these parameters, see �The NDS-AS Admin Utility� on page 
43. 
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• Decide how you will handle Census exceptions. 

How will you resolve collisions and moves? 

How will you handle UIDs that have been deleted from the NDS tree? 

For more information, see �Maintaining the Census� on page 40. 

• Decide which NetWare Servers in your network will be NDS-AS Agent Servers. 

Unless you have a very small network, you will probably want to have redundant Agent 
servers. NDS-AS Clients include load balancing and failover support to provide for 
continued processing should an Agent become unavailable. 

Consider your network topology and NDS replica distribution so as to provide for good 
performance. There is no requirement that replicas be present on these servers. 

For additional guidelines, see �NDS-AS Performance Guidelines� on page 24. 

• Decide which systems in your network will be NDS-AS Clients. 

For a list of supported platforms, see �Client Overview� on page 91. 

• Consider how your own applications could benefit from the use of the NDS-AS Client 
application programming interface. 

Using the NDS-AS Client API is simple and straightforward. For more information about 
using the NDS-AS Client API, see �The Client Application Programming Interface� on page 
139. 

For more information, see: 

• �NDS-AS Performance Guidelines� on page 24 

• �Requirements and Limitations� on page 28 
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NDS-AS Performance Guidelines 
Numerous factors affect the performance of NDS-AS. There are many relationships in NDS-AS, 
and one or more of these factors can affect all of these relationships. Use the following as 
guidelines in planning and troubleshooting your NDS-AS installation. 

Before starting, remember that acceptable performance is achievable on two or three low-speed 
Pentium* servers with no local NDS replicas in a large network. However, if your present 
network experiences problems, such as slow logins related to NDS, NDS-AS operations will 
experience similar response problems. 

NDS 
Note: Tuning NDS on your network is beyond the scope of this document. Much 

documentation on this subject is available elsewhere, including Novell® Technical 
Information Documents (TIDs). The health and performance of NDS is critical to the 
ability of NDS-AS to respond to requests in a timely manner. This should be your starting 
point in doing any performance planning and troubleshooting with NDS-AS. 

Factors in NDS-AS performance relative to NDS include: 

• The size of the NDS tree 

• Communication (particularly WAN) links between the servers running the NetWare 
Loadable Module programs and servers holding replicas of the relevant User objects 

• LAN traffic 

• Size of partitions containing relevant User objects 

• Performance of CPU and disk in servers holding relevant NDS replicas 

• Amount of memory in servers holding relevant NDS replicas 

It is important that you understand how NDS-AS uses NDS. NDS-AS interfaces with NDS in the 
Manager NLM� for the purposes of producing the Census and in the Agent NLM for the 
purposes of servicing Client requests. Currently these NLM programs use the DSAPI NLM 
program from Novell, which provides the programming interface to NDS for server-based 
applications. DSAPI.NLM has the restriction of being single-threaded for NDS operations that 
require communication with a remote server holding a particular NDS replica. 
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Manager Server 
The Manager NLM is primarily responsible for maintaining the Census and communicating its 
status to the other relevant parts of NDS-AS. It is important that the Manager be running at all 
times, but it is mostly a background process that does not require a great deal of processing 
power and is, for the most part, not a time-critical process.  

The Manager produces the Census by performing a series of requests based on the Census Search 
objects defined in your NDS-AS configuration. For each Organizational Unit represented in the 
configuration, the Manager will issue a single request to NDS to return all the objects contained 
in the given Organizational Unit. If the DSAPI NLM has to leave the local server to resolve this 
request, all other NDS requests from the local server that need to leave the server will be delayed. 
For example, this might include a request from the Agent NLM to verify a password. 

The following guidelines are based on the assumption that the search objects defined in your 
NDS-AS configuration include Organizational Units that contain large numbers of User objects. 
For the purposes of this discussion, �large� containers would include those with greater than 
1,000 User objects. 

 

Optimal For optimal performance, the Manager should be installed on a server that holds a 
copy of all NDS partitions containing User objects that will be contained in the 
Census. In this case, there is no performance penalty associated with running the 
Agent NLM programs on the same server. However, be aware that operations that 
lock the NDS database on the local server, such as running DSREPAIR, will 
sometimes delay NDS requests or cause them to fail. The Acceptable solution 
below does not have this constraint. 

Acceptable In the case in which all replicas are not held locally, the Manager would be run on a 
server that is not running a highly preferred Agent. This reduces Client delays 
when the DSAPI NLM is busy due to Census Trawl activity. The preference of the 
Agent is defined as a part of the Client configuration. For additional details, see 
�The NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96. 

Nominal If your network is composed of mainly WAN links that must be traversed in order 
for the Manager NLM to produce the Census, consider running the Manager on a 
server that is doing few other NDS operations. 
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Agent Server 
The Agent server is primarily responsible for servicing requests made by NDS-AS Clients. 
Weigh the factors outlined in the Manager section above when considering whether or not to run 
the Manager and an Agent on the same server. The main concern is the Agent server�s proximity 
to servers holding NDS replicas of the User objects represented in the Census. 

For a variety of reasons, your configuration should include the Agent running on at least two or 
three servers. The most important reasons are failover and load balancing. 

 

Optimal For optimal performance, the Agents should be installed on servers that hold a copy 
of all NDS partitions containing User objects that will be contained in the Census. 
However, be aware that operations that lock the NDS database on the local server, 
such as running DSREPAIR, will sometimes delay NDS requests or cause them to 
fail. The Acceptable solution below does not have this constraint. 

Acceptable In the case in which all replicas are not held locally, the Agents would be run on 
servers that have high availability to the servers holding the required NDS replicas. 

Nominal If your network is composed of mainly WAN links that must be traversed in order 
for the Agent NLM to satisfy the Client requests, consider running Agent on 
servers at each end of the WAN links. Also install the Agents close to or on servers 
that hold the replicas of the users that would use systems on that side of the WAN 
link. Set Agent preferences for Clients on each side of the WAN links to take 
advantage of this configuration. For additional details about setting Agent 
preferences, see �The NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96. 
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Client Systems 
The Client systems send requests to the Agents. The Clients can be anything from a Microsoft* 
Windows* 95 desktop to an IBM* OS/390* system. The inherent performance of these systems 
is based on a number of factors, including:  

• System load 

• The power of the system 

• Network traffic 

• Distance/connectivity to Agents 

• Agent preferences 

• The number of Agents defined in the configuration 

Consider each of these as you configure each Client system and as you select the location of the 
Agents. 

Client-Agent Relationship 
The performance of the Client-Agent transaction is perhaps the most important performance 
relationship in NDS-AS. The communication is based on BSD TCP/IP sockets and thus relies on 
the TCP/IP stack of the Client and server. TCP/IP configuration on the Client, the Agent server, 
and the routers in between is the most important factor in the performance of servicing NDS-AS 
requests. Guidelines for configuring TCP/IP are beyond the scope of this book. Refer to 
appropriate Novell and client system documentation and TIDs for further information. 

The Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) is a configurable TCP/IP parameter that has been 
shown in testing to have an appreciable impact on performance in a situation in which the Agent 
server is low on power. See Novell TID 2911035 (on the Web at http://support.novell.com/ in the 
Knowledgebase section) for more information on this topic. 

Client systems should also be aware of a mandatory three-second delay in reporting a bad 
password on a password check request. This delay is in NDS itself and, therefore, is not 
configurable by NDS-AS. 

 

http://support.novell.com/
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Requirements and Limitations 

NetWare Server Requirements 
NDS-AS requires at least one NetWare server. NetWare is used to run the NDS-AS Manager and 
Agent NLM programs. Additional servers for NDS-AS Agents are recommended for redundancy 
and performance. 
�� Novell NetWare 5.0 with Support Pack 2 or later is required. 
�� NDS 7.30 or later must be installed on participating NetWare 5.x servers. 

NDS 6.03 or later must be installed on participating NetWare 4.x servers in a mixed version 
tree. 

�� TCP/IP must be configured for NDS-AS Agent servers. 
�� 100 MHz Pentium processor. Faster is recommended. 
�� 1 MB of RAM (free cache buffers) per 2,000 users in the Census is needed. 
�� 1 MB of disk per 10,000 users in the Census is needed. 
�� No local replicas are required. 

Workstation Requirements 
NDS-AS requires at least one workstation suitable for running the NDS-AS Admin Utility, 
which is a ConsoleOne� snap-in. ConsoleOne 1.2c or later must be installed. 
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Client Requirements and Limitations 
NDS-AS Clients run on the following UNIX*, Windows, and MVS* operating systems, subject 
to the limitations shown: 

System Version Requirements and Limitations 
AIX* Version 4.3.3 or later. 

FreeBSD* Version 3.1 or later.  
FreeBSD does not support a full Pluggable Authentication Module 
(PAM) implementation. Only NDS-AS login and the NDS-AS API are 
supported. If and when additional PAM support is included, NDS-AS 
will work with it. 

HP-UX* Version 11.0 or later. 

Linux* Red Hat* Version 4.2 or later, or Caldera Systems* Version 1.3 or later. 

MVS MVS/ESA* version 4 or later, or any OS/390 release. 
IBM TCP/IP 3.1 or later. The latest maintenance from IBM is strongly 
recommended. 
RACF* version 1.9 or later, or CA-ACF2* version 6.1 or later. 

Solaris* Version 2.6 or later.  

Solaris Intel* 
Platform Edition 

Version 2.7 or later. 

Windows Windows version 95 B or later, Windows 98, Windows NT* version 4.0 
or later, or Windows 2000.  
Only the NDS-AS API is supported. 
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Licensing 
NDS-AS is licensed based on the number of active users in the Census. This count is verified 
against Novell Licensing Services (NLS) certificates that are installed into the NDS tree in the 
NDS-AS container. The core installation process creates the NDS-AS container in the container 
that holds the NDS-AS Manager Server object. 

The NDS-AS Manager will abort a Census Trawl and log an error message if the number of 
active users exceeds the licensed count. The NDS-AS Resolver will reject a Census that has more 
than the licensed number of active users and log an error message. 

A separate license certificate must be installed for NDS-AS to accept requests from the OS/390 
(MVS) Client. 

When you install NDS-AS, the NDS-AS Installation Wizard will prompt you for the location of 
product license certificates to be installed. 

Licenses are additive in nature. A 200-user license and a 500-user license together permit 700 
users.  

Additional license certificates may be installed at any time using NetWare Administrator.  

To install additional license certificates:  

1. Start NetWare Administrator and select Tools > Install License > Install License Certificate 
from the menu. The Install a License Certificate dialog box will be displayed.  

2. Specify the path and filename of a license certificate to install. 

3. Specify the location in the NDS tree where the certificate is to be installed. NDS-AS 
certificates must be installed in the NDS-AS container that was created by the NDS-AS 
install process. 

4. Click OK. 
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Installation 
Before you begin installation, you should complete the planning process as outlined in 
�Planning� on page 22, and you should be familiar with the topics presented in �NDS-AS 
Concepts� on page 3. You should also review the Release Notes for the version you are installing 
for any special actions that might be required. 

Core NDS-AS Installation 
The core NDS-AS product installs on a single NetWare 5.x server using NWCONFIG.NLM. Run 
NWCONFIG on the NetWare server that you want to become your NDS-AS Manager server, 
and select to install NDS-AS. NWCONFIG will launch the NDS-AS Installation Wizard to 
perform the installation process. 

The wizard will prompt you for several items: 

• The location in which to place the NDS-AS Master Directory 

• The location of your ConsoleOne directory 

• The location of the NDS-AS license certificates and which ones to install 

• Your Admin userid and password 

You will then be presented with several option checkboxes: 

• Update your NDS-AS Manager server�s AUTOEXEC.NCF file to automatically load the 
Manager NLM 

• Start the NDS-AS Manager NLM when installation is complete 

• Start the NDS-AS Admin Utility when installation is complete 

The wizard will begin processing when you click the Finish button: 

• Expands the NDS-AS distribution into the NDS-AS Master Directory. 

• Installs the Admin Utility ConsoleOne snap-in. 

• Creates an NDS container named �NDS-AS� in the same context as the Server object for the 
Manager server. 

• Creates License Certificate objects in the NDS-AS container. 

• Creates the PassMaster User object in the NDS-AS container. 

• Makes the Manager Server object security-equivalent to the PassMaster object. 

• Gives the Manager Server object supervisor rights over the PassMaster object. 

• Creates the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters. 

• Gives the PassMaster object Read and File Scan rights to the NDS-AS \DATA directory. 
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The NDS-AS Master Directory is a directory on the Manager server that will hold the entire 
NDS-AS distribution, including the Client software, as well as the Census, NDS-AS 
Configuration Parameters, and operational log files. Upon completion of the installation process, 
you will have a Master Directory structure on the Manager similar to the following. 
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Tasks to Complete After a New Core Installation 
When the NDS-AS installation finishes copying files to the NDS-AS Master Directory, it will 
present you with options to: 

• Start the NDS-AS Manager NLM 

• Add an NCF to start the Manager to the server�s AUTOEXEC.NCF file 

• Start the NDS-AS Admin Utility 

Either at this point or at a later time, you will need to use the NDS-AS Admin Utility application 
to specify Census parameters and to define NDS-AS Agent servers. You will also need to set up 
your NDS-AS Clients and add them to the Trusted Clients list. 

Grant Rights to the PassMaster Object 
You must give the PassMaster object Browse object rights and Compare property rights to any 
object that NDS-AS might reference. This includes Census Search objects, users that might 
appear in the Census, and any other object that might be accessed through the NDS-AS 
application programming interface (API). 

You must also give the PassMaster object Read property rights to any object whose Security 
Equals list or Group Membership list, or other attribute value is to be read through the API, and 
Read property rights to any Group and Organizational Role objects whose members/occupants 
are to be included in the Census. 

Define Census Parameters 
You need to configure how you want the NDS-AS Manager to look for users to add to the 
Census. For details about this procedure, see �Census Search Objects� on page 60. 

You will also want to specify when the NDS-AS Manager should rebuild the Census, and how 
inactive Census entries should be handled. For details about specifying Census Trawl parameters, 
see �Trawl Parameters� on page 57. 

If you have not already done so, start the NDS-AS Manager when you are ready for it to begin 
processing. Then use the NDS-AS Admin Utility to start a Census Trawl to build your initial 
Census. For details about how to start a Census Trawl, see �Starting a Census Trawl� on page 75. 

Set Up NDS-AS Agent Servers 
You will need to define NDS-AS Agents to process requests from your NDS-AS Clients. For 
information on defining NDS-AS Agents, see �NDS-AS Agents List� on page 50. Start the 
Agent server�s NLM programs when you are ready. 
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Test NDS-AS Agents 
You can verify that your NDS-AS installation is working properly by using AuthTest on a 
Windows workstation that has been defined as a Trusted Client. For information about using 
AuthTest, see �Testing NDS-AS with AuthTest� on page 35. AuthTest does not require the 
installation of any NDS-AS Client. 

Set Up NDS-AS Clients 
Install the NDS-AS Client component on each machine that you plan to use as a Client with 
NDS-AS. Refer to the Installation topic for each type of NDS-AS Client that you plan to deploy. 
For more information, see �Client Installation� on page 92. 

Set up the NDS-AS Client Configuration File for each Client. A Client uses its configuration file 
to identify the NDS-AS Agents and the encryption key it should use. For details about the Client 
configuration file, see �The NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96. 

Add each of your Clients to the Trusted Client list. NDS-AS Agents will only accept connections 
from Trusted Clients. For details about defining Trusted Clients, see �Trusted Clients List� on 
page 53. 

For More Information 
• You should review any Readme files associated with each NDS-AS component and the 

Release Notes. 

• For background information about NDS-AS Manager operation, see �NDS-AS Manager and 
the Census� on page 10. 

• For detailed information about NDS-AS Manager operation, see �AUTHMGR.NLM� on 
page 83. 

• For background information about NDS-AS Agent operation, see �NDS-AS Agents� on 
page 13. 

• For detailed information about NDS-AS Agent operation, see �AUTHAGNT.NLM� on page 
87 and �AUTHRSLV.NLM� on page 89. 
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Testing NDS-AS with AuthTest 
You can use AuthTest to verify the proper operation of your NDS-AS Agent servers. 

For help with troubleshooting any failures, see Troubleshooting� on page 217. 

Before you run AuthTest, you must complete the following tasks: 
�� Complete the core NDS-AS installation. 
�� Grant appropriate rights to the PassMaster object. 
�� Start the NDS-AS Manager. 
�� Define Census parameters and run a Census Trawl. 
�� Define at least one NDS-AS Agent server and start its NLM programs. 
�� Define as a Trusted Client the Windows workstation that you will run AuthTest on. 

Note: AuthTest does not require the installation of any NDS-AS Clients. 

Run BIN\AUTHTEST\AUTHTEST.EXE from your NDS-AS Master Directory to start 
AuthTest. 
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Specify the IP address of the Agent you want to test. 

When you set up this workstation as a Trusted Client, you specified a DES encryption key for it. 
Specify this key in the Client DES Key field. 

Select the test action you want to take, then fill in the corresponding fields. In the example above, 
the user�s UID is being resolved to its fully distinguished name. Click Take Action to take the 
action you indicated. The pane at the bottom shows the communications between AuthTest and 
the Agent. 

You can monitor the Agent�s NetWare console screens to see corresponding events from the 
Agent�s point of view. 

Note: The NDS-AS Agent treats requests from AuthTest as real authentications and acts 
accordingly. For example, a series of consecutive invalid passwords against one userid 
can cause intruder detection to be tripped for that user. 
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Configuration 
Configuring NDS-AS NLM Programs 
The NDS-AS Manager stores and publishes the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters used by the 
NDS-AS NLM programs. 

The NDS-AS installation process creates the initial NDS-AS Configuration Parameters. You use 
the NDS-AS Admin Utility to maintain NDS-AS Configuration Parameters. The NDS-AS 
Manager notifies the NDS-AS Agents whenever the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters are 
changed. 

The NDS-AS Agent NLM programs obtain their configuration information from the NDS-AS 
Manager and maintain a local copy of the configuration parameter file. 

NDS-AS Configuration Parameters include a list of Trusted Clients, the times of day when a 
Census Trawl is to be automatically started, and a list of objects to be searched for users to 
include in the Census. 

Configuring NDS-AS Clients 
NDS-AS Clients each obtain configuration information from their respective Client 
Configuration File. This file includes the IP addresses of the NDS-AS Agents to use and the 
Client�s encryption key. 

For more information, see: 

• �NDS-AS Configuration Parameters� on page 19 

• �The NDS-AS Admin Utility� on page 43 

• �The NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96 

• �The NetWare Loadable Module Programs� on page 81 
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Administration 
Administering Your NDS-AS System 
The ongoing tasks of administering NDS-AS can be grouped in the following categories: 

• Monitoring the operation of the NDS-AS Manager and Agent servers 

• Monitoring the operation of the NDS-AS Clients 

• Maintaining the Census 

• Reviewing your overall system management plan and making changes to NDS-AS as 
appropriate 
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Monitoring the Manager and Agent 
From time to time, depending on the size of the organization and the amount of activity, a system 
administrator should review the logs written by the NDS-AS Manager, Agent, and Resolver 
NLM programs, in order to monitor the health of the system. For example, you might want to 
investigate the cause of a large number of attempts to connect to an Agent using an unauthorized 
IP address. For more information about these logs, see �Logging� on page 82. 

Monitoring Clients 
It is also a good idea to monitor the log files from the NDS-AS Clients. Refer to the reference 
topics for each NDS-AS Client for details about its log. 

NDS-AS UNIX Clients write their log messages to the auth facility syslog. Check your 
/etc/syslog.conf file to ensure that this facility is enabled. 

NDS-AS Windows* Clients write their log messages to the file specified by the LOGFILE 
statement in their Client configuration file. If this statement is not specified, the NDS-AS 
Windows Client does not record any messages. 

The NDS-AS Client for MVS started task ASCLIENT writes log messages to the ASCLOG DD 
statement. 

The messages generated by NDS-AS Clients are described in � Client Messages� on page 263. 
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Maintaining the Census 
Administrative personnel will periodically use the NDS-AS Admin Utility to review and resolve 
Census exceptions. The frequency at which this is done will be a function of the size of the 
organization being managed, the rate at which changes take place, and the rules in place within 
the organization concerning unique userids in the NDS tree. If the organizational structure is 
appropriate, the same people who manage User objects will maintain the Census. 

The actions taken for various exceptions will depend on the policies of the individual 
organization. Some guidelines follow. For a review of the concepts, see �NDS-AS Manager and 
the Census� on page 10. Census records include a Universal ID (UID) and its corresponding fully 
distinguished name (FDN). 

• Move 

A Move is caused by a previously existing UID being found with a new FDN. Determine 
whether the new User object represents the same person as the old one. Perhaps someone has 
moved to a new position within the organization; therefore, it is safe to remove the old 
UID/FDN from the Census. (You might want to ensure that the user has the appropriate 
rights to objects corresponding to the new position.) 

It is also possible that the old user has been inadvertently omitted from the Census as a result 
of a mistake in setting the Census parameters and that a new User object with the same name 
has been created. In this case, correct the Census parameters and proceed as you would for a 
Collision. 

Another possibility is that the original user has left the organization and has been removed 
from the NDS tree. This would cause the corresponding Census entry to be marked as being 
inactive. Then later a new person might have joined the organization and been assigned the 
same UID. For guidelines for managing inactive users, see �Inactive Users� below. 

• Collision 

A Collision results if a new User object is encountered with the same name as a UID 
previously in the Census. In an organization with a policy of unique usernames, this is 
generally the result of a mistake when adding a new user. In this case, the name of the new 
user should be changed to a unique name. 

It is also possible that the new user was inadvertently added to the Census as a result of a 
mistake in changing the Census parameters such that the NDS-AS Manager is now looking 
in unintended places for users. In this case, correct the Census parameters. 

It is also possible that someone is attempting to breach security by taking the user ID of a 
previously existing user. 
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• New Collision 

A New Collision is a case in which a user ID that did not exist in the old Census is 
encountered more than once when the NDS-AS Manager takes a new Census. In an 
organization with a policy of unique usernames, this is generally the result of a mistake when 
adding a new user. In this case, the names of the new users should be changed to be unique. 

It is also possible that a mistake was made in changing the Census parameters such that the 
NDS-AS Manager is now looking in unintended places for users. In this case, correct the 
Census parameters. 

• Move Collision 

A Move Collision happens if a previously existing UID/FDN disappears and the user ID 
shows up more than once with other FDNs. This should be handled as a Move and as a New 
Collision. 

• Inactive Users 

A UID/FDN that is no longer found by a Census Trawl can be identified by the presence of a 
non-zero Inactive Date in the Census record. This might be the legitimate result of someone 
leaving the organization. If this is true, the entry should be removed from the Census. Care 
should be taken to ensure that the person�s ID has been appropriately removed from all 
NDS-AS Client systems. Otherwise, a new user by the same name might have inappropriate 
access to the old user�s accounts on the systems. 

It is also possible that the user has been inadvertently omitted from the Census as a result of 
a mistake in changing the Census parameters. If this is the case, correct the Census 
parameters. 

You can use the NDS-AS Admin Utility to set Census parameters to automatically remove 
inactive users from the Census if this is appropriate for your organization. 

A user that is inactive or is not present in the Census, but that does exist in the NDS tree, will be 
able to log in to NetWare using a fully distinguished name, but will not be able to authenticate 
through NDS-AS where just the UID is required (such as is the case with MVS* or UNIX). 

A user that is present in the Census but is not present in the NDS tree will not be able to 
authenticate through NDS-AS. 
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3  The NDS-AS Admin Utility 

Using the NDS-AS Admin Utility 
The Admin Utility is the primary means by which you administer NDS® Authentication Services 
(NDS-AS). The NDS-AS Admin Utility is provided as a ConsoleOne� snap-in application. 

 

To use the NDS-AS Admin Utility and other ConsoleOne applications, you must first install 
ConsoleOne 1.2c. Refer to the Novell® documentation for ConsoleOne for additional details 
about installing and using ConsoleOne. This can be found on the Web at 
http://www.novell.com/documentation/ under the NDS heading. 

You must be logged in to the NDS tree that you will administer before you start ConsoleOne. 

A user must have certain rights in order to use the Admin Utility to administer NDS-AS. For 
more information, see �Rights Needed by NDS-AS Admin Utility Users� on page 48. 

The NDS-AS Admin Utility communicates with the NDS-AS Manager to retrieve and store 
NDS-AS Configuration Parameters. The manager must be running for the Admin Utility to 
function. 

Note: Census maintenance functions cannot be performed while a Census Trawl is in progress. 

http://www.novell.com/documentation/
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The NDS-AS Admin Utility Window 
The  ConsoleOne window consists of several parts. A menu and tool bar is found at the top. A 
tree view of objects and containers appears in the left pane, and results appropriate to selections 
made for items in the tree view appear in the right pane. 

 

 

NDS-AS Admin Utility Functions 
NDS-AS Admin Utility functions fall into three general categories: NDS-AS Configuration 
Management, Census Management, and Log File Viewing. 
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NDS-AS Configuration Management Functions 
• Define and set up Agent servers 

• Define Trusted Clients 

• Specify automatic Census Trawl start times 

• Specify Census Search objects and automatic removal of inactive records from the Census 

• Specify how NDS-AS NLM log files will be managed 

• Specify how users� passwords expire 

NDS-AS Configuration Management functions are selected by clicking the desired tab on the 
property book for NDS-AS in ConsoleOne. This property book is displayed when you right-click 
the NDS-AS object in the left pane and click Properties. 

 

 

To save configuration changes you have made, click OK or Apply at the bottom of the property 
book. 
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Census Management Functions 
• View the Exception Report 

• View and modify records in the Census 

• Resolve Census exceptions 

• Start or stop a Census Trawl, or check Census Trawl status 

Census Management functions are selected by clicking the desired entry on the Census Menu. 
The Census Menu is available when you right-click the Census object in the left pane. 
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Log File Viewing 
The Log File Viewing function is selected by clicking the desired log in the left pane. 
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Rights Needed by NDS-AS Admin Utility Users 
In order to use the NDS-AS Admin Utility, a user must have NDS Supervisor object rights to the 
PassMaster object, as well as Read and File Scan rights to the \DATA subdirectory of the NDS-
AS directory on the Manager server and on all Agent servers. 

To add or remove Agent servers, you must have administrator rights to volume SYS of the target 
server and Console Operator rights to the target server. 
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General NDS-AS Configuration Information 
General NDS-AS configuration information is displayed in the right pane of the ConsoleOne 
window when you click the NDS-AS object in the left pane. This information includes the 
following items: 

• When the configuration was last modified 

• The name of the NetWare® server where the NDS-AS Manager is running 

• The location of the NDS-AS Master Directory on the Manager server 
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NDS-AS Agents List 
The NDS-AS Agents page of the NDS-AS property book is used to view and configure NDS-AS 
Agent servers. This page lists all Agent servers that have been defined in the configuration. 

To remove a server from the list, select it and click Remove. 

To add a new NDS-AS Agent server to the configuration, click New. 

 

To update the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters with the changes you have made, click OK or 
Apply. 

To discard changes you have made, click Cancel. 
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The NDS-AS Admin Utility will perform the following when you click OK or Apply. 

For a new Agent: 

• Create and populate the NDS-AS directory structure on the target server. 

• Give the PassMaster access to the new NDS-AS directory. 

• Give the new Agent�s Server object security equivalence to PassMaster. 

• Create NCF files to start the Agent and Resolver NLM� programs, and present you with the 
option of having them added to your server�s AUTOEXEC.NCF file. You should run these 
NCFs from the server�s AUTOEXEC.NCF file so that these NLM programs will be 
automatically started when the server is restarted. 

For a removed Agent: 

• Remove PassMaster from the security equivalence list for the Server object. 

• Present you with the option to unload the Agent NLM programs from the server and remove 
their NCF files from the server�s AUTOEXEC.NCF file. 

• Present you with the option to leave the NDS-AS directory, as well as PassMaster rights to 
the directory, in place or to have them removed. 
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Adding a New NDS-AS Agent 
When you click New on the Agents page of the NDS-AS property book, you will be presented 
with a dialog box for entering information about the new Agent to be added. 

Agent NetWare Server Name 

Select the name of the server to be added from the drop-down list. 

Agent Port 

The IP port number to be used for this Agent will default to 2000, but you can change it here 
if necessary. If you do change it, the port number must also be specified by this Agent�s 
AGENT statement of the Client configuration file for all NDS-AS Clients that use this 
Agent. 

 

To accept the new Agent, click OK. 

To abort adding the new Agent, click Cancel. 
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Trusted Clients List 
The Trusted Clients page of the NDS-AS property book is used to view and configure the list of 
NDS-AS Clients from which NDS-AS Agents will accept requests. Requests from other 
addresses are rejected. 

To remove a Client from the configuration, select it from the list and click Remove. 

To change a Client�s IP address, DES encryption key, or descriptive comment, select it from the 
list and click Edit. 

To add a new Trusted Client to the configuration, click New. 

 

To update the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters with the changes you have made, click OK or 
Apply. 

To discard changes you have made, click Cancel. 
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Entering Trusted Client Information 
When you click New or Edit on the Trusted Clients page of the NDS-AS property book, you will 
be presented with a dialog box for entering information about the Trusted Client.  

IP Address 

You can specify either a single IP address or a contiguous range of IP addresses. 

Description 

Specify a descriptive comment for your own use. 

DES Key 

This is the DES encryption key that NDS-AS Agents will use in communicating with this 
Client. The Admin Utility will generate a random key value for a new Client and each time 
you click New DES Key. You can also type a key value yourself. Key values must be sixteen 
hexadecimal digits (0-9, A-F, a-f). 

Warning: The encryption key specified for a Client here and the encryption key specified 
for a Client in its Client configuration file must be identical. If they are not, 
communication between Agents and the Client will fail. For more information 
about managing encryption keys, see �Client Encryption Key Management� on 
page 101. 
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To accept the changes you have made to the Trusted Client, click OK. If you have changed the 
DES key of an existing Trusted Client, you will be prompted to specify how long the previous 
key is to remain valid. 

To discard any changes you have made to the Trusted Client, click Cancel. 
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Setting an Expiration Interval for the Previous Key 
If you change the encryption key of an existing Trusted Client, the previous key is saved in the 
NDS-AS Configuration Parameters. You can specify a time interval from 0 to 99 hours during 
which NDS-AS Agents can try the previous key for communication with the Client if they are 
unable to communicate using the current key. Specify an interval that will give you enough time 
to update the Client�s configuration file with the new DES encryption key. 

 

To accept the time interval until the previous key expires, click OK. 

To discard the changes you have made to the Trusted Client, click Cancel. 
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Trawl Parameters 
The Trawl page of the NDS-AS property book is used to view and configure when Census 
Trawls are to be scheduled each day, and how inactive Census entries are to be processed. 

 

To update the configuration parameters with the changes you have made, click OK or Apply. 

To discard changes you have made, click Cancel. 

Times to Automatically Run a Census Trawl Each Day 

Shows a list of the times when the NDS-AS Manager will start a Census Trawl each day. If no 
times are specified in the list, NDS-AS will not automatically start any Census Trawls. 

To add a new time to the list, click New.  

To remove a time from the list, select it and click Remove. 
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When you click New on the Trawl page of the NDS-AS property book, you will be presented 
with a dialog box for specifying a new Trawl time.  

Specify the time of day (24-hour clock) in hours and minutes that the NDS-AS Manager should 
build a new Census. 

 

To add this time to the list of times when a Census Trawl is to be started each day, click OK. 

To abort adding a new Trawl time to the list, click Cancel. 
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Automatically Remove Inactive Census Entries on Each Trawl 
• Do Not Automatically Remove Inactive Census Entries: Inactive entries will be left in the 

Census. This is the default. You can start a special Census Trawl to remove inactive entries 
from the Census when you want to clean up these entries. For details, see �Starting a Census 
Trawl� on page 75. 

• Remove All Inactive Census Entries: Any inactive entries will be removed each time a 
new Census is built. 

• Remove Inactive Census Entries at Least nn Days Old: Each time the NDS-AS Manager 
performs a Census Trawl, it will remove any inactive entries that have been inactive for at 
least the specified number of days. You can specify a number from 1 to 999. A �day� is 24 
hours since the entry was marked inactive. 

A user whose Census record is inactive will not be able to authenticate through NDS-AS. 

Note: Care should be taken to ensure that an inactive user�s ID has been appropriately 
removed from all NDS-AS Client systems before removing it from the Census. 
Otherwise, a new user by the same name might have inappropriate access to the old 
user�s accounts. 

For more information, see �NDS-AS Manager and the Census� on page 10. 
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Census Search Objects 
The Search Objects page of the NDS-AS property book is used to view and configure how the 
NDS-AS Manager searches for users to add to the Census during a Trawl. 

Census Search objects can be any of the following: 

• User objects: Users who are Census Search objects are added to the Census. 

• Group objects: Members of groups that are Census Search objects are added to the Census. 

• Organizational Role objects: Occupants of Organizational Role objects that are Census 
Search objects are added to the Census. 

• Organization objects and Organizational Unit objects: Container objects are scanned for 
users to add to the Census. 

 

To add a new object to the list, click New. You can add objects that are any of the above object 
types. 
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To change an object�s properties, select it from the list and click Edit. 

To remove an object from the configuration, select it from the list and click Remove. 

The order in which Census Search objects are shown in the list is the order in which they are 
searched by the NDS-AS Manager when it creates a new Census. To change an object�s position 
in the list, select it from the list and then click the up-arrow or down-arrow. 

Note: The PassMaster object must have Browse object rights and Compare property rights to 
any object that NDS-AS might reference. This includes Census Search objects, users that 
might appear in the Census, and any other object that might be accessed through the 
NDS-AS application programming interface (API). The PassMaster object must also have 
Read property rights to any object whose Security Equals list, Group Membership list, or 
other attribute value is to be read through the API, and it must have Read property rights 
to Group and Organizational Role objects whose members/occupants are to be included 
in the Census. 
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Entering Census Search Object Information 
When you click New or Edit on the Search Objects page of the NDS-AS property book, you will 
be presented with a dialog box for entering information about the Census Search object.  

The properties of a Census Search object are as follows. 

• Object: The name of the object the NDS-AS Manager should inspect while looking for users 
to add to the Census during a Trawl. 

For container objects: 

• Recursion Depth Level: Determines how far down the NDS tree hierarchy the NDS-AS 
Manager should look beyond the container object for users to add to the Census during a 
Trawl. A Depth of zero causes the search to stop at the current container. 

• Expand NDS Objects: If checked, users who are members of Group objects or 
occupants of Organizational Role objects found inside a container Search object are 
added to the Census. Group objects or Organizational Role objects that you specify 
directly as Census Search objects are always expanded. 
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Census Search Order 
The order in which Census Search objects are shown in the list is the order in which they are 
searched by the NDS-AS Manager when it builds a new Census. 

For container objects, the inclusion order is as follows. 

1. Users in the container 

2. Members of Group objects in the container (if Expand NDS Objects is checked) 

3. Occupants of Organizational Role objects in the container (if Expand NDS Objects is 
checked) 

4. Objects from lower level containers (down to the specified Recursion Depth Level) 
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Census Search Objects Example 
In the example shown below, the Census search begins with the Employees container. The 
Operations Group is in the Employees container, and because Expand NDS Objects is checked, 
its members are added to the Census. Because Recursion Depth Level is 1, the containers within 
the Employees container are also searched. If Recursion Depth Level were 0, the users in Atlanta 
and Houston would not be added to the Census. 

The Census in this example contains the users whose names are checked. 

 

For more information, see �NDS-AS Manager and the Census� on page 10. 
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NLM Log Configuration 
The Logs page of the NDS-AS property book is used to specify how NDS-AS Manager, Agent, 
and Resolver NLM programs should manage their log files. 

You can choose to have them create a new log file either: 

• After a given number of days 

• After the log file reaches a certain size 

• After a given number of days unless the file exceeds a certain size first 

You can also have them retain the immediately previous log file when a new one is created. This 
will effectively double the age or size you specified above, but will ensure that recent entries will 
remain available after a new log file is started. 

 

To update the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters with the changes you have made, click OK or 
Apply. 
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To discard changes you have made, click Cancel. 

You can use the View NLM Log File function of the NDS-AS Admin Utility to view NLM log 
files. 

For more information, see: 

• �Logging� on page 82 

• �Messages� on page 229 
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Security Configuration 
The Security page of the NDS-AS property book is used to configure NDS-AS security options. 
You can specify special processing for the time of user password expiration.  

Delay User Password Expiration 

You can choose to delay the expiration of user passwords from the exact date and time set for 
them in NDS until the end of the day on which they expire. This can result in smoother operation 
for users of third party-systems that cache and reuse passwords during the day. 

 

To update the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters with the changes you have made, click OK or 
Apply. 

To discard changes you have made, click Cancel. 
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View Exception Report 
The Exception Report window displays the Exception Report from the last Trawl. 

To open the Exception Report window, right-click the Census object in the left pane and then 
click View Exception Report from the Census menu. 

An Exception Report might contain the following items: 

• The times (based on the clock on the NetWare server where the NDS-AS Manager NLM is 
running) that the Trawl began and ended 

• The number of active and inactive entries in the Census 

• The number of errors and exceptions 

• Any Exceptions found: 

MOVE: A given UID present in the old Census was found with a different fully 
distinguished name. 

NEW COLLISION: A UID not present in the old Census was found with multiple fully 
distinguished names. 

MOVE COLLISION: A UID present in the old Census was not found with the same fully 
distinguished name, but was found with multiple new fully distinguished names. 

COLLISION: A UID present in the old Census was found with the same fully distinguished 
name and at least one new fully distinguished name. 
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Note: In the example shown above, there are three NEWCOLLISION records, but the report 
says Exceptions=2. It takes two users to make one collision, and in this case there is one 
more colliding user, making a total of two collision exceptions to resolve. 

For more information, see: 

• �NDS-AS Manager and the Census� on page 10 

• �Maintaining the Census� on page 40 

• �Resolving Exceptions� on page 70 
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Resolving Exceptions 
The actions to be taken for various exceptions will depend on the policies of the individual 
organization. Some guidelines can be found in �Maintaining the Census� on page 40. 

In a real-world system, there will be Census exceptions from time to time. 

• To resolve a collision, you should generally rename the offending User objects. 

Through the Resolve Census Exceptions function, you can instead specify a unique 
Universal ID (UID) for the offending User objects. However, this can be confusing to the 
affected users because they will have to use their UID for NDS-AS systems and their fully 
distinguished name (FDN) with its common name that is different from that UID for 
NetWare logins. 

To specify a unique UID for the offending User objects, right-click the Census object in the 
left pane and then click Resolve Census Exceptions from the Census menu. Select the row 
you want to resolve and click Resolve. When you click OK, transactions to carry out your 
actions will be sent to the NDS-AS Manager, which will start a Trawl to create a new Census 
and apply the transactions. 

• To resolve a move, right-click the Census object in the left pane and then click Resolve 
Census Exceptions from the Census menu. Delete the old FDN from the Census by selecting 
the row and clicking Resolve. When you click OK, transactions to carry out your actions will 
be sent to the NDS-AS Manager, which will create a new Census and apply the transactions 
to it. 

• When you delete a User object from the NDS tree, the User object will remain in the Census 
unless you specify its automatic removal on the next Trawl. You can right-click the Census 
object in the left pane and then click View/Modify Census Records from the Census menu 
and then delete these objects on a case-by-case basis. Select the row for the User object and 
click Remove. When you click OK, transactions to carry out your actions will be sent to the 
NDS-AS Manager, which will create a new Census and apply the transactions to it. (Note, 
however, that if the user you removed still exists in the NDS tree and will be found by this 
Trawl, it will be added back to the Census.) 

You can specify that inactive records be removed from the Census according to their age 
each time a new Census is built. For details, see �Trawl Parameters� on page 57. 

You can also start a special Census Trawl to remove inactive records according to their age. 
For details, see �Starting a Census Trawl� on page 75. 
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Resolve Census Exceptions 
When you select Resolve Census Exceptions from the Census menu, you will be presented with a 
dialog box that lists the exceptions from the last Census Trawl. 

 

To resolve an exception, click the exception to select it, then click Resolve. 

• Collisions 

To resolve a collision, you should generally rename the offending User objects in the NDS 
tree. Alternatively, select a row and click Resolve to specify a unique Universal ID (UID) for 
the offending User object. 

 

 

• Moves 

Select a row and click Resolve to delete the old FDN from the Census. 
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When you click OK, transactions to carry out your actions will be sent to the NDS-AS Manager, 
which will create a new Census and apply the transactions to it. 

To discard any Resolve actions you have taken, click Cancel. 

Note: You can sort the rows in this window by clicking a column heading. 
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View/Modify Census 
When a User object is deleted from the NDS tree, the User object will remain in the Census 
unless you specify its automatic removal on the next Trawl. You can delete these objects on a 
case-by-case basis. 

. 

 

 

To find a particular row in the Census by Universal ID (UID) or fully distinguished name (FDN), 
click Find. 

To delete a UID from the Census, select the row for that UID and click Remove. 

When you click OK, transactions to carry out your actions will be sent to the NDS-AS Manager, 
which will create a new Census and apply the transactions to it. (Note however that if the user 
you removed still exists in the NDS tree and will be found by this Trawl, it will be added back to 
the Census.) 

To discard any changes you have made, click Cancel. 

Note: You can sort the rows in this window by clicking a column heading. 
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Finding a UID or FDN in the Census 
When you click Find from the View/Modify Census dialog box, you will be presented with a 
dialog box for specifying the Universal ID (UID) or fully distinguished name (FDN) of the 
Census entry you want to find. 

 

Specify whether you want to search for a row with a given UID or a row with a given FDN. 

Specify the UID or FDN that you want to search for. 

To search for the Census entry you specified, click OK. 

To abort your search, click Cancel. 
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Controlling a Census Trawl 

 

Starting a Census Trawl 
To start a Census Trawl on demand, click Start a Trawl from the Census Trawl item on the 
Census menu. The Start a Trawl dialog box will appear. 

 
• If you do not want this Trawl to remove inactive records from the Census, click Do Not 

Remove Inactive Census Entries, then click OK. 

• If you want this Trawl to remove all inactive records from the Census, click Remove All 
Inactive Census Entries, then click OK. 
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• If you want this Trawl to remove records from the Census if they have been inactive for a 
given number of days, click Remove Inactive Census Entries At Least nn Days Old, enter the 
number of days, then click OK. You can specify a number from 1 to 999. A �day� is 24 hours 
since the entry was marked inactive. 

To start the Census Trawl, click OK. 

To cancel your request for a Census Trawl, click Cancel. 

Note: You can also specify on the Trawl page that NDS-AS should automatically remove 
inactive records using these criteria each time a new Census is created. 

Note: Make sure that an inactive user�s ID has been appropriately removed from all NDS-AS 
Client systems before removing it from the Census. Otherwise, a new user by the same 
name might have inappropriate access to the old user�s accounts. 
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A broadcast message as shown below will be sent when the Trawl has completed. 
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Stopping a Census Trawl 
To stop a Census Trawl that is running, click Stop a Trawl in Progress from the Census Trawl 
item on the Census menu. 

Checking the Status of Census Trawls 
To check the status of Census Trawls, click Check Trawl Status from the Census Trawl item on 
the Census menu. You will receive a message box similar to the following. 
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Viewing NLM Log Files 

 

Select a log to view in the left pane. The log will display in the right pane. You can press F1 to 
display Help for a message that has been selected. 

For more information, see: 

• �Logging� on page 82 

• �Messages� on page 229 
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4  The NetWare Loadable Module Programs 

NLM Overview 
The server side of NDS® Authentication Services (NDS-AS) includes three NetWare Loadable 
Module�  (NLM�) programs.  

• AUTHMGR.NLM is the NDS-AS Manager. 

• AUTHAGNT.NLM and AUTHRSLV.NLM are the NDS-AS Agent. 

Each NLM should be loaded when NetWare® starts up by its corresponding NCF file. The NDS-
AS installation process creates these NCF files and optionally adds them to each server�s 
AUTOEXEC.NCF file. Load AUTHRSLV.NLM before loading the corresponding 
AUTHAGNT.NLM. Similarly, unload AUTHAGNT.NLM before unloading the corresponding 
AUTHRSLV.NLM. This is because AUTHRSLV.NLM provides services used by 
AUTHAGNT.NLM. 

Each NDS-AS NLM has a Statistics Screen that displays on the NetWare Console, and each logs 
informational messages. The log messages are documented in �Messages� on page 229. 

Each NDS-AS NLM accepts a command line parameter of -DEBUG that causes a debugging 
screen to display on the NetWare console. 

For more information about logging, see �Logging� on page 82. 

For more information about the purpose of these NLM programs, see �NDS-AS Concepts� on 
page 3. 
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Logging 
Each NDS-AS NLM maintains a log file in the NDS-AS DATA\LOG directory. Log files are 
managed according to rules specified through the NDS-AS Admin Utility. You can have NDS-
AS NLM programs begin a new log file upon reaching a certain size or age. In addition, you can 
choose to retain the previous log file when a new one is created. For additional information about 
setting NLM Log management rules, see �NLM Log� on page 65. 

The log files are named as follows. 

• nxxxxALL.TXT: All log messages of general customer interest. 

• nxxxxDBG.TXT: Complete debugging messages for use in troubleshooting. 

Where n is the NLM identifier: 

A Agent  AUTHAGNT.NLM 

M Manager  AUTHMGR.NLM 

R Resolver  AUTHRSLV.NLM 

and where xxxx is CURR for the current log and PREV for the previous log. 

For example, log messages from the NDS-AS Resolver NLM are written to the file named
RCURRALL.TXT in the NDS-AS DATA\LOG directory of the server running the Resolver. 

The log messages are documented in �Messages� on page 229. 

You can use the View NLM Log File function in the NDS-AS Admin Utility to view NDS-AS 
NLM logs. 
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The NDS-AS Manager NetWare Loadable Module 
AUTHMGR.NLM 

AUTHMGR.NLM Method of Operation 
The primary function of AUTHMGR.NLM, the NDS-AS Manager, is to maintain the Census and 
Configuration Parameters. It creates a new Census on a scheduled basis and on demand from the 
Admin Utility. It sends the Configuration Parameters to the Agents whenever they are changed 
and when requested at startup. 

The NDS-AS Manager also provides various services for the Admin Utility. It verifies that an 
Admin Utility connection has rights to see the NDS-AS Configuration Parameter file before 
accepting requests from the connection. 

When AUTHMGR.NLM starts up, it: 

• Loads the language message table for the locale. 

• Verifies that it is running on a supported version of NetWare. 

• Authenticates to NDS as the server on which it is running. 

• Obtains the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters from the AUTHSERV.INI file. 

• Validates the license. 

• Activates its message logging thread. 

• Prepares for communications with the Resolver, Agent, and Admin Utility, which is done 
using NetWare Core Protocol� (NCP�). 

• Activates its Status Screen thread. 

• Enters its main processing loop, which: 

• Initiates a Census Trawl when appropriate. 

• Transmits Configuration Parameters to the Agents when the Admin Utility has changed 
them. 

Census Trawl Processing Steps 
1. Read the previous Census file into memory. The NDS-AS Manager uses the previous Census 

as a reference when performing a Census Trawl. 

2. Apply to the Census any add or delete transactions that have been scheduled through actions 
in the Admin Utility. 

3. Scan the Census Search objects for users, and log any conflicts to the Exception Report. 
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4. If no errors occurred while processing NDS, write the new Census file and notify the Agents 
that it is available. 

For details about Census processing rules and exceptions, see �NDS-AS Manager and the 
Census� on page 10. 
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The NDS-AS Manager Screen 

 

The NDS-AS Manager Screen shows information about the Census and other Manager activities. 
This screen is updated at frequent intervals based on a timer. 

The top pane shows the version and its creation time stamp. 

The Census Parameters pane shows the following: 

• The number of Agents defined in the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters 

• The number of entries in the Trusted Clients list (an entry that specifies a range of addresses 
counts as one entry) 

• The time of the next regularly scheduled Trawl 

• How inactive Census entries will be removed: 

• None: Inactive entries will be left in the Census. 

• Immediate: All inactive entries will be removed from the Census. 

• nn days: Inactive entries will be removed from the Census if they have been inactive for 
at least nn days. 

The Last Census Properties pane shows the results of the last (or currently running) Census 
Trawl. 

• The number of active and inactive Census entries 
(If a Trawl is currently running, these numbers will reflect the current state as it progresses.) 

• The number of exceptions written to the Exception Report 
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• The time the last Census started and how long it took (in seconds) 

• Who requested the last Trawl (or **CRON** if it was a regularly scheduled Trawl) 

Informational messages are displayed in the bottom pane. 
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The NDS-AS Agent NetWare Loadable Module Programs 
AUTHAGNT.NLM 

AUTHAGNT.NLM Method of Operation 
The function of AUTHAGNT.NLM, the NDS-AS Agent, is to service requests from NDS-AS 
Clients. It uses Authenticated Service Threads (ASTs)  to process requests from Clients, and 
spawns as many as required to handle concurrent requests.  

Communication between NDS-AS Agents and NDS-AS Clients is based on TCP BSD sockets 
and is encrypted using 56-bit DES. Each Client is assigned its own DES key in the NDS-AS 
Configuration Parameters. A given transaction between a Client and an Agent is encrypted using 
a single use session key assigned by the Agent. The session key consists of a pseudo random 
number encrypted with the key of the Client. For additional details about DES key handling, see 
�Client Encryption Key Management� on page 101. 

An encrypted cache of recent successful authentications is maintained to provide for applications, 
such as Web servers, that make large bursts of requests to authenticate the same user in a short 
period of time. 

When AUTHAGNT.NLM starts up, it: 

• Loads the language message table for the locale. 

• Verifies that it is running on a supported version of NetWare. 

• Waits for the NDS-AS Resolver to become ready. 

• Authenticates to NDS as the server on which it is running. 

• Obtains the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters from the local copy of the AUTHSERV.INI 
file. 

• Validates the license. 

• Verifies that it is in the Agent servers list in the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters and 
determines the TCP port number it should listen on. 

• Activates its message logging thread. 

• Initializes the cache. 

• Prepares for communications with the Resolver and Manager, which is done using NetWare 
Core Protocol (NCP). 

• Initializes some Authenticated Service Threads to start with. 

• Starts its TCP socket manager thread to handle communications with NDS-AS Clients. The 
socket manager starts a new thread for each socket connection. That thread passes requests 
from valid Clients to an AST and terminates. 
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• Activates the Statistics Screen thread. 

• Enters its main processing loop, which starts additional ASTs as needed based on load. 

Each AST logs in as the server and services requests from Trusted NDS-AS Clients, as assigned 
by the socket manager�s daughter threads. This is the heart of the NDS-AS system. 

 

The NDS-AS Agent Statistics Screen 

 

The NDS-AS Agent Statistics Screen shows information about Client requests serviced. This 
screen is updated at frequent intervals based on a timer. 

The top pane shows the version and its creation time stamp. 

The large left pane shows a count of the main types of requests that have been processed since 
the NLM was started. The bottom left pane shows cache statistics. 

The right pane shows Client requests and their results as they are processed by an AST. The Ans 
column shows the Agent Answer Code for the request. These are documented in �Agent Answer 
Codes� on page 230. 
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AUTHRSLV.NLM 

AUTHRSLV.NLM Method of Operation 
The function of AUTHRSLV.NLM, the NDS-AS Resolver, is to provide for the lookup of a UID 
in the Census and the return of the corresponding fully distinguished name. 

Upon initialization, and when notified by the NDS-AS Manager, the NDS-AS Resolver obtains a 
local copy of the Census file from the NDS-AS Manager�s server and loads it into memory. 

When AUTHRSLV.NLM starts up, it: 

• Loads the language message table for the locale. 

• Verifies that it is running on a supported version of NetWare. 

• Authenticates to NDS as the server on which it is running. 

• Obtains the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters from the local copy of the AUTHSERV.INI 
file. If the local server is not the same server as the Manager server identified in the 
parameters, the Resolver obtains the parameters from the Manager and rewrites the local 
copy. 

• Validates the license. 

• Verifies that it is in the Agent servers list in the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters. 

• Activates its message logging thread. 

• Activates the Statistics Screen thread. 

• Gets a local copy of the current Master Census file from the server running the NDS-AS 
Manager (unless it is running on the same server as the Manager) and loads the Census into 
memory. If the master copy cannot be obtained, a message is logged and the local copy is 
used. 

The routine that returns the fully distinguished name for a UID resides in AUTHRSLV.NLM, 
and is called by the NDS-AS Agent, AUTHAGNT.NLM. 
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The NDS-AS Resolver Screen 

 

The NDS-AS Resolver Screen shows information about the Census and a count of name 
resolutions that have been performed. This screen is updated at frequent intervals based on a 
timer. 

The top pane shows the version and its creation time stamp. The panes below it display various 
statistical and operational information. 

Informational messages are displayed in the bottom pane. 
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5  The Clients 

Client Overview 
NDS® Authentication Services (NDS-AS) Clients make requests of NDS-AS Agents for 
functions such as authentication, user name resolution, password changes, etc. Communication 
between NDS-AS Clients and Agents is through TCP/IP using 56-bit DES encryption. 

The NDS-AS Client is hooked into the login process of a system using standard, vendor-provided 
mechanisms. It provides Universal ID-to-fully distinguished name resolution, password 
verification, and password change functions to the operating system. NDS-AS Clients also 
provide an application programming interface (API) that you can use for your own applications. 

NDS-AS does not support authentication or password change for NDS users having a null 
password. 

NDS-AS Agents will only accept connections from Trusted Clients. For details about defining 
Trusted Clients, see �Trusted Clients List� on page 53. 

Each Client uses its configuration file to identify the NDS-AS Agents it should communicate 
with and the encryption key to be used for those communications. For details, see �The NDS-AS 
Client Configuration File� on page 96. 

The encryption key that NDS-AS Agents use to communicate with a Client is specified in the 
NDS-AS Configuration Parameters. For details about setting the encryption key to be used by 
NDS-AS Agents when communicating with a Client, see �Trusted Clients List� on page 53. 

System Integration 
NDS-AS Clients for UNIX* make use of the Pluggable Authentication Module (PAM) 
framework that is defined by OSF RFC 86.0. Applications must make the appropriate PAM API 
calls in order to make that application PAM-aware. You can also modify your applications to use 
the NDS-AS Client API directly. For information about configuring your UNIX systems to use 
PAM, see �PAM Configuration Notes� on page 93. 

The Client for AIX* makes use of the custom authentication method framework provided by 
AIX. For additional information, see �The Client for AIX� on page 132. 

The NDS-AS Client for MVS* and OS/390* makes use of standard exits provided by the 
security system in use (RACF*, CA-ACF2*, etc.). For additional information, see �Installing the 
NDS-AS MVS Client� on page 112. 
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Client Installation 
Client software is distributed in the BIN\CLIENTS subdirectory of the NDS-AS Master 
Directory created by the installation process. Each Client platform has its own subdirectory 
within this structure. 

Installation of NDS-AS Clients by knowledgeable systems programmers familiar with the local 
environment will take about a half hour (except for the MVS Client, which will take longer due 
to the complexity of that environment). 

NDS-AS Clients are available for the following platforms: 

Platform Components Installation Reference 
FreeBSD* (Partial PAM 
Function)  

Shared Library and PAM �Installing the NDS-AS 
FreeBSD Client� on page 
136. 

Hewlett-Packard*  
HP-UX*  

Shared Library and PAM �Installing the NDS-AS HP-
UX Client� on page 130. 

IBM* AIX Shared Library and Custom 
Authentication Method 
Framework 

�Installing the NDS-AS AIX 
Client� on page 132. 

IBM MVS and OS/390  Load library and Started Task �Installing the NDS-AS 
MVS Client� on page 112. 

Microsoft* Windows* 
(API Only)  

DLL and ActiveX* Control �Installing the NDS-AS 
Windows Client 
ASCAUTH.DLL� on page 
126 and �Installing 
AscAuthX� on page 127. 

Red Hat* Linux*  Shared Library and PAM �Installing the NDS-AS 
Linux Client� on page 134. 

Caldera Systems* 
OpenLinux*  

Shared Library and PAM �Installing the NDS-AS 
Linux Client� on page 134. 

Sun* Solaris* and Solaris 
Intel* Platform Edition  

Shared Library and PAM �Installing the NDS-AS 
Solaris Client� on page 128. 

Client System Administrator Notes 
In order for users to be able to log in to the operating system using NDS-AS, they must be 
defined to the operating system on the Client machine. 

Administrative password resets must be done through an NDS utility, such as ConsoleOne�. 
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PAM Configuration Notes 
NDS-AS Clients for most UNIX implementations make use of the Pluggable Authentication 
Module (PAM) framework for system-entry services, such as login. PAM is defined by OSF 
RFC 86.0. 

When a service (login, ftp, user written application, etc.) makes a call to the PAM API, the 
request is forwarded to the appropriate authentication module based on the specifications you 
have made in the PAM configuration file, normally /etc/pam.conf. (Some Linux implementations 
separate the PAM parameters for various services into files in the /etc/pam.d/ directory.) A 
sample pam.conf file for NDS-AS is included in each UNIX Client distribution. 

Stacking Multiple Schemes 
The PAM architecture enables authentication by multiple authentication services through 
stacking.  Stacking service modules can force users to authenticate to several authentication 
services, possibly using different passwords, or it can allow users the opportunity to authenticate 
using any one of several methods or some combination of methods. It is very important to 
understand certain return codes returned by services in the stack, because these return codes are 
used in conjunction with the control flag to determine the behavior of the authentication flow 
within the stack.  

Always test the logical flow of your configuration. Some configurations could allow users to log 
in without passwords, while others could prevent login by anyone, including root. Many service 
modules, including the NDS-AS service module, treat root differently from other users. 

Where to Find More Detailed Information about PAM 
• For detailed information about PAM, see RFC 86.0, included in each NDS-AS UNIX Client 

distribution package. 

• For PAM configuration file information specific to your UNIX implementation, see the man 
pages, typically man pam.conf. 

• For Linux-PAM documentation on the Web, see http://www.us.kernel.org/pub/. 

http://www.us.kernel.org/pub/
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Overview of pam.conf 
An entry in pam.conf has the form: 

service module_type control_flag module_path parameters

• Service is the name of a service, such as �login�, �ftp�, etc. The specification �other� 
indicates the module to be used by all other applications not specified in the file. 

• Module_type is the type of PAM function. It can be �auth� (user authentication), �account� 
(account access�expiration, time of day restrictions, etc.), �session� (session 
management/accounting), or �password� (password change). 

• Control_flag determines continuation or failure behavior of the module.  This is especially 
important if stacking is used. The values are: 

• required�This module must return success in order to have the overall result be 
successful. If this module fails, stack processing will continue and hide where the failure 
occurred from the user. 

• requisite�(not used in many versions of PAM) Like required, except stack processing 
fails immediately if this module fails. 

• sufficient�If this module is successful, skip the remaining modules in the stack, even if 
they are labeled required. If this module fails, the overall result might be determined by 
other modules in this stack. 

• optional�If this module fails, the overall result can be successful if another module in 
this stack returns success. If this module succeeds, the overall result might be 
determined by other modules in this stack. (If no other modules are required, then a 
success by an optional module will cause success for the stack.) 

• Module_path is the pathname of the module to be invoked for the function.  

The PAM service module for NDS-AS, pam_ascauth, checks the user ID to see if it is in the 
Exclude list or is the user ID root (unless the root_nds PAM parameter is specified).  If either 
condition is met, the NDS-AS module returns PAM_IGNORE, which has the same effect as 
the NDS-AS authentication service not being included in the stack. 

• Parameters are command line parameters to be passed to the module. The developer of a 
module can use these any way desired, but the PAM framework recommends that several 
parameters always be supported. Among these are �use_first_pass� (use the same password 
as that used by the first module that asked for one) and �try_first_pass� (like use_first_pass, 
but prompt if it is not valid). 
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Example pam.conf File Fragment 
The following is a fragment from the sample pam.conf file that is provided with the NDS-AS 
Client for Solaris. 

login auth sufficient /usr/lib/security/pam_ascauth.so.1 stats
login auth required /usr/lib/security/pam_unix.so.1 try_first_pass

This fragment deals with authenticating users of the login service. 

The first line specifies the NDS-AS PAM module, pam_ascauth.so.1, passing it a parameter of 
stats, which causes it to write additional statistics records about its processing to syslog. If 
pam_ascauth.so.1 returns success, the user is granted access to the system. If pam_ascauth.so.1 
returns failure, the next module is called. 

The second line calls the native Solaris PAM module. It is invoked only if the NDS-AS PAM 
module returns failure. This module will first try the password that was entered by the user and 
rejected by NDS-AS. If the password is not valid, the user will be prompted for the local UNIX 
system password. If that password is rejected, the user will not be granted access to the system. 
Even if this module returns success, the next module in the stack, if any, will be called. 

Warning: You should become familiar with PAM configuration for your particular UNIX 
implementation before attempting to create your own PAM configuration files. Take 
extreme care in configuring PAM on your systems. Mistakes here can result in major 
security exposures. 
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The NDS-AS Client Configuration File 
The NDS-AS Client configuration file relates the NDS-AS Client to NDS-AS Agents and, 
optionally, specifies additional parameters for the Client. 

Because this file contains the encryption key used for communications with Agents, access to the 
Client configuration file should be restricted.  

For UNIX, the default configuration file is /etc/ascauth.conf.  

For Windows, the default configuration file is ASCAUTH.INI in the Windows operating system 
directory. 

For MVS, the default configuration file is member ASCPRM00 in the partitioned data set 
allocated to the ASCPARMS ddname of the ASCLIENT started task. 

Client Configuration File Syntax 
Any line beginning with an asterisk (*), a semicolon (;), or an octothorpe (#) is a comment. All 
text that follows a semicolon or an octothorpe is a comment. 

Required Configuration Statements 
AGENT ipaddress PORT nnnn [PREF mm] 
Specifies the IP address of one NDS-AS Agent. At least one AGENT statement must appear in a 
configuration file. The ipaddress can be coded as a dot-form address (127.234.35.46), or as a 
DNS-resolvable address (AGENT1.OMNIBOND.COM). 

PORT specifies the IP port number that will be used to connect to the NDS-AS Agent. It is 
optional and the default is 2000. (The NDS-AS Admin Utility is used to configure the port 
used by each Agent. That default is also 2000.) 

PREF specifies the Preference Group Number that determines the way an Agent is selected. 
It is optional, and the default is for all Agents listed to be in Preference Group 1. Agents 
within a Preference Group are selected equally for load balancing. Agents with the lowest 
Preference Group Number are always tried first, followed by the Agents with the next 
Preference Group Number, and so on, until an Agent can be contacted. Preference Group 
Number must be coded as a positive integer. 

A maximum of 100 AGENT statements can be coded. 

KEY keyvalue
Specifies a private DES encryption key for communications between this Client and NDS-AS 
Agents. The keyvalue must be specified as sixteen hexadecimal digits (0-9, A-F, a-f). 
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The NDS-AS Admin Utility is used to specify this key value to NDS-AS Agents. For details, see 
�Trusted Clients List� on page 53. You must specify the same key in both places for 
communications to be successful.  

Optional Configuration Statements 
INCLUDE usermask, usermask, usermask,...  
EXCLUDE usermask, usermask, usermask,...  
Provides a list of specific user IDs or user ID masks to be included or excluded from 
authentication through an Agent. This can be useful for installation verification and early 
implementation, and for special user IDs that should be authenticated locally. Multiple 
INCLUDE and EXCLUDE statements can be coded, and they can be mixed together. There is no 
limit to the number of users that can be INCLUDEd or EXCLUDEd, although a large list can 
cause a performance impact because it must be searched for every user login. These statements 
apply to system authentications only, and are not used by the Client API routines (although there 
is an API call to test whether a user ID is excluded). 

usermask
A usermask can be a single complete user ID, or it can include masking characters to 
represent more than user ID. Masking characters consist of  �don�t-care� characters percent 
(%) and question mark (?) that represent any character, and a trailing wildcard character 
asterisk (*) that will match any string of zero or more characters. If more than one usermask 
matches a given user ID, the most specific usermask is used. Usermask is case insensitive. 

Unless EXCLUDE * is coded, INCLUDE * is always assumed. 

Do not code both an INCLUDE * statement and an EXCLUDE * statement. 

NDS-AS UNIX Clients authenticate root locally unless the root_nds PAM parameter is specified. 

For more information, see �Include and Exclude Configuration Statements� on page 99. 
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Additional Configuration Statements for the MVS Client 
The following statements are valid only for the NDS-AS Client for MVS. 

SMF recordtype  
Provides the SMF record type for the MVS Client�s performance statistics record. Recordtype 
must be an integer between 128 and 255. If it is not provided, the MVS Client will not produce 
SMF records. 

ACF2.DISABLE value
Specifies how users who have the DISABLED attribute set in their NDS User objects should be 
handled. Valid operands are SUSPEND and CANCEL. Specifying either one causes the 
corresponding ACF2 logonid attribute to be set. If not specified, the default is SUSPEND. 

ACF2.EXPIREWARN value
Specifies the number of days before an NDS password expires that NDS-AS should begin to 
warn the user. If not coded, the default is 5 days. 

RACF.NONNDS value
Specifies how NDS-AS should handle users that are defined in RACF but not in the NDS tree. 
This allows an installation to avoid confusion between the NDS-AS RACF exit and standard 
TSO full screen logon if a user is not defined in the NDS tree. The possible values are:  

DISABLED  The user ID is handled as though it were RACF-revoked.  

UNDEFINED  The user ID is handled as though it were not defined to RACF.  

AUTHLOCAL  The user ID is authenticated locally, as though NDS-AS were not available. 
It is not allowed to change its password.  

EXCLUDED  The user ID is authenticated as though it were EXCLUDEd. The user can 
change its RACF password. 

In each case, a message is written to the ASCLIENT log describing how the user�s authentication 
request was modified. If this statement is not provided, the default action is UNDEFINED. 

Additional Configuration Statement for the Windows Client 
The following statement is intended for use only with the NDS-AS Client for Windows. 

LOGFILE filespec
Specifies that the Windows Client should write any log messages to the specified log file. If this 
statement is not specified, the NDS-AS Windows Client does not record any messages. 
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Example Configuration File 
#This is a comment.
*This is a comment too.
AGENT csodev.myorg.org PORT 2000 PREF 1 ;Always tried first
AGENT csotest.myorg.org PORT 2000 PREF 1 ; equally with csodev
AGENT 123.456.78.24 PREF 2 ;Tried only if “pref 1” are not available
KEY F9E976C1C2E800A4
EXCLUDE beck,hubcap

For additional information, see �Include and Exclude Configuration Statements� on page 99. 

Include and Exclude Configuration Statements 
INCLUDE and EXCLUDE statements can be used in the Client configuration file to determine 
which users will be authenticated through NDS-AS. INCLUDE and EXCLUDE statements allow 
the use of masking characters to specify a usermask that can match more than one user ID. 

These statements apply to system authentications only, and are not used by the Client API 
routines (although there is an API call to test whether a user ID is excluded). 

NDS-AS UNIX Clients authenticate root locally unless the root_nds PAM parameter is specified. 

Rules by Which Usermasks Are Matched Against User IDs 
• The order in which INCLUDE and EXCLUDE statements are specified does not matter. 

• If more than one usermask matches a given user ID, the most specific usermask is used. 

• Usermask is case insensitive. 

• Specifying the same usermask on both an INCLUDE and an EXCLUDE statement is a 
syntax error. 

• Each percent sign (%) or question mark (?) matches exactly one character. 

• The asterisk (*) can only be used at the end of a mask, and will match any string of zero or 
more characters. 

• Unless EXCLUDE * is coded, INCLUDE * is always assumed. 

• Do not code both an INCLUDE * statement and an EXCLUDE * statement. 
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Include and Exclude Configuration Statement Examples 
The examples below illustrate a staged implementation. The implementation is made easier 
because of the example organization�s user ID naming standards. 

Example 1 

Include only user IDs in the systems group, except for their manager. These user IDs are all 
named SYSP followed by a three-digit number. All other users should be authenticated normally 
by the host security system.  
EXCLUDE SYSP001 ; Exclude the boss
INCLUDE SYSP%%% ; Include the team
EXCLUDE * ; Exclude the rest of the world

Note the distinction between coding SYSP%%% and SYSP*. SYSP* would cover any user ID 
that began with �SYSP�, no matter how many characters followed �SYSP�, while SYSP%%% 
only applies to user IDs that contain �SYSP� followed by exactly three characters.  

Example 2 

Add some more departments. 
EXCLUDE SYSP001 ; Boss isn't using NDS-AS yet
INCLUDE SYSP%%% ; Include the system programmers
INCLUDE APP* ; Include the application group
EXCLUDE APPDBA* ; except the DBAs. Note that this entry is more

; specific than APP*.
INCLUDE APPDBA3 ; One DBA wants to be included. This is more specific

; than APPDBA* or APP*.
EXCLUDE * ; Exclude the rest of the world

Example 3 

Add everyone, except some utility user IDs and the DBA group. 
EXCLUDE APPDBA* ; Exclude the DBA group.
EXCLUDE SYSUTIL,ROOT,HSM ; Exclude utility user IDs.
INCLUDE * ; Include all other users. This statement is implicit and

; could be omitted.

Example 4 

Include all users. No INCLUDE and EXCLUDE statements are needed because INCLUDE * is 
the default. 
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Client Encryption Key Management 
The communication between NDS-AS Clients and Agents is encrypted using a 56-bit DES key 
that you specify. A given transaction between a Client and an Agent is encrypted using a single 
use session key assigned by the Agent consisting of a pseudo-random number encrypted with the 
key of the Client. 

NDS-AS Agents obtain the encryption key to be used for each Client from the Trusted Clients 
list in the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters. You use the NDS-AS Admin Utility to maintain 
this information. 

Each NDS-AS Client obtains its encryption key from its Client configuration file. 

Encryption Keys Must Match 
The encryption key used by a Client must be the same as the encryption key used by the Agents 
to communicate with that Client. Communications will fail if they are not the same. In this case, 
the Agent will log message AGT3073W to its log file and the Client will log message 
ASC1033E to its log file. 

Changing the Encryption Key for a Client 
So that you can change the encryption key for a Client, NDS-AS Agents can use a Client�s 
previous encryption key within a time interval that you specify. Agents will always try the 
current key first. If that attempt is unsuccessful and the time interval has not expired, the Agent 
will try the previous key. 

To change the encryption key for a Client: 

1. Use the NDS-AS Admin Utility to specify the new key for the Client. Specify a sufficient 
time before the old key expires for you to change the key at the Client. For details about how 
to specify the encryption key that NDS-AS Agents use for a given Client, see �Trusted 
Clients List� on page 53. 

2. Update the KEY statement in the Client configuration file of the Client with the new key 
value. For information about the KEY statement in the Client configuration file, see 
�Required Configuration Statements� on page 96. 
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The Client for MVS 
NDS-AS MVS Client Overview 
NDS Authentication Services for OS/390, the NDS-AS MVS Client, provides an interface 
between the native security system on an MVS or OS/390 system and one or more NDS-AS 
Agents. This interface is transparent to end-users and applications. The only difference that a 
user should notice is that his password will be consistent across MVS, NetWare®, and any other 
platforms with NDS-AS Clients. 

The NDS-AS MVS Client is called whenever a user attempts to enter the system using a user ID 
and password, or when he or she attempts to change his or her password. Such a request is passed 
from the security system (RACF or CA-ACF2)  through an installation exit to the Client Started 
Task, which then communicates with the NDS-AS Agent through TCP/IP and returns a response.  

If no Agent can be reached, or if the Client Started Task is not running, the user�s password is 
verified locally against the native security system database. In this case, password changes are 
disallowed, because the NDS-AS Agent cannot be told to change the user�s NDS password. To 
ensure that the user can log on with his or her existing (perhaps expired) password, the 
password�s expiration date is extended temporarily, and will be reset to its true value from NDS 
during a later authentication when an Agent can be reached. 

If a password check or change is successful, the contents of the native security system database 
are updated to reflect the validated or new password. This allows the user to log on using the last 
password that worked on an MVS system if NDS-AS, NDS, or the network is not available.  

APF Authorization 
The NDS-AS MVS Client contains programs that must execute APF-authorized on your MVS 
system. The NDS-AS MVS Client uses several MVS services that require APF authorization, 
and manages some storage in MVS ECSA that requires a system key. 
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The NDS-AS MVS Client Samples Library 
The NDS-AS MVS Client samples library (SAMPLIB) contains sample JCL and configuration 
members that will be useful for installing and running ASCLIENT. The individual members 
describe their function, and how they should be customized for your installation. 

MVS NDS-AS Client Samples Library Contents 

Member Description 
$CONTENT A table of contents 

ACFNPX0A Simple ACF2 new-password exit install, for sites that do not currently use 
NEWPXIT 

ACFNPX0B Complex ACF2 new-password exit install, for sites that currently use NEWPXIT 
and need to keep their existing exit 

ACFSVP0A Simple ACF2 system entry validation exit install, for sites that do not currently 
use SEVPRE 

ACFSVP0B Complex ACF2 system entry validation exit install, for sites that currently use 
SEVPRE and need to keep their existing exit 

APILINK Example of how to link-edit programs that use the Client API 

APISAMP Example Client API program 

ASCLIENT Sample SYS1.PROCLIB JCL member 

ASCPRMXX Sample NDS-AS MVS Client Configuration Member 

ASCAUTH NDS-AS Client header file that provides the function prototypes for the API 
calls and their return value definitions 

ASCSMF Mapping macro for SMF record produced by ASCLIENT 

ASCTEST JCL to run TSO command ASCTEST in batch for installation verification 

ASCXRTAB Routing Table Macro for sites that currently use security system exits used by 
NDS-AS and need to keep them 

RACPWX0A Simple RACF new-password exit install, for sites that do not currently use 
ICHPWX01 

RACPWX0B Complex RACF new-password exit install, for sites that currently use 
ICHPWX01 and need to keep their existing exit 

RACRIX0A Simple RACF RACINIT exit install, for sites that do not currently use 
ICHRIX01 
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RACRIX0B Complex RACF RACINIT exit install, for sites that currently use ICHRIX01 and 

need to keep their existing exit 

SASSMF Sample SAS* routine to read NDS-AS SMF records and produce some simple 
charts 

For information about setting up your MVS NDS-AS Client Samples Library, see �Unloading 
the NDS-AS MVS Client Files from the Distribution� on page 113. 

The NDS-AS MVS Client Load Library 
The MVS NDS-AS Client requires an APF-authorized load library. We recommend that you do 
not add this library to the linklist. The load library can be cataloged in any catalog in the normal 
MVS catalog search order. 

For information about setting up your NDS-AS MVS Client Load Library, see �Unloading the 
NDS-AS MVS Client Files from the Distribution� on page 113. 
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The ASCLIENT Started Task 
The MVS Client requires a started task to be active. This started task, usually named 
ASCLIENT, performs the following tasks. 

• Handles all password check and password change requests from users logging on to the 
MVS system 

• Communicates with the NDS-AS Agents 

• Redirects requests to others if an Agent is unreachable or returns an unexpected error 

• Provides the NDS-AS Client application programming interface for the MVS system 

• Gathers and logs performance statistics 

Member ASCLIENT of the SAMPLIB data set contains sample JCL for the ASCLIENT started 
task. Copy this member to SYS1.PROCLIB and tailor it to match your NDS-AS MVS Client 
Load Library and NDS-AS MVS Client Configuration Member library data set names. 

ASCLIENT should be started during MVS startup and should be stopped during MVS shutdown. 
Because NDS-AS will use the native security system to authenticate users if ASCLIENT is 
unavailable, ASCLIENT can be shut down and restarted if necessary without disrupting normal 
authentication. Password changes are disabled while ASCLIENT is not active. ASCLIENT can 
be restarted if necessary. 

ASCLIENT reads its configuration information from a PDS allocated to ddname ASCPARMS. It 
can update its configuration without a restart. For further information, see �ASCLIENT 
Operation� on page 108 and �The NDS-AS MVS Client Configuration Member� on page 107. 

ASCLIENT logs transactions and other messages to ddname ASCLOG. If ddname ASCLOG is 
not defined in the ASCLIENT started procedure, ASCLIENT dynamically allocates ASCLOG as 
SYSOUT=*, which uses the default MSGCLASS for started tasks. If ddname ASCLOG exists in 
the ASCLIENT procedure, ASCLIENT will use the existing DD statement. 
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ASCLIENT JCL EXEC Statement PARMs 
ASCLIENT accepts several JCL EXEC statement PARMs. Under normal circumstances, you 
should not need to specify any execution parameters. 

ASCLIENT JCL EXEC Statement PARMs 

PARM Explanation 
TASKS=nn How many service subtasks to start initially. nn must be numeric, one or two 

digits, from 0 to 99. The default is 1. ASCLIENT will start additional tasks if it 
needs them. 

COLD Ignore existing in-storage request queue and build a new one. 

WARM Use existing in-storage request queue if there is one. WARM is mutually 
exclusive with COLD and is the default. 

CONFIG=xx Suffix for ASCPRMxx configuration member to use. The default is 00 (the digits 
�zero zero�). 

Example 
//ASCLIENT EXEC PGM=ASCMAIN,PARM=’TASKS=1,CONFIG=01’

This will cause ASCLIENT to start with one service subtask and read configuration member 
ASCPRM01. 
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The NDS-AS MVS Client Configuration Member 
Member ASCPRMxx defines ASCLIENT�s configuration. This member must be unnumbered 
and must reside in an LRECL=80 RECFM=FB partitioned data set allocated to ddname 
ASCPARMS in ASCLIENT�s JCL. SAMPLIB can be used if desired. 

The syntax of the Client configuration file is given in the topic �The NDS-AS Client 
Configuration File� on page 96. 

ASCLIENT uses member ASCPRM00 by default, and can reload the configuration dynamically. 
For further information, see �ASCLIENT Operation� on page 108. 

A model for the ASCPRMxx member is provided in SAMPLIB. 

Example Configuration File Member for MVS 

*This is a sample NDS-AS MVS Client Configuration Member
AGENT 127.127.146.34 PREF 1; All members of the pref 1
AGENT 127.127.18.24 PREF 1; group are tried equally
AGENT 127.127.48.25 PREF 1; if they are healthy.
AGENT 127.127.7.37 PREF 2; Only if none in pref 1 respond.
KEY AF88726CB619276D
EXCLUDE SYSPR* ROOT, SYSSTC
SMF 222; SMF record for statistics

For more information, see: 

• �The NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96 

• �Include and Exclude Configuration Statement Examples� on page 100 

The NDS-AS MVS Client SMF Record 
The SMF record written hourly and at shutdown by the NDS-AS MVS Client contains the 
information detailing counts and response time for activity. This information is also written in 
report form to ddname SYSMAIN of ASCLIENT. 

The SMF record number used is specified in the NDS-AS MVS Client configuration member. 

An assembler DSECT mapping this record and a SAS example for using it are contained in 
SAMPLIB members ASCSMF and SASSMF, respectively. 
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ASCLIENT Operation 
The MVS Client Started Task (ASCLIENT) should be started during system IPL. When message 
ASC0001I is issued, ASCLIENT is ready to process requests and commands. Requests are 
handled by a subtask. ASCLIENT can create additional subtasks if needed to handle concurrent 
requests. 

ASCLIENT requires TCP/IP to communicate with the NDS-AS Agents. Although ASCLIENT 
can be started before TCP/IP, it will not be able to reach an Agent until TCP/IP has initialized. 
ASCLIENT should be started at a point after TCP/IP has been started and before users are 
allowed to log on. 

NDS-AS MVS Client Operator Commands  
The NDS-AS MVS Client supports several commands to control its operation. Enter these at an 
MVS Operator Console. 

To shut down ASCLIENT, enter  

STOP ASCLIENT 

All other ASCLIENT operator commands are prefixed with �MODIFY ASCLIENT,�. (If you 
have named your NDS-AS MVS Client started task something other than ASCLIENT, then 
substitute your procedure name as appropriate.) 

MODIFY ASCLIENT,AUTH LOCAL
Instructs ASCLIENT to reject new authentication requests. This causes all subsequent requests to 
be authenticated locally against the MVS system�s security product. 

MODIFY ASCLIENT,AUTH REMOTE
Instructs ASCLIENT to accept new authentication requests. This causes new authentication 
requests to be processed by NDS-AS. When ASCLIENT starts, all requests are handled remotely 
by default. When ASCLIENT is shut down or terminated abnormally, new requests are handled 
locally. 

MODIFY ASCLIENT,CONFIG xx 
ASCLIENT should load the configuration file contained in the ASCPARMS data set in member 
�ASCPRMxx.� If member ASCPRMxx does not exist or contains a syntax error, a message is 
issued to the console and the existing configuration is not changed. 
For example, to cause member ASCPRM02 to become the active configuration, enter the 
following command at the MVS operator�s console: 
MODIFY ASCLIENT,CONFIG 02 
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MODIFY ASCLIENT,DISPLAY 
ASCLIENT should display the status of its current configuration. This information includes:  

• When ASCLIENT was started  

• When the present configuration was loaded  

• How many times each Agent was called to satisfy a request  

The DISPLAY command can be abbreviated as D.  

The NDS-AS MVS Client issues messages about its status. These are documented in �Client 
Messages� on page 263. 
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Using ASCTEST 
The ASCTEST command allows you to check MVS NDS-AS functions from an MVS TSO 
session. SAMPLIB member ASCTEST can be used to run this command as a batch job. 

You can use ASCTEST for purposes such as the following. 

• Ensuring that the Client is configured correctly before installing security system exits 

• Checking on the current state of a running Client 

• Spot-checking Client performance 

Note: If you set up test cases in the NDS tree, keep in mind that if your NDS replicas exist on 
multiple NetWare servers, it can take a few minutes for a change (resetting a password, 
disabling a user ID, etc.) to be propagated to the other replicas. This can cause such 
updates to appear to be �delayed.� 

ASCTEST is provided in the NDS-AS MVS Client load library as part of the NDS-AS 
distribution. Two functions of ASCTEST, CHKPSWD and CHGPSWD, require APF 
authorization. To APF-authorize ASCTEST, you must add �ASCTEST� as an authorized TSO 
command to SYS1.PARMLIB(IKJTSOxx) under the AUTHCMD NAMES(...) section. For more 
information about IKJTSOxx, see the IBM publication MVS Initialization and Tuning Reference. 

ASCTEST Functions 
ASCTEST STATUS
STATUS returns information about an active Client. STATUS does not call the Client, but finds 
the Client�s environment data and reports it. An example command and response follow. 

ASCTEST STATUS
*** INCLUDE/EXCLUDE list is not present.
ASCLIENT was started at 1999.146 12:51:04. STC name is ASCLIENT.
SMF statistics records are written to SMF type 222.
2 agents active for this client.
AuthServ Agent preference group 1:

Agent 1 at 127.127.21.136 (127.127.21.136/2000)
1183 calls during this hour, 1225 calls since startup.
Avg response time during this hour is 0.1853 seconds per request.

Agent 2 at 127.127.18.217 (127.127.18.217/2000)
1247 calls during this hour, 1298 calls since startup.
Avg response time during this hour is 0.2269 seconds per request.

ASCTEST EXCTEST(userid) 
EXCTEST checks a user ID against the active exclude list and reports whether the user ID would 
be excluded or not. EXCTEST does not call the Client, but finds the Client�s exclude list and 
checks the user ID you provide against it. An example command and response follow. 

ASCTEST EXCTEST(JOEUSER)
Userid JOEUSER would be INCLUDEd (authenticated by AuthServ)
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ASCTEST CHKPSWD(userid/password) [ LOOP(count) ]
CHKPSWD calls the NDS-AS MVS Client with a user ID and password to be validated, and 
reports the results and the elapsed time (in .01-second units) of the request. To repeat a request, 
use the LOOP operand. An example command and response follow. 

ASCTEST CHKPSWD(JOEUSER/JOE1234)
Userid JOEUSER CHKPSWD OK. Elapsed time 54

Note: The NDS-AS Agent treats these requests as real authentications and acts accordingly. For 
example, a series of consecutive invalid passwords against one user ID can cause intruder 
detection to be tripped for that user. 

ASCTEST CHGPSWD(userid/oldpswd/newpswd)
CHGPSWD calls the MVS NDS-AS Client with a user ID, a current password, and a new 
password, then reports the results and elapsed time for the request. The password rules that apply 
to the user ID�s corresponding NDS User object are applied, so that the new password will be 
rejected if it does not satisfy the rules defined to NDS. An example command and response 
follow. 

ASCTEST CHGPSWD(JOEUSER/JOE1234/JOE5678)
Userid JOEUSER CHGPSWD OK. Elapsed time 16

You can run any of these functions at any time. If the MVS Client is not running, you will see a 
message to that effect. The results of CHKPSWD and CHGPSWD requests will appear in 
ASCLIENT�s log as well.  

Each function name can be abbreviated to the shortest possible unique string (S, E, CHK and 
CHG). As new functions are added to the MVS NDS-AS Client, ASCTEST will be updated to 
support them.  
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Installing the NDS-AS MVS Client 
An experienced MVS system programmer should install the NDS-AS MVS Client. The 
installation should take about a day to complete, and an IPL is required. 

The NDS-AS MVS Client consists of two major components. 

• The ASCLIENT started task. ASCLIENT receives requests from other MVS address 
spaces and manages communications with one or more NDS-AS Agents. ASCLIENT will 
normally be started during the MVS IPL process at some point shortly after TCP/IP has 
initialized, and will be shut down during the MVS drain process at some point just before 
TCP/IP is stopped. 

• The security system exits. These exits communicate with ASCLIENT for password 
verification and password changes. 

Note: If the ASCLIENT started task is installed and started but the security system exits are not 
installed, ASCLIENT will not be called for user logons and other �true� authentications, 
but can be tested using ASCTEST to ensure that it is configured properly.  
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Unloading the NDS-AS MVS Client Files from the Distribution 
The NDS-AS MVS Client is packaged as two TRANSMIT unloaded MVS PDSs: the samples 
library (SAMPLIB) and the load library. These files appear as ASCSAMP.XMT and 
ASCLOAD.XMT in BIN\CLIENTS\MVS in the NDS-AS Master Directory created by the NDS-
AS installation process. These files can be uploaded to your MVS system from a PC or file 
server using FTP as follows. 

1. If you are using line-mode FTP, open a DOS window, change to the BIN\CLIENTS\MVS 
directory, and use the following commands to transfer the files to MVS. If you are using a 
Windows based FTP client, such as WS-FTP, issue the equivalent commands.  

Warning: The BINARY and the SITE commands are very important. If the .XMT files are 
not sent to MVS correctly, the subsequent steps will fail. 

1a. FTP MVS-hostname 

1b. Authenticate to MVS using your user ID and password. 

1c. SITE LRECL=80 RECFM=FB

1d. If you need the files to be stored on a specific disk volume, enter: 
SITE VOL=volser 

1e. BINARY

1f. MPUT *.XMT

1g. QUIT

2. Log on to MVS using the same user ID that you used for the FTP session. The names of the 
files that you sent will begin with your user ID unless you have changed your TSO profile 
prefix. 

3. Enter: 
RECEIVE INDATASET(ASCLOAD.XMT) 

When RECEIVE prompts you for parameters, enter: 
DSNAME('hlq.authserv.load') VOLUME(volser) 
where: hlq.authserv.load is the load library for the NDS-AS MVS Client, and 
volser is the disk volume where the load library will be created. 
You should see messages indicating that IEBCOPY loaded the contents of the load library.  
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4. Enter 
RECEIVE INDATASET(ASCSAMP.XMT) 

When RECEIVE prompts you for parameters, enter: 
DSNAME('hlq.authserv.samplib') VOLUME(volser) 
where: hlq.authserv.samplib is the SAMPLIB data set for the NDS-AS MVS Client, and 
volser is the disk volume where the load library will be created 
You should see messages indicating that IEBCOPY loaded the contents of the samplib data 
set. 
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NDS-AS MVS Client Installation 
To install and configure NDS-AS for MVS: 

1. Add the load library for the NDS-AS MVS Client to the APF list for your system. Use 
SYS1.PARMLIB member IEAAPF00 or PROG00 as appropriate. If you are using the 
dynamic APF facility, you can add the NDS-AS load library to the active APF list 
immediately. Otherwise, you will need to IPL your MVS system to make the load library 
APF-authorized. The NDS-AS load library can be cataloged in any catalog in the normal 
search order. 

2. Add ASCTEST as an APF-authorized TSO command to SYS1.PARMLIB(IKJTSOxx) under 
the AUTHCMD NAMES(...) section. For more information about IKJTSOxx, see the IBM 
MVS Initialization and Tuning Reference manual for your system. 

3. Add the JCL procedure for ASCLIENT to your started task procedure library 
(SYS1.PROCLIB or its equivalent). Use member ASCLIENT in SAMPLIB as a model, and 
customize it to use your own data set names. 

4. Define your MVS system to NDS-AS as a Trusted Client and set its DES encryption key. 
For details, see �Trusted Clients List� on page 53. 

5. Set up the configuration member for ASCLIENT. The ASCLIENT procedure contains 
ddname ASCPARMS, which should point to a LRECL=80 RECFM=FB PDS. Configuration 
members in ASCPARMS are named ASCPRMxx, where xx defaults to 00. Use SAMPLIB 
member ASCPRMXX as a model. For details, see �The NDS-AS MVS Client Configuration 
Member� on page 107. 

6. Start the ASCLIENT started task. You should see message ASC0001I on the console. At this 
point ASCLIENT is running and can accept requests, but no security system exits are in 
place to call it yet. 

7. Perform preliminary testing using ASCTEST. You can use ASCTEST under TSO or you can 
use the JCL in SAMPLIB member ASCTEST to send requests through ASCLIENT to an 
Agent.  

Note: The NDS-AS Agent treats these requests as real authentications and acts accordingly. 
For example, a series of consecutive invalid passwords against one user ID can cause 
intruder detection to be tripped for that user. Also, if you set up test cases in the NDS 
tree, keep in mind that if your NDS replicas exist on multiple NetWare servers, it can 
take a few minutes for a change (resetting a password, disabling a user ID, etc) to be 
communicated to the other replicas. This can cause such updates to appear to be 
�delayed.� 
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8. At this point, before installing the exits and IPLing with them for the first time, you might 
want to establish an Include/Exclude list in ASCPRMxx to restrict the users that ASCLIENT 
will handle authentications for. User IDs in the EXCLUDE list will be processed normally 
(that is, without calling NDS-AS) by the native security system. 

9. Install the security system exits. For details, see �RACF Exit Installation� on page 117 or 
�CA-ACF2 Exit Installation� on page 120 as appropriate. 

10. When the NDS-AS security system exits are installed, you will need to IPL the system that 
they were installed on. Authentication requests that include a password will cause message  
ASC0225I Userid <userid> will be authenticated locally 

to be issued if ASCLIENT is not running. When ASCLIENT is started, requests that it 
processes will be logged to ddname ASCLOG under ASCLIENT. You can review these with 
any spool-viewing product (IOF, SDSF, or equivalent). Note, however, that the last message 
is buffered and is not written until another message is issued. 

11. After testing to your satisfaction, change the configuration member INCLUDE or 
EXCLUDE list to match your production environment. 

12. Add ASCLIENT operation into routine system startup and shutdown procedures. 
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RACF Exit Installation 
The NDS-AS MVS Client for RACF uses two standard RACF exits: the RACINIT pre-process 
exit (ICHRIX01) and the RACF new-password exit (ICHPWX01). They are provided in the 
NDS-AS MVS Client load library, and are named ASCRIX01 and ASCPWX01, respectively.  

These two exits are used to intercept all requests in which a user ID and password (and perhaps a 
new password) are supplied to RACF. Note, however, that these exits can only intercept 
password check and change requests that are sent through a standard RACF interface. If you 
have applications that access the RACF database directly using the RACF �internal� macros 
(ICHEINTY, etc.), their requests will not be intercepted by NDS-AS. 

The NDS-AS MVS Client provides an exit router that will call multiple exit modules in 
sequence. You can use this feature if your installation already uses either exit. 

Installing the RACF Exits 
These instructions assume that you have already installed the NDS-AS MVS Client, configured it 
and started it successfully, and tested it using ASCTEST. 

Follow your normal procedure for applying such changes to your MVS system. We recommend 
that you: 

• Install and test the exits on a test system or partition first, if possible. 

• Make a copy of your system volumes before applying any changes. 

• Consider packaging the exits as SMP/E usermods. 

1. If you do not have an existing ICHRIX01 (RACINIT pre-process) exit, run the job in 
SAMPLIB member RACRIX0A. This job will use SMP/E to linkedit ASCRIX01 into 
SYS1.LPALIB as exit ICHRIX01. 

2. If you have an existing ICHRIX01 exit, update SAMPLIB member RACRIX0B as 
appropriate. RACRIX0B installs a router that calls the NDS-AS RACINIT exit and your 
existing exit. 

3. If you do not have an existing ICHPWX01 (new password) exit, run the job in SAMPLIB 
member RACPWX0A. This job will use SMP/E to linkedit ASCPWX01 into SYS1.LPALIB 
as exit ICHPWX01. 

4. If you have an existing ICHPWX01 exit, update SAMPLIB member RACPWX0B as 
appropriate. RACPWX0B installs a router that calls the NDS-AS new-password exit and 
your existing exit. 

5. When you have installed these two exits, you must IPL the MVS system with the CLPA 
option. 
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Updating RACF Options 

Set RACF to Call the Exits 

When you have installed the exits into SYS1.LPALIB and IPLed your system, RACF will call 
the NDS-AS exits for every authentication request that provides a password. If ASCLIENT is not 
running, the message:  
ASC0071I Userid <user> will be authenticated locally 

is issued to the MVS console as a ROUTCDE=11 WTO. This is normal, and will probably be a 
regular occurrence if logons occur early during an IPL, before TCPIP and ASCLIENT are up. 

Remove RACF Password Rules 

At this point, RACF users will be authenticating using NDS-AS. You should turn off all RACF-
related password rules, because they will be enforced by the corresponding rules in NDS. A 
RACF SPECIAL user should use the RACF administrator panels to set the options listed below, 
or enter the following command: 
setropts password( nohistory interval(254) norevoke norules )

This command affects RACF as follows: 

NoHistory RACF should not keep a list of previously used passwords for each user. 
NDS will do this if configured to do so. 

Interval(254) This is the maximum interval for a RACF password�s expiration interval. 
(RACF interprets �255� as �nonexpiring.�) Password expiration will be 
controlled by NDS through NDS-AS. 

NoRevoke RACF should not revoke a user ID for excessive invalid passwords. If 
intruder detection is enabled in NDS, NDS will temporarily disable a user 
ID if the user enters too many consecutive invalid passwords. 

NoRules RACF should not apply any restrictions to the syntax of new passwords. 
The password restrictions defined in NDS will be used instead. 

Record the existing values before you change them, and save them in a safe place. You will want 
to refer to them if you should ever remove NDS-AS. 

At this point, the NDS-AS RACF interface should be installed and running on one system. If you 
have multiple systems sharing a RACF database, remember that users on the systems that you�ve 
installed NDS-AS on might be affected if they try to use other systems. In addition, if you disable 
the password syntax rules and history from one system, this affects all systems that share the 
same RACF database. As a result, you might decide not to disable RACF password restrictions 
until NDS-AS is installed on all systems in your complex. 

When you�re satisfied that NDS-AS is installed and running correctly, install NDS-AS on all 
remaining systems in your complex. 
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Uninstalling the NDS-AS RACF Interface 
To uninstall the NDS-AS RACF interface: 

1. Make a copy of your running system before applying any changes. 

2. Use SMP/E to RESTORE the usermods for ICHRIX01 and ICHPWX01. 

3. IPL the updated system specifying CLPA. 

4. Using the RACF administrator panels or the SETROPTS command, reestablish the password 
rules that you disabled when you installed the NDS-AS RACF interface. 

5. Remove ASCLIENT from any startup and shutdown procedures. 

6. Remove the NDS-AS load library from the APF list by updating either IEAAPF00 or 
PROG00. For details, see the IBM MVS Initialization and Tuning Reference manual for 
your system. 
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CA-ACF2 Exit Installation 
The NDS-AS MVS Client for CA-ACF2 uses two standard ACF2 exits: the System Entry 
Validation exit (SEVPRE) and the New-Password exit (NEWPXIT). They are provided in the 
NDS-AS MVS Client load library, and are named ASCSVPRE and ASCNPXIT, respectively. 
These two exits are used to intercept all requests in which a user ID and password (and perhaps a 
new password) are supplied to ACF2. Note, however, that these exits can only intercept 
password check and change requests that are sent through a standard ACF2 interface. If you have 
applications that use internal ACF2 services directly (such as ACFSVC ACALT), their requests 
will not be intercepted by NDS-AS. 

The NDS-AS MVS Client provides an exit router that will call multiple exit modules in 
sequence. You can use this feature if your installation already uses either exit. 

Installing the ACF2 Exits 
These instructions assume that you have already installed the NDS-AS MVS Client, configured it 
and started it successfully, and tested it using ASCTEST.  

Follow your normal procedure for applying system-level changes to your MVS system. We 
recommend that you: 

• Install and test the exits on a test system or partition first, if possible. 

• Make a copy of applicable libraries before applying any changes. 

• Plan an uninstallation procedure. (See �Uninstalling the ACF2 Interface� below.) 

Note: ACF2 allows you to call the SEVPRE and NEWPXIT exits by any name. By default, 
the jobs in SAMPLIB will name the exits ASCSVPRE and ASCNPXIT. If you need 
to name the exits something different, edit the JCL as appropriate. ACF2 requires 
both of these exits to reside in SYS1.LPALIB or another library in the LPA list. 

1. If you do not have an existing SEVPRE (ACF2 system entry validation) exit, run the job in 
SAMPLIB member ACFSVP0A. This job will linkedit ASCSVPRE into SYS1.LPALIB as 
exit ASCSVPRE. If you prefer not to use SYS1.LPALIB, change the SYSLMOD DD 
statement in ACFSVP0A to a different LPA list library.  

2. If you have an existing SEVPRE exit, update SAMPLIB member ACFSVP0B as 
appropriate. ACFSVP0B linkedits the NDS-AS SEVPRE exit and your existing exit with a 
router that can call multiple SEVPRE exits in succession. ACFSVP0B contains detailed 
instructions for setting this up. 

3. If you do not have an existing NEWPXIT (ACF2 new password) exit, run the job in 
SAMPLIB member ACFNPX0A. This job will linkedit ACFNPX01 into SYS1.LPALIB as 
exit ACFNPXIT. If you prefer not to use SYS1.LPALIB, change the SYSLMOD DD 
statement in ACFNPX0A to a different LPA list library.  
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4. If you have an existing NEWPXIT exit, update SAMPLIB member ACFNPX0B as 
appropriate. ACFNPX0B linkedits the NDS-AS NEWPXIT exit and your existing exit with a 
router that can call multiple NEWPXIT exits in succession. ACFNPX0B contains detailed 
instructions for setting this up. 

5. If you want, you can package the ACF2 exits as SMP/E usermods. ACF2 installations 
customarily do not install ACF2 exits with SMP/E; therefore, the ACF2 exits shipped with 
NDS-AS are not set up for SMP/E. If you want to install the exits as SMP/E usermods, you 
can use the SAMPLIB members ASCRIX0A/B and ASCPWX0A/B, which install the RACF 
version of the exits, as models.  
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Updating ACF2 Options 

Set ACF2 to Call the Exits 

When you have linked the exits into an LPAlist library and IPLed your system, you need to set 
ACF2 to start calling the exits. To do this, first ensure that ASCLIENT is running. Next, an 
ACF2 administrator should enter the following TSO commands: 

READY
acf
ACF

set control(gso) sysid(<system>)
CONTROL

insert sysid(<system>) exits sevpre(ascsvpre) newpxit(ascnpxit)

Then, from an MVS console, enter MODIFY ACF2,REFRESH to install the new rule values. 

Substitute your system ID for <system>. If you chose to use other names for these exits, 
substitute your names. If you only have one system using your ACF2 database or you want to 
affect all systems at once, you can omit the sysid operand. However, if you have multiple ACF2 
systems, we strongly recommend that you convert them one at a time. 

If you already have a GSO EXITS record, use change instead of insert. 

Using the ACF2 ISPF panels, the administrator should do the following: 

1. From the main ACF2 panel, select the GSO option. 

2. From the GSO panel, select CHANGE. 

3. From the Change A GSO Record panel, enter a change type of ADD, the system ID you 
want the change to affect, and a RECID of EXITS. 

4. Specify a value of ASCSVPRE for exit SEVPRE, and a value of ASCNPXIT for exit 
NEWPXIT. If you chose to use other names for these exits, substitute your names here. 

When you do this, ACF2 will begin calling the NDS-AS SEVPRE and NEWPXIT exits. If 
ASCLIENT is not running, users attempting to log on will be authenticated locally. When this 
happens, ASCSVPRE will issue the message:  
ASC0071I Userid <user> will be authenticated locally 

 to the MVS console as a ROUTCDE=11 WTO. 
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Remove ACF2 Password Rules 

At this point, ACF2 users will be authenticating using NDS-AS. You should turn off all ACF2 
password-related rules, because they will be enforced by the corresponding rules in NDS. An 
ACF2 administrator should use the ACF2 ISPF panels to set the values listed below, or enter the 
following: 

READY
acf
ACF

set control(gso) sysid(<system>)
CONTROL

insert sysid(<system>) pswd <values>

Then, from an MVS console, enter MODIFY ACF2,REFRESH to install the new rule values. 

Substitute the system ID for <system>. If you only have one system using your ACF2 database or 
you want to affect all systems at once, you can omit the sysid operand. However, if you have 
multiple ACF2 systems, we strongly recommend that you convert them one at a time. 

Substitute the values shown below for <values>. 

If you already have a GSO EXITS record, use the change command instead of the insert 
command. 

Using the ACF2 ISPF panels, the administrator should change the pswd record in much the same 
way as in the exits record example above. 

You should set the following ACF2 password-related parameters to effectively disable ACF2 
password controls, because the NDS parameters will be used instead. Refer to your CA-ACF2 
Administrator Guide for full descriptions of these parameters.  

MAXTRY(255) The maximum number of password attempts before ACF2 suspends the 
user ID. NDS-AS will use intruder detection parameters instead. 

MINPSWD(1) The minimum length of an ACF2 password. 

PASSLMT(255) The maximum allowed invalid password attempts in one day. 

PSWDALT Allow users to change their password at logon time. 

NOPWDHIST Disable ACF2 password history. 

PSWDNUM Allow a new password to be all numeric. 

WRNDAYS(0) Warn the user when the password is about to expire. This is controlled by 
the ACF2.EXPIREWARN parameter in the ASCLIENT configuration 
file. 
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Record the existing values before you change them, and save them in a safe place. You will want 
to refer to them if you should ever remove NDS-AS. 

At this point, the NDS-AS ACF2 interface should be installed and running on one system. If you 
have multiple systems sharing an ACF2 database, remember that users on the systems that 
you�ve installed NDS-AS on might be affected if they try to use other systems, especially if the 
other systems� GSO records contain different password parameters. When you�re satisfied that 
NDS-AS is installed and running correctly, install NDS-AS on all remaining systems in your 
complex. 

Note: If you have an existing ACF2 exit (SEVPRE or NEWPXIT) and don�t have storage 
constraints in PLPA, consider leaving your existing exits in PLPA under a different name 
than the exit name used by NDS-AS. This way, you can �reinstall� your old exit without 
an IPL. 

Uninstalling the NDS-AS ACF2 Interface 
To uninstall the NDS-AS ACF2 interface: 
�� If you linked the NDS-AS SEVPRE exit or NEWPXIT exit with exits of your own, you 

should reinstall your original exits, then IPL with CLPA to load the relinked exits into the 
active LPA. If you changed the exits� names as you relinked them, you must also update the 
GSO EXITS record with the changed exit names. 

�� If you are using ASCSVPRE or ASCNPXIT by themselves, update the GSO EXITS record 
to remove the exit names: 

READY
acf
ACF
set control(gso) sysid(<system>)
CONTROL
insert sysid(<system>) exits sevpre() newpxit()

From an MVS console, enter MODIFY ACF2,REFRESH to install the new rule values. 

�� You should then delete the exit modules from the LPA-listed library containing them and 
IPL with CLPA at a convenient time.  
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The Client for Windows 
NDS-AS Windows Client Overview 
The NDS-AS Windows Client makes the NDS-AS Client API available to applications running 
in the Microsoft Windows environment. 

The NDS-AS Client API is provided for Microsoft Windows in two forms. 

• A DLL, ASCAUTH.DLL, whose calls are compatible with the API provided for other 
platforms at the source code level. 

• An ActiveX control, AscAuthX, that can more easily be used from Active Server Pages, 
Microsoft Visual Basic*, Borland* Delphi*, and other similar development environments. 

Both ASCAUTH.DLL and AscAuthX require the NDS-AS Client configuration file to identify 
the NDS-AS Agents and the DES encryption key to be used. This is generally ASCAUTH.INI in 
the Windows operating system directory. For Windows 95 and Windows 98, this is generally 
C:\WINDOWS. For Windows NT*, this is generally C:\WINNT. You can enter the command 
�echo %windir%� at a command prompt to determine the location of your Windows operating 
system directory. For more information about the NDS-AS Client configuration file, see �The 
NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96. 

Both mechanisms also require that the Client machine be identified to NDS-AS as a Trusted 
Client. For details about adding Clients to the configuration, see �Trusted Clients List� on page 
53. 

For more information, see: 

• �Installing the NDS-AS Windows Client ASCAUTH.DLL� on page 126 

• �Installing AscAuthX� on page 127 

• �The Client Application Programming Interface� on page 139 

• �AscAuthX� on page 174 
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Installing the NDS-AS Windows Client ASCAUTH.DLL 
The Windows Client DLL is distributed in BIN\CLIENTS\WIN in the NDS-AS Master 
Directory created by the NDS-AS installation process on the Manager server. There are 
subdirectories for application development in the Borland and Microsoft environments (and also 
for the ActiveX control�see �Installing AscAuthX� on page 127). 

To install the NDS-AS Client API DLL for Microsoft Windows: 

1. If you are using Windows 95 or Windows 98, copy the following files from 
BIN\CLIENTS\WIN into the specified directories: 

COPY ASCAUTH.DLL C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\
COPY ASCAUTH.INI C:\WINDOWS\

If you are using Windows NT, copy the following files from BIN\CLIENTS\WIN into the 
specified directories: 

COPY ASCAUTH.DLL C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\
COPY ASCAUTH.INI C:\WINNT\

If your Windows drive or directory name differs from those shown above, substitute 
accordingly. You can enter the command �echo %windir%� at a command prompt to 
determine the location of your Windows operating system directory. 

2. Edit the ASCAUTH.INI file to include the IP addresses (or host names) of your NDS-AS 
Agents and the Client�s DES encryption key. For details, see �The NDS-AS Client 
Configuration File� on page 96. 

You can specify a different path to the ASCAUTH.INI file when using the ASC_INIT() or 
ASC_INIT_EXT() API call. For information about the NDS-AS Client API, see �The Client 
Application Programming Interface� on page 139. 

3. Define the system to NDS-AS as a Trusted Client. For details, see �Trusted Clients List� on 
page 53. 

Files for Developing NDS-AS Windows Client DLL API 
Applications 
LIB files for accessing the NDS-AS Client API DLL in the Borland C++ and Microsoft Visual 
C++* environments can be found in the BORLAND and MICROSFT subdirectories of 
BIN\CLIENTS\WIN in the NDS-AS Master Directory. The ASCAUTH.H header file that you 
will need is reproduced in each of these subdirectories as well. 
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Installing AscAuthX 
To install AscAuthX, the NDS-AS Client ActiveX control, on a Windows system, run 
SETUP.EXE from the CLIENTS\WIN\ASCAUTHX subdirectory in the NDS-AS Master 
Directory on the NDS-AS Manager Server. 

SETUP will create a SAMPLES subdirectory that contains examples demonstrating the use of 
AscAuthX. 

To use AscAuthX, you must provide a Client configuration file that identifies the NDS-AS 
Agents that it will communicate with, and your computer must be defined to them as a Trusted 
Client. For more information about the NDS-AS Client configuration file, see �The NDS-AS 
Client Configuration File� on page 96. For information about using the NDS-AS Admin Utility 
to define Trusted Clients, see �Trusted Clients List� on page 53. 

For details about using AscAuthX, see �AscAuthX� on page 174. 
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The Client for Solaris 
Installing the NDS-AS Solaris Client 
The NDS-AS Solaris Client is distributed as a tar file under BIN\CLIENTS\SOLARIS in the 
NDS-AS Master Directory created by the NDS-AS installation process. There is a subdirectory 
for the SPARC* platform and a subdirectory for the Intel platform. 

To install the Solaris Client: 

1. Log in as root. 

2. Extract the distribution files using the following command: 
tar xvf SunOS.tar

The files will be extracted to subdirectory ascauth_SunOs in your current working directory. 

3. Run the installation script install.SunOS to copy the shared libraries and header file to your 
system directories. 

4. Copy the sample ascauth.conf file to the /etc directory. 

5. Edit /etc/ascauth.conf to include the IP addresses (or host names) of your NDS-AS Agents 
and this Client�s DES encryption key. For details about the Client configuration file, see 
�The NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96. 

6. Edit your /etc/pam.conf file to call the /usr/lib/security/pam_ascauth.so.1 module for 
authentication, accounting, password, and session management. A sample pam.conf module 
has been included with the Solaris NDS-AS distribution. 

7. Define your system to NDS-AS as a Trusted Client and set its DES encryption key. For 
details about doing this, see �Trusted Clients List� on page 53. 

For additional information, see �PAM Configuration Notes� on page 93. 
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Parameters for the NDS-AS Solaris PAM Module  
conf�Specifies where the Client configuration file is located. The default location is 
/etc/ascauth.conf. 
Example: conf=/usr/local/etc/ascauth.conf 

stats�Causes the PAM module to write syslog records containing authentication statistics to the 
LOG_AUTH facility. The records, written as message ASP0001I, contain information on what 
type of request was made, the result, and the elapsed time to complete the request. 

debug�Causes the PAM module to write debugging records to syslog facility LOG_AUTH.  

root_nds�Forces the root user to be authenticated and managed by NDS-AS. Normally this 
behavior is not desirable. The default is for the root user to be managed by the local security 
mechanism if this option is not specified. 
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The Client for HP-UX 
Installing the NDS-AS HP-UX Client 
The NDS-AS HP-UX Client is distributed as a tar file under BIN\CLIENTS\HPUX in the NDS-
AS Master Directory created by the NDS-AS installation process. 

To install the HP-UX Client: 

1. Log in as root. 

2. Extract the distribution files using the following command: 
tar xvf HP-UX.tar

The files will be extracted to subdirectory ascauth_HP-UX in your current working 
directory. 

3. Run the installation script install.HP-UX to copy the shared libraries and header file to your 
system directories. 

4. Copy the sample ascauth.conf file to the /etc directory. 

5. Edit /etc/ascauth.conf to include the IP addresses (or host names) of your NDS-AS Agents 
and this Client�s DES encryption key. For details about the Client configuration file, see 
�The NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96. 

6. Edit your /etc/pam.conf file to call the /usr/lib/security/libpam_ascauth.1 module for 
authentication, accounting, password, and session management. A sample pam.conf module 
has been included with the HP-UX NDS-AS distribution. 

7. Define your system to NDS-AS as a Trusted Client and set its DES encryption key. For 
details about doing this, see �Trusted Clients List� on page 53. 

Note: When you try to copy a newer version of the libascauth.sl or libpam_ascuath.1 shared 
library files, you can get a �Text file busy� error. This occurs when the kernel or a user 
program has the library open. When this situation occurs, you might have to boot into 
single-user mode in order to copy the newer versions of the files. 

For additional information, see �PAM Configuration Notes� on page 93. 
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Parameters for the NDS-AS HP-UX PAM Module 
conf�Specifies where the Client configuration file is located. The default location is 
/etc/ascauth.conf. 
Example: conf=/usr/local/etc/ascauth.conf 

stats�Causes the PAM module to write syslog records containing authentication statistics to the 
LOG_AUTH facility. The records, written as message ASP0001I, contain information on what 
type of request was made, the result, and the elapsed time to complete the request. 

debug�Causes the PAM module to write debugging records to syslog facility LOG_AUTH.  

root_nds�Forces the root user to be authenticated and managed by NDS-AS. Normally this 
behavior is not desirable. The default is for the root user to be managed by the local security 
mechanism if this option is not specified. 
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The Client for AIX 
Installing the NDS-AS AIX Client 
The NDS-AS AIX Client is distributed as a tar file under BIN\CLIENTS\AIX in the NDS-AS 
Master Directory created by the NDS-AS installation process. 

To install the AIX Client:  

1. Log in as root. 

2. Extract the distribution files using the following command:
tar xvf AIX.tar

The files will be extracted to subdirectory ascauth_AIX in your current working directory. 

3. Run the installation script install.AIX to copy the shared library and header file to your 
system directories. 

4. Copy the sample ascauth.conf file to the /etc directory. 

5. Edit /etc/ascauth.conf to include the IP addresses (or host names) of your NDS-AS Agents 
and this Client�s DES encryption key. For details about the Client configuration file, see 
�The NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96. 

6. Define your system to NDS-AS as a Trusted Client and set its DES encryption key. For 
details about doing this, see �Trusted Clients List� on page 53. 

7. Copy the DCE module from the AIX Client distribution to the /usr/lib/security directory. 

8. Edit /usr/lib/security/methods.cfg to include an entry for the DCE module if it does not exist 
already. The file methods.cfg.sample in the AIX Client distribution demonstrates the 
required changes.  The following lines should be added to the methods.cfg file: 

DCE:
program = /usr/lib/security/DCE

9. Edit /etc/security/user and change the entries for the users you want to use NDS-AS 
authentication. The file user.sample in the AIX Client distribution demonstrates the required 
changes. The required entries for NDS-AS authentication have the following settings: 

AUTH1 = SYSTEM
AUTH2 = NONE
SYSTEM = DCE
registry = DCE

Note: AIX does not support a PAM implementation. The NDS-AS Client for AIX uses the 
custom authentication module framework of AIX instead. 
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Note: When you try to copy a newer version of the libascauth.a library file or the DCE file, you 
might get a �Cannot open or remove a file containing a running program� error. This 
occurs when the kernel or a user program has the library open. When this situation 
occurs, you can do one of the following to install the newer version: 

• Remove /usr/lib/libascauth.a and then copy the newer version into /usr/lib. 

• Remove/usr/lib/security/DCE and then copy the newer version into /usr/lib/security. 

• Boot into single-user mode and the copy newer version into /usr/lib. 
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The Client for Linux 
Installing the NDS-AS Linux Client 
The NDS-AS Linux Client is distributed as a tar file under BIN\CLIENTS\LINUX\ in the NDS-
AS Master Directory created by the NDS-AS installation process. There are subdirectories for 
several versions as follows. 

Subdirectory Version 
RedHat42 Red Hat 4.2 

RedHat5x Red Hat 5.x 

RedHat6x Red Hat 6.x 

Cald13 Caldera 1.3 

Cald22 Caldera 2.2 

To install the Linux Client:  

1. Log in as root. 

2. Extract the distribution files using the following command: 
tar xvf Linux.tar

The files will be extracted to subdirectory ascauth_Linux in your current working directory. 

3. Run the installation script install.Linux to copy the shared libraries and header file to your 
system directories. 

4. Copy the sample ascauth.conf file to the /etc directory. 

5. Edit /etc/ascauth.conf to include the IP addresses (or host names) of your NDS-AS Agents 
and this Client�s DES encryption key. For details about the Client configuration file, see 
�The NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96. 

6. Edit your /etc/pam.d/* files to call the /lib/security/pam_ascauth.so module. Sample login, 
ftp, and passwd PAM configuration files have been included with the Linux NDS-AS 
distribution. 

7. Define your system to NDS-AS as a Trusted Client and set its DES encryption key. For 
details about doing this, see �Trusted Clients List� on page 53. 

For additional information, see �PAM Configuration Notes� on page 93. 
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Parameters for the NDS-AS Linux PAM Module  
conf�Specifies where the Client configuration file is located. The default location is 
/etc/ascauth.conf. 
Example: conf=/usr/local/etc/ascauth.conf 

stats�Causes the PAM module to write syslog records containing authentication statistics to the 
LOG_AUTHPRIV facility. The records, written as message ASP0001I, contain information on 
what type of request was made, the result, and the elapsed time to complete the request. 

debug�Causes the PAM module to write debugging records to syslog facility 
LOG_AUTHPRIV.  

root_nds�Forces the root user to be authenticated and managed by NDS-AS. Normally this 
behavior is not desirable. The default is for the root user to be managed by the local security 
mechanism if this option is not specified. 
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The Client for BSD 
Installing the NDS-AS FreeBSD Client 
The NDS-AS FreeBSD Client is distributed as a tar file under BIN\CLIENTS\BSD in the NDS-
AS Master Directory created by the NDS-AS installation process. 

To install the FreeBSD Client:  

1. Log in as root. 

2. Extract the distribution files using the following command: 
tar xvf FreeBSD.tar

The files will be extracted to subdirectory ascauth_FreeBSD in your current working 
directory. 

3. Run the installation script install.FreeBSD to copy the shared libraries and header file to your 
system directories. 

4. Copy the sample ascauth.conf file to the /etc directory. 

5. Edit /etc/ascauth.conf to include the IP addresses (or host names) of your NDS-AS Agents 
and this Client�s DES encryption key. For details about the Client configuration file, see 
�The NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96. 

6. Edit your /etc/pam.conf file to call the /usr/lib/pam_ascauth.so module. A sample pam.conf 
module has been included with the FreeBSD NDS-AS distribution. 

7. Define your system to NDS-AS as a Trusted Client and set its DES encryption key. For 
details about doing this, see �Trusted Clients List� on page 53. 

Note: FreeBSD does not support a full PAM implementation. Various system utilities like ftp 
and passwd do not make the necessary PAM API calls. Only NDS-AS login and the 
NDS-AS API are supported for FreeBSD. When FreeBSD utilities are able to make these 
calls, NDS-AS will service them normally. 

For additional information, see �PAM Configuration Notes� on page 93. 
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Parameters for the FreeBSD PAM Module 
conf�Specifies where the Client configuration file is located. The default location is 
/etc/ascauth.conf. 
Example: conf=/usr/local/etc/ascauth.conf 

stats�Causes the PAM module to write syslog records containing authentication statistics to the 
LOG_AUTHPRIV facility. The records, written as message ASP0001I, contain information on 
what type of request was made, the result, and the elapsed time to complete the request. 

debug�Causes the PAM module to write debugging records to syslog facility 
LOG_AUTHPRIV.  

root_nds�Forces the root user to be authenticated and managed by NDS-AS. Normally this 
behavior is not desirable. The default is for the root user to be managed by the local security 
mechanism if this option is not specified. 
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6  The Client Application Programming Interface 

Overview of the Client Application Programming 
Interface 
NDS® Authentication Services (NDS-AS) Clients provide an application programming interface 
(API) that can be used by applications to access the services of NDS through NDS-AS. 

The NDS-AS Client configuration file provides information to the NDS-AS Client API necessary 
for establishing communications with the NDS-AS Agent. A call must be made to ASC_INIT() 
or ASC_INIT_EXT() to process this file and initialize the NDS-AS environment before API calls 
can be made to the NDS-AS Agent. For details about the Client configuration file, see �The 
NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96. 

The NDS-AS Client header file ascauth.h provides the function prototypes for the API calls and 
their return value definitions. 

API routines are provided to perform the following functions: 

• Initialize and terminate the NDS-AS environment 

• Validate a user ID/password combination  

• Change a user�s password, given the current password  

• Obtain the fully distinguished name for a user ID  

• Determine if user has Security Equal To a given object  

• Determine if an object has the specified effective rights to the specified attribute of another 
NDS object  

• Obtain a list of members of a group  

• Obtain a list of security equivalences for a user  

• Obtain attribute values for an object  

• Determine if a given user is in the Include/Exclude list  

• Decode NDS-AS Client API return values  

• Convert number of seconds to number of days  

For information about troubleshooting the Client API, see �Troubleshooting the NDS-AS Client 
API� on page 224. 

A description of each NDS-AS Client API routine along with example C code follows. 
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Examples are given at the end of this chapter showing how to make simple modifications to 
several popular products to provide an interface to NDS-AS. 

Using the Client API in the Microsoft Windows Environment 
Access to the NDS-AS Client API in the Microsoft* Windows* environment is through calls to 
the NDS-AS Dynamic Link Library, ASCAUTH.DLL, and through the methods of the NDS-AS 
ActiveX* control, AscAuthX. LIB files for accessing the NDS-AS Client API DLL in the 
Borland* C++ and Microsoft Visual C++* environments can be found in the BORLAND and 
MICROSFT subdirectories of the BIN\CLIENTS\WIN subdirectory in the NDS-AS Master 
Directory. 

For additional information about the NDS-AS ActiveX control, see �AscAuthX� on page 174. 

Using the Client API in the MVS Environment 
Access to the NDS-AS Client API in the MVS* or OS/390* environment uses the ASCLIENT 
started task. The caller must be APF authorized. The Client header file is located in the MVS 
Client samples library member ASCAUTH. When link-editing applications that call the NDS-AS 
Client API, include the MVS Client load library in your SYSLIB concatenation. Calls to 
ASC_INIT() and ASC_INIT_EXT() must be made with a NULL parameter in place of the 
configuration filename because ASCLIENT processes the Client configuration file for the MVS 
environment. 

For additional information about the NDS-AS MVS Client, see �The Client for MVS� on page 
102. 

Using the Client API in the UNIX Environment 
Access to the NDS-AS Client API in the UNIX* environment is through calls to the NDS-AS 
shared library. The NDS-AS Client installation script copies the shared library and the Client 
header file ascauth.h to platform-specific directories. 

For a platform-specific installation cross-reference, see �Client Installation� on page 92. 
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ASC_INIT 
Description 

This routine reads the NDS-AS Client configuration file and initializes the NDS-AS 
environment so that calls can be made to the NDS-AS Agent. This routine or 
ASC_INIT_EXT() must be called before any other NDS-AS Client API routine. 

Prototype 
ASCENV *ASC_INIT(char *filename);

Arguments 

filename The name of the NDS-AS Client configuration file. 
If you call ASC_INIT() with a NULL in place of the filename parameter as in 
ASC_INIT(NULL), then it will use the following search algorithm to find the 
configuration file. 
UNIX:  Looks in the current working directory for ascauth.conf, then looks for 
/etc/ascauth.conf. 
WINDOWS: Looks in the current working directory for ASCAUTH.INI, then 
looks for it in the Windows operating system directory. 
MVS: Always uses the ASCLIENT started task active configuration. 

Return Values 

Returns a pointer to the NDS-AS environment item created upon success. If an error has 
occurred, NULL is returned. 
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Example 

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ascauth.h>

main()
{

ASCENV *asce;

/* initialize the authentication environment */
asce = ASC_INIT(NULL);
if (asce == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr, "Error: cannot initialize authentication
environment\n");

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}

/* now you can make additional authentication calls here */

/* now terminate the authentication environment */
ASC_TERM(asce);
return 0;

}

See Also 

�ASC_INIT_EXT� on page 143 

�ASC_TERM� on page 145 

�The NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96 
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ASC_INIT_EXT 
Description 

This routine reads the NDS-AS Client configuration file and initializes the NDS-AS 
environment so that calls can be made to the NDS-AS Agent. This routine or ASC_INIT() 
must be called before any other NDS-AS Client API routine. 

ASC_INIT_EXT() differs from ASC_INIT() in that you can provide a buffer into which 
NDS-AS will place any error messages if the NDS-AS environment cannot be initialized. 

Prototype 
ASCENV *ASC_INIT_EXT(char *filename, char *error_msg, size_t size);

Arguments 

filename The name of the NDS-AS Client configuration file. 
If you call ASC_INIT_EXT() with a NULL in place of the filename 
parameter, then it will use the following search algorithm to find the 
configuration file. 
UNIX: Looks in the current working directory for ascauth.conf, then looks 
for /etc/ascauth.conf. 
WINDOWS: Looks in the current working directory for ASCAUTH.INI, 
then looks for it in the Windows operating system directory.  
MVS: Always uses the ASCLIENT started task active configuration. 

error_msg A buffer you provide into which an error message can be placed if the NDS-
AS environment cannot be initialized. 

size The size of the error_msg buffer you have provided. 

Return Values 

Returns a pointer to the NDS-AS environment item created upon success. If an error has 
occurred, NULL is returned and a descriptive error message is placed into the error_msg 
buffer. 
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Example 

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ascauth.h>

#define BUFSIZE 256

main()
{

ASCENV *asce;

/* initialize the authentication environment */
/* allocate buffer */
buffer = (char *) malloc(BUFSIZE);
asce = ASC_INIT_EXT(NULL, buffer, BUFSIZE);
if (asce == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr, "Error: cannot initialize authentication
environment\n");

fprintf(stderr, “ %s \n", buffer);
exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

}

/* now you can make additional authentication calls here */

/* now terminate the authentication environment */
ASC_TERM(asce);
return 0;

}

See Also 

�ASC_INIT� on page 141 

�ASC_TERM� on page 145 

 �The NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96 
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ASC_TERM 
Description 

This routine terminates and frees the NDS-AS environment that was created by a call to 
ASC_INIT() or ASC_INIT_EXT(). After the NDS-AS environment is terminated, no more 
calls to the NDS-AS Agent can be made without issuing another ASC_INIT() or 
ASC_INIT_EXT() call first. 

Prototype 
void ASC_TERM(ASCENV *asce);

Arguments 

asce The NDS-AS environment item returned from the call to ASC_INIT() or 
ASC_INIT_EXT(). 

Return Values 

No value is returned from this routine. 
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Example 

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ascauth.h>

main()
{

ASCENV *asce;

/* initialize the authentication environment */
asce = ASC_INIT(NULL);
if (asce == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr, "Error: cannot initialize authentication
environment\n");

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}

/* now you can make additional authentication calls here */

/* now terminate the authentication environment */
ASC_TERM(asce);
return 0;

}

See Also 

�ASC_INIT� on page 141 

�ASC_INIT_EXT� on page 143 
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ASC_CHKPASSWD 
Description 

This routine will verify the password for a user. 

Prototype 
int ASC_CHKPASSWD(ASCENV *asce, char *user, char *pass,

ASCUSER *ascu);

Arguments 

asce The NDS-AS environment item returned from the call to ASC_INIT() or 
ASC_INIT_EXT(). 

user The UID of the user to be checked. 

pass The password to be checked for the user. 

ascu The ASCUSER structure (defined in ascauth.h) to be filled in by 
ASC_CHKPASSWD() if the password is valid. 

Return Values 

This routine will return one of the following integer values defined in ascauth.h. 

AS_OK Password is okay 

AS_NO User ID/Password combination is invalid 

AS_NOUSER UID inactive or not found in the Census 

AS_REVOKED User�s password is okay, but user is disabled in NDS 

AS_INTRUDER Intruder lockout enabled for this user 

AS_BADCLIENT Local host not authorized to query the NDS-AS Agent 

AS_NOAGENT No NDS-AS Agent could be contacted 

AS_NOAUTHENV No NDS-AS environment has been established 

AS_INVALIDREQ Call rejected by NDS-AS Agent as not valid or not supported 

AS_INVALIDARGS Invalid arguments supplied to the routine 

AS_WSOCKUP Unable to initialize WINSOCK (Windows only) 

AS_WSOCKDOWN Unable to terminate WINSOCK (Windows only) 
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AS_KEYEXPIRED Old key rejected by Agent because expiration date has passed 

AS_NOLICENSE Client type not licensed for use with NDS-AS 

 

When an AS_OK return code is returned, the following fields in the ASCUSER structure 
will contain additional information about the authenticated user. 

<ascu>.pass.expire Number of seconds until the password will expire (or �1 if the 
password does not expire) 

<ascu>.pass.interval Password change interval in seconds (or �1 if the password does 
not expire) 

 

When an AS_REVOKED code is returned, the following field in the ASCUSER structure 
will contain additional information about the user. 

<ascu>.login.disabled User disabled flag 

Example 

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ascauth.h>

main(int argc, char *argv[])
{

ASCENV *asce;
ASCUSER ascu;
char *user, *pass;
int rc;

if (argc != 3) {
fprintf(stderr, "usage: %s <user> <password>\n", argv[0]);
exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

}

user = argv[1];
pass = argv[2];

/* initialize the authentication environment */
asce = ASC_INIT(NULL);
if (asce == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr, "Error: cannot initialize authentication
environment\n");

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}
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/* check the user’s password */
rc = ASC_CHKPASSWD(asce, user, pass, &ascu);
if (rc == AS_OK)

printf("password ok\n");
else if (rc == AS_NO)

printf("password invalid\n");
else

printf("RC=%d, %s", rc, ASC_STRERROR(rc));

/* now terminate the authentication environment */
ASC_TERM(asce);
return 0;

}

See Also 

�ASC_INIT� on page 141 

�ASC_INIT_EXT� on page 143 

�ASC_TERM� on page 145 

�ASC_STRERROR� on page 172 
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ASC_CHGPASSWD 
Description 

This routine will change the password for a user. 

Prototype 
int ASC_CHGPASSWD(ASCENV *asce, char *user, char *oldpass,

char *newpass);

Arguments 

asce  The NDS-AS environment item returned from the call to ASC_INIT() or 
ASC_INIT_EXT(). 

user The UID of the user whose password is to be changed. 

oldpass The old password for the user. 

newpass The new password for the user. 

Return Values 

This routine will return one of the following integer values defined in ascauth.h. 

AS_OK Password changed okay 

AS_NO Old password is invalid 

AS_NOUSER UID inactive or not found in the Census 

AS_REVOKED User�s password is okay, but user is disabled in NDS 

AS_INTRUDER Intruder lockout is enabled for this user 

AS_PASSDUPLICATE New password has been used previously 

AS_PASSTOOSHORT New password too short 

AS_BADCLIENT Local host not authorized to query the NDS-AS Agent 

AS_NOAGENT No NDS-AS Agent could be contacted 

AS_NOAUTHENV No NDS-AS environment has been established 

AS_INVALIDREQ Call rejected by NDS-AS Agent as not valid or not supported 

AS_INVALIDARGS Invalid arguments supplied to the routine 

AS_WSOCKUP Unable to initialize WINSOCK (Windows only) 
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AS_WSOCKDOWN Unable to terminate WINSOCK (Windows only) 

AS_KEYEXPIRED Old key rejected by Agent because expiration date has passed

AS_NOLICENSE Client type not licensed for use with NDS-AS 

 

Example 

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ascauth.h>

main(int argc, char *argv[])
{

ASCENV *asce;
ASCUSER ascu;
char *user, *oldpass, *newpass;
int rc;

if (argc != 4) {
fprintf(stderr, "usage: %s <user> <oldpass> <newpass>\n",

argv[0]);
exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

}

user = argv[1];
oldpass = argv[2];
newpass = argv[3];

/* initialize the authentication environment */
asce = ASC_INIT(NULL);
if (asce == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr, "Error: cannot initialize authentication
environment\n");

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}

/* change the user’s password */
rc = ASC_CHGPASSWD(asce, user, oldpass, newpass);
if (rc == AS_OK)

printf("password has been changed\n");
else if (rc == AS_NO)

printf("password has not been changed\n");
else

printf("RC=%d, %s", rc, ASC_STRERROR(rc));

/* now terminate the authentication environment */
ASC_TERM(asce);
return 0;

}
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See Also 

�ASC_INIT� on page 141 

�ASC_INIT_EXT� on page 143 

�ASC_TERM� on page 145 

�ASC_STRERROR� on page 172 
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ASC_GETCONTEXT 
Description 

This routine will obtain a user�s fully distinguished object name from the Census and copy it 
into the buffer supplied by the caller. 

Prototype 
int ASC_GETCONTEXT(ASCENV *asce, char *user,

char *buffer, u_int size);

Arguments 

asce  The NDS-AS environment item returned from the call to ASC_INIT() or 
ASC_INIT_EXT(). 

user The UID of the user. 

buffer The buffer that is to receive the context. The result will be truncated and the call 
will return AS_TOOSMALL if the buffer size will not hold the entire result. 

size The length in bytes of the buffer. 

Return Values 

This routine will return one of the following integer values defined in ascauth.h. 

AS_OK Context was found 

AS_NOUSER UID inactive or not found in the Census 

AS_BADCLIENT Local host not authorized to query the NDS-AS Agent 

AS_NOAGENT No NDS-AS Agent could be contacted 

AS_NOAUTHENV No NDS-AS environment has been established 

AS_INVALIDREQ Call rejected by NDS-AS Agent as not valid or not supported 

AS_INVALIDARGS Invalid arguments supplied to the routine 

AS_TOOSMALL Size of the pre-allocated buffer is too small�result truncated 

AS_WSOCKUP Unable to initialize WINSOCK (Windows only) 

AS_WSOCKDOWN Unable to terminate WINSOCK (Windows only) 

AS_KEYEXPIRED Old key rejected by Agent because expiration date has passed 

AS_NOLICENSE Client type not licensed for use with NDS-AS 
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Remarks 

The buffer will be padded with nulls if needed. 

The format of the returned login context is the simple dot form. 
For example: .jondoe.j.myorg 

Example 

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ascauth.h>

#define MAX_CONTEXT 512

main(int argc, char *argv[])
{

ASCENV *asce;
char *user, *context;
int rc;

if (argc != 2) {
fprintf(stderr, "usage: %s <user>\n", argv[0]);
exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

}

user = argv[1];

/* allocate buffer */
context = (char *) malloc(MAX_CONTEXT);

/* initialize the authentication environment */
asce = ASC_INIT(NULL);
if (asce == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr, "Error: cannot initialize authentication
environment\n");

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}

/* get the user’s context */
rc = ASC_GETCONTEXT(asce, user, context, MAX_CONTEXT);
if (rc == AS_OK)

printf("context is %s\n", context);
else

printf("RC=%d, %s", rc, ASC_STRERROR(rc));

free(context);

/* now terminate the authentication environment */
ASC_TERM(asce);
return 0;

}
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See Also 

�ASC_INIT� on page 141 

�ASC_INIT_EXT� on page 143 

�ASC_TERM� on page 145 

�ASC_STRERROR� on page 172 
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ASC_SECEQUAL 
Description 

This routine checks to see if a user has security equivalence to the specified NDS object. 

Prototype 
int ASC_SECEQUAL(ASCENV *asce, char *user, char *object);

Arguments 

asce  The NDS-AS environment item returned from the call to ASC_INIT() or 
ASC_INIT_EXT(). 

user The UID of the user to be tested. 

object The fully distinguished object name to test the user for security equivalence. 

Return Values 

This routine will return one of the following integer values defined in ascauth.h. 

AS_OK User has security equivalence to the specified object 

AS_NO User does not have security equivalence to the object 

AS_NOUSER UID inactive or not found in the Census 

AS_BADCLIENT Local host not authorized to query the NDS-AS Agent 

AS_NOAGENT No NDS-AS Agent could be contacted 

AS_NOAUTHENV No NDS-AS environment has been established 

AS_INVALIDREQ Call rejected by NDS-AS Agent as not valid or not supported 

AS_INVALIDARGS Invalid arguments supplied to the routine 

AS_WSOCKUP Unable to initialize WINSOCK (Windows only) 

AS_WSOCKDOWN Unable to terminate WINSOCK (Windows only) 

AS_INVALIDOBJ Specified object does not exist 

AS_KEYEXPIRED Old key rejected by Agent because expiration date has passed 

AS_NOLICENSE Client type not licensed for use with NDS-AS 
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Example 

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ascauth.h>

main(int argc, char *argv[])
{

ASCENV *asce;
char *user, *object;
int rc;

if (argc != 3) {
fprintf(stderr, "usage: %s <user> <object>\n", argv[0]);
exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

}

user = argv[1];
object = argv[2];

/* initialize the authentication environment */
asce = ASC_INIT(NULL);
if (asce == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr, "Error: cannot initialize authentication
environment\n");

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}

/* check for security equivalence */
rc = ASC_SECEQUAL(asce, user, object);
if (rc == AS_OK)

printf("User has security equivalence\n");
else

printf("RC=%d, %s", rc, ASC_STRERROR(rc));

/* now terminate the authentication environment */
ASC_TERM(asce);
return 0;

}

See Also 

�ASC_INIT� on page 141 

�ASC_INIT_EXT� on page 143 

�ASC_TERM� on page 145 

�ASC_STRERROR� on page 172 
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ASC_RIGHTS 
Description 

This routine checks the specified effective rights of one object over another for a specific 
attribute. 

Prototype 
int ASC_RIGHTS(ASCENV *asce, char *obj1, char *obj2,

char *attribute, char *rights);

Arguments 

asce  The NDS-AS environment item returned from the call to ASC_INIT() or 
ASC_INIT_EXT(). 

obj1 The UID or fully distinguished object name whose effective rights are to be 
tested. 

obj2 The UID or fully distinguished object name for which access by obj1 is to be 
tested. 

attribute The name of an attribute of obj2 for which the effective rights of obj1 are 
requested. The special attribute names All Attributes Rights,
Entry Rights, and SMS Rights can also be specified. 

rights The rights to test. The characters specified must be in the following set: 
[S,C,R,W,A]. These correspond to Supervisor, Compare, Read, Write, and 
Add Self. 

Return Values 

This routine will return one of the following integer values defined in ascauth.h. 

AS_OK User or object has the specified rights to the specified object 
attribute 

AS_NO User or object does not have the specified rights to the 
specified object attribute 

AS_ATTRNOTFOUND Specified attribute could not be found 

AS_INVALIDOBJ Specified UID not found in the Census or specified object 
does not exist 

AS_INVALIDOBJLEN Specified object exceeds maximum length 

AS_BADCLIENT Local host not authorized to query NDS-AS Agent 
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AS_NOAGENT No NDS-AS Agent could be contacted 

AS_NOAUTHENV No NDS-AS environment has been established 

AS_INVALIDREQ Call rejected by NDS-AS Agent as not valid or not supported 

AS_INVALIDARGS Invalid arguments supplied to the routine 

AS_WSOCKUP Unable to initialize WINSOCK (Windows only) 

AS_WSOCKDOWN Unable to terminate WINSOCK (Windows only) 

AS_KEYEXPIRED Old key rejected by Agent because expiration date has passed 

AS_NOLICENSE Client type not licensed for use with NDS-AS 

Example 

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ascauth.h>

main(int argc, char *argv[])
{

ASCENV *asce;
char *obj1, *obj2, *attr, *rights;
int rc;

if (argc != 5) {
fprintf(stderr, "usage: %s <obj1> <obj2> \

<attribute> <rights>\n", argv[0]);
exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

}

obj1 = argv[1];
obj2 = argv[2];
attr = argv[3];
rights = argv[4];

/* initialize the authentication environment */
asce = ASC_INIT(NULL);
if (asce == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr, "Error: cannot initialize authentication
environment\n");

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}
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/* check for rights */
rc = ASC_RIGHTS(asce, obj1, obj2, attr, rights);
if (rc == AS_OK)

printf(“User has rights\n”);
else

printf("RC=%d, %s", rc, ASC_STRERROR(rc));

/* now terminate the authentication environment */
ASC_TERM(asce);
return 0;

}

See Also 

�ASC_INIT� on page 141 

�ASC_INIT_EXT� on page 143 

�ASC_TERM� on page 145 

�ASC_STRERROR� on page 172 
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ASC_GRPMEM 
Description 

This routine obtains a list of all members of the given Group object and places it in the 
buffer supplied by the caller. 

Prototype 
int ASC_GRPMEM(ASCENV *asce, char *object, char *buf, u_int size);

Arguments 

asce  The NDS-AS environment item returned from the call to ASC_INIT() or 
ASC_INIT_EXT(). 

object The fully distinguished group name whose membership list is to be returned. 

buf The buffer in which the membership list is to be returned. Member names are 
separated by a newline �\n� character. The list will be truncated and the call will 
return AS_TOOSMALL if the buffer size will not hold the entire list. 

size The size of the buffer you provided. 

Return Values 

This routine will return one of the following integer values defined in ascauth.h. 

AS_OK Member list successfully returned 

AS_BADCLIENT Local host not authorized to query the NDS-AS Agent 

AS_NOAGENT No NDS-AS Agent could be contacted 

AS_NOAUTHENV No NDS-AS environment has been established 

AS_INVALIDREQ Call rejected by NDS-AS Agent as not valid or not supported 

AS_INVALIDARGS Invalid arguments supplied to the routine 

AS_WSOCKUP Unable to initialize WINSOCK (Windows only) 

AS_WSOCKDOWN Unable to terminate WINSOCK (Windows only) 

AS_TOOSMALL Size of the pre-allocated buffer too small�list truncated 

AS_INVALIDOBJ Specified NDS object does not exist 

AS_KEYEXPIRED Old key rejected by Agent because expiration date has passed 

AS_NOLICENSE Client type not licensed for use with NDS-AS 
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Remarks 

The list will be truncated and the call will return AS_TOOSMALL if the buffer size will not 
hold the entire list. You can retry with a larger buffer in this case. 

Example 

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ascauth.h>

main(int argc, char *argv[])
{

ASCENV *asce;
char *group, buffer[2000];
int rc;

if (argc != 2) {
fprintf(stderr, "usage: %s <group>\n", argv[0]);
exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

}

group = argv[1];

/* initialize the authentication environment */
asce = ASC_INIT(NULL);
if (asce == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr, "Error: cannot initialize authentication
environment\n");

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}

/* Get group membership info */
rc = ASC_GRPMEM(asce, group, buffer, sizeof(buffer));
if (rc == AS_OK)

printf("Members of group %s:\n%s\n", group, buffer);
else if (rc == AS_TOOSMALL) {

printf("Members of group %s:\n%s\n", group, buffer);
printf("** list was truncated due to lack of buffer space **\n");

}
else

printf("RC=%d, %s", rc, ASC_STRERROR(rc));

/* now terminate the authentication environment */
ASC_TERM(asce);
return 0;

}
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See Also 

�ASC_INIT� on page 141 

�ASC_INIT_EXT� on page 143 

�ASC_TERM� on page 145 

�ASC_STRERROR� on page 172 
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ASC_LISTSEQV 
Description 

This routine obtains a user�s Security Equals attribute list and places it in the buffer supplied 
by the caller. 

Prototype 
int ASC_LISTSEQV(ASCENV *asce, char *user, char *buf, u_int size);

Arguments 

asce The NDS-AS environment item returned from the call to ASC_INIT() or 
ASC_INIT_EXT(). 

user The UID whose Security Equals list is to be returned. 

buf The buffer in which the security equivalence list is to be returned. Object names 
are separated by a newline �\n� character. The list will be truncated and the call 
will return AS_TOOSMALL if the buffer size will not hold the entire list. 

size The size of the buffer you provided. 

Return Values 

This routine will return one of the following integer values defined in ascauth.h. 

AS_OK Security equivalence list successfully returned 

AS_NOUSER UID inactive or not found in Census 

AS_BADCLIENT Local host is not authorized to query NDS-AS Agent 

AS_NOAGENT No NDS-AS Agent could be contacted 

AS_NOAUTHENV No NDS-AS environment has been established 

AS_INVALIDREQ Call rejected by NDS-AS Agent as not valid or not supported 

AS_INVALIDARGS Invalid arguments supplied to the routine 

AS_WSOCKUP Unable to initialize WINSOCK (Windows only) 

AS_WSOCKDOWN Unable to terminate WINSOCK (Windows only) 

AS_TOOSMALL Size of pre-allocated buffer is too small�list truncated 

AS_INVALIDOBJ Specified NDS object does not exist 
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AS_KEYEXPIRED Old key rejected by Agent because expiration date has passed 

AS_NOLICENSE Client type not licensed for use with NDS-AS 

Remarks 

The list will be truncated and the call will return AS_TOOSMALL if the buffer size will not 
hold the entire list. You can retry with a larger buffer in this case. 

Example 

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ascauth.h>

main(int argc, char *argv[])
{

ASCENV *asce;
char *object, buffer[2000];
int rc;

if (argc != 2) {
fprintf(stderr, "usage: %s <object>\n", argv[0]);
exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

}

object = argv[1];

/* initialize the authentication environment */
asce = ASC_INIT(NULL);
if (asce == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr, "Error: cannot initialize authentication
environment\n");

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}

/* Get security equivalence info */
rc = ASC_LISTSEQV(asce, object, buffer, sizeof(buffer));
if (rc == AS_OK)

printf("Security equivalences of object %s:\n%s\n", object, buffer);
else if (rc == AS_TOOSMALL) {

printf("Security equivalences of object %s:\n%s\n", object, buffer);
printf("** list was truncated due to lack of buffer space **\n");

}
else

printf("RC=%d, %s", rc, ASC_STRERROR(rc));

/* now terminate the authentication environment */
ASC_TERM(asce);
return 0;

}
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See Also 

�ASC_INIT� on page 141 

�ASC_INIT_EXT� on page 143 

�ASC_TERM� on page 145 

�ASC_STRERROR� on page 172 
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ASC_READATTR 
Description 

This routine returns the value of the specified single-valued attribute for the specified object. 

Prototype 
int ASC_READATTR(ASCENV *asce, char *object, char *attribute,

char *buffer, u_int bufsize);

Arguments 

asce The NDS-AS environment item returned from the call to ASC_INIT() or 
ASC_INIT_EXT(). 

object The UID or fully distinguished object name of the object whose attribute 
value is to be returned. 

attribute The single-valued attribute whose value is to be returned for the object. 
Only the HOME DIRECTORY attribute of a User object is supported at this 
time. 

buffer The buffer in which the object�s attribute value is to be returned. The results 
will be truncated and the call will return AS_TOOSMALL if the buffer size 
will not hold the entire attribute value. 

bufsize The size of the buffer you provided. 

Return Values 

This routine will return one of the following integer values defined in ascauth.h. 

AS_OK Attribute value has been placed in the buffer successfully 

AS_BADCLIENT Local host not authorized to query the NDS-AS Agent 

AS_ATTRNOTFOUND Attribute does not exist for specified object 

AS_NOAGENT No NDS-AS Agent could be contacted 

AS_NOAUTHENV No NDS-AS environment has been established 

AS_INVALIDREQ Call rejected by NDS-AS Agent as not valid or not supported 

AS_INVALIDARGS Invalid arguments supplied to the routine 

AS_WSOCKUP Unable to initialize WINSOCK (Windows only) 

AS_WSOCKDOWN Unable to terminate WINSOCK (Windows only) 
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AS_TOOSMALL Size of pre-allocated buffer too small�results truncated 

AS_INVALIDOBJ Specified NDS object does not exist 

AS_KEYEXPIRED Old key rejected by Agent because expiration date has passed 

AS_NOLICENSE Client type not licensed for use with NDS-AS 

Remarks 

The results will be truncated and the call will return AS_TOOSMALL if the buffer size will 
not hold the entire attribute value. You can retry with a larger buffer in this case. 

Limitations 

Only the HOME DIRECTORY attribute of a User object is supported at this time. 
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Example 

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ascauth.h>

main(int argc, char *argv[])
{

ASCENV *asce;
char *user, buffer[2000];
int rc;

if (argc != 2) {
fprintf(stderr, "usage: %s <UserObjectFDN>\n", argv[0]);
exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

}

user = argv[1];

/* initialize the authentication environment */
asce = ASC_INIT(NULL);
if (asce == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr, "Error: cannot initialize authentication
environment\n");

exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}

/* Get User object’s home directory info */
rc = ASC_READATTR(asce, user, "HOME DIRECTORY", buffer, sizeof(buffer));
if (rc == AS_OK)

printf("Home Directory for User object %s:\n%s\n", user, buffer);
else

printf("RC=%d, %s", rc, ASC_STRERROR(rc));

/* now terminate the authentication environment */
ASC_TERM(asce);
return 0;

}

See Also 

�ASC_INIT� on page 141 

�ASC_INIT_EXT� on page 143 

�ASC_TERM� on page 145 

�ASC_STRERROR� on page 172 
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ASC_USER_INCLUDE_EXCLUDE 
Description 

This routine determines if a given UID matches an INCLUDE or EXCLUDE statement in 
the Client configuration file.  

Prototype 
int ASC_USER_INCLUDE_EXCLUDE(ASCENV *asce, char *user);

Arguments 

asce The NDS-AS environment item returned from the call to ASC_INIT() or 
ASC_INIT_EXT(). 

user The UID of the user to be checked. 

Return Values 

This routine will return one of the following integer values defined in ascauth.h. 

AS_NOMATCH The user did not match any INCLUDE/EXCLUDE statement. 
Because �INCLUDE *� is implicit in the absence of �EXCLUDE 
*�, the user will be included. 

AS_INCLUDED User matched an INCLUDE statement. 

AS_EXCLUDED User matched an EXCLUDE statement. 

AS_NOAUTHENV No NDS-AS environment has been established. 
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Example 

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ascauth.h>
…
rc = ASC_USER_INCLUDE_EXCLUDE(asce, userid);
if (rc == AS_NOMATCH)

printf("%s does not match an Include or Exclude statement\n", userid);
else if (rc == AS_INCLUDED)

printf("%s matches an Include statement\n", userid);
else if (rc == AS_EXCLUDED)

printf("%s matches an Exclude statement\n", userid);
else

printf("RC=%d, %s", rc, ASC_STRERROR(rc));

See Also 

�ASC_INIT� on page 141 

�ASC_INIT_EXT� on page 143 
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ASC_STRERROR 
Description 

This routine returns the error string for the specified ASC routine error code. 

Prototype 
const char *ASC_STRERROR(int errnum);

Arguments 

errnum The error return value from a call to an ASC_ routine. 

Return Values 

This routine returns a static character string corresponding to the integer errnum value as 
defined in ascauth.h for ASC routine error codes. 

Example 

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ascauth.h>
…
rc = ASC_CHKPASSWD(asce, userid, password, &ascu);
strcpy(status, ASC_STRERROR(rc));
printf("\n*** CHKPASSWD return code = %d (%s)\n", rc,status);
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ASC_DAYS 
Description 

This routine converts an integer number of seconds into an integer number of days. 

Prototype 
long ASC_DAYS(long secs);

Arguments 

secs A number of seconds. 

Return Values 

This routine returns the integer number of days corresponding to the given number of 
seconds. 

Example 

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ascauth.h>
…
printf("*** CHKPASWD expire days=%ld, expire interval days=%ld\n",

ASC_DAYS(ascu.pass.expire), ASC_DAYS(ascu.pass.interval));
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AscAuthX, the NDS-AS Client ActiveX Control 
AscAuthX, the NDS-AS Client ActiveX control, provides full access to the NDS-AS application 
programming interface (API) for programming environments such as Visual Basic*. NDS-AS 
API calls are made by accessing the methods and properties of AscAuthX. 

Usage Notes 
• In order to use AscAuthX, you must provide the NDS-AS Client configuration file, and your 

IP address must be defined as a Trusted Client to NDS-AS. 

Normally the configuration file will be ASCAUTH.INI in your Windows operating system 
directory. However, you can set the ConfigFile property to the pathname of any other valid 
NDS-AS Client configuration file. For detailed information about the Client configuration 
file, see �The NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96. 

For information about using the NDS-AS Admin Utility to define Trusted Clients, see 
�Trusted Clients List� on page 53. 

• When using AscAuthX with Active Server Pages, be sure to include the 
runat="server" parameter to the object definition in your .asp file. For an example, see 
the ASCAUTHX\SAMPLES\ASP subdirectory of the NDS-AS Master Directory on the 
NDS-AS Manager Server. 

AscAuthX Examples 
The ASCAUTHX\SAMPLES subdirectory created on your Windows system when you install 
AscAuthX contains some examples of its use. 

• SAMPLES\ASP contains an Active Server Page example demonstrating the use of 
AscAuthX. 

• SAMPLES\TESTASCX contains a Visual Basic application that demonstrates how to use 
AscAuthX. 

For details of how to install AscAuthX, see �Installing AscAuthX� on page 127. 
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Methods 
NDS-AS Client ActiveX Control Methods 

Method Description 
ChangePassword  Change the password of a Universal ID 

CheckPassword  Check the password of a Universal ID to see if it is valid 

GetAttribute  Get the value of the specified single-valued attribute for the 
specified object 

GetContext  Get the fully distinguished object name of a Universal ID 

GetGroupMembers  Get a list of members of an NDS group 

GetSecurityEquivalents  Get a Universal ID�s Security Equals attribute list 

HaveRightsToAttribute  See if an object has the specified rights over another object for a 
specified attribute 

IsIncluded  See if a Universal ID is matched by an EXCLUDE statement in 
the Client configuration file 

IsSecurityEquivalent  See if a Universal ID has security equivalence to a specified 
object 

RefreshConfig  Reinitialize the NDS-AS interface by rereading the Client 
configuration file 

 

For additional information, see �Run-Time Errors� on page 190. 
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ChangePassword 

Description 

This routine changes the password of a Universal ID if the old password provided is valid. 

A run-time error occurs if the old password that was provided is not valid or if another error 
condition exists, such as the Universal ID is not found. 

Syntax 

ChangePassword(UniversalID, OldPassword, NewPassword)

Arguments 

UniversalID The Universal ID of the user to be changed. 

OldPassword The old password for the Universal ID. 
If this password is not valid, the password will not be changed. 

NewPassword The new password to be set for the Universal ID. 

Example 
AuthServX.ChangePassword("bob", "jp7xray4", "zfr7y9mp")
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CheckPassword 

Description 

This routine checks the password of a Universal ID to see if it is valid. 

CheckPassword returns True if the password is valid and False if it is not. 

A run-time error occurs if another condition exists, such as the Universal ID is not found, the 
password is revoked, etc. 

Syntax 

CheckPassword(UniversalID, Password, TimeTilExpire,
PasswordInterval)

Arguments 

UniversalID The Universal ID of the user to be checked. 

Password The password to be checked for the Universal ID. 

TimeTilExpire Optional. The number of seconds until the password will expire. 
Note: A value is returned only if the password is valid. 

PasswordInterval Optional. The number of seconds in the lifetime of a password for 
this Universal ID. 
Note: A value is returned only if the password is valid. 
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Example 
Private Sub ExecuteChkPasswd()
Dim TilExpire, Interval As Variant
On Error GoTo ErrorHandler
If AuthServX.CheckPassword("bob", "jp7xray4", TilExpire, Interval) Then

Print "Password ok"
Print "Password expires in " + Str(CLng(TilExpire / 86400)) + " days."
Print "Password interval is" + Str(CLng(Interval / 86400)) + " days."

Else
Print "Password not ok"

End If
Exit Sub

ErrorHandler:
Rem This is an example of checking for a specific error.
If (Err.Number = ASCAUTHX_E_NOUSER) Or (Err.Number = ASCAUTHX_E_REVOKED)

Then
Print Err.Description

Else
Call DisplayError

End If
End Sub
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GetAttribute 

Description 

This routine returns the value of the specified single-valued attribute for the specified object. 

A run-time error occurs if the object or attribute is not found or if another error condition 
exists. 

Syntax 

GetAttribute(Object, AttributeName)

Arguments 

Object The UID or fully distinguished object name of the object whose attribute 
value is to be returned. 

AttributeName The single-valued attribute whose value is to be returned for the object. 
Only the HOME DIRECTORY attribute of a User object is supported at 
this time. 

Example 
Print AuthServX.GetAttribute(".bob.employee.omnibond", "HOME DIRECTORY")
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GetContext 

Description 

This routine returns the fully distinguished name of a Universal ID. 

A run-time error occurs if the Universal ID is not found or if another error condition exists. 

Syntax 

GetContext(UniversalID)

Argument 

UniversalID The Universal ID of the user whose fully distinguished name is to be 
returned. 

Example 
Print AuthServX.GetContext("bob")
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GetGroupMembers 

Description 

This routine returns a variant array containing the members of the specified group. 

A run-time error occurs if the group is not found or if another error condition exists. 

Syntax 

GetGroupMembers(GroupObject)

Argument 

GroupObject The group whose members are to be returned. 

Example 
Private Sub ExecuteListGrpMems()
On Error GoTo ErrorHandler
Dim argVals As Variant
argVals = AuthServX.GetGroupMembers(".Managers.Group.Sales.Company")
If Not IsNull(argVals) Then

For i = LBound(argVals) To UBound(argVals)
Print argVals(i)

Next i
End If
Exit Sub

ErrorHandler:
Call DisplayError

End Sub
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GetSecurityEquivalents 

Description 

This routine returns a variant array containing the security-equals list of the specified 
Universal ID. 

A run-time error occurs if the group is not found or if another error condition exists. 

Syntax 

GetSecurityEquivalents(UniversalID)

Argument 

UniversalID The Universal ID whose security-equals list is to be returned. 

Example 
Private Sub ExecuteListSecEqu()
On Error GoTo ErrorHandler
Dim argVals As Variant
argVals = AuthServX.GetSecurityEquivalents("bob")
If Not IsNull(argVals) Then

For i = LBound(argVals) To UBound(argVals)
Print argVals(i)

Next i
End If
Exit Sub

ErrorHandler:
Call DisplayError

End Sub
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HaveRightsToAttribute 

Description 

This routine checks the specified effective rights of one object over another for a specific 
attribute. 

HaveRightsToAttribute returns True if the first object has the specified rights to the specified 
attribute of the second object, and False if it does not. 

A run-time error occurs if the Universal ID or the object is not found or if another error 
condition exists. 

Syntax 

HaveRightsToAttribute(Object1, Rights, Attribute, Object2)

Arguments 

Object1 The UID or fully distinguished object name of the object whose rights 
are to be tested. 

Rights The rights for which Object1 is to be checked. 
The characters specified must be in the following set: [S,C,R,W,A]. 
These correspond to Supervisor, Compare, Read, Write, and Add Self. 

Attribute The Attribute of Object2 for which Object1 is to be checked for rights. 
The special attribute names All Attributes Rights, Entry
Rights, and SMS Rights can also be specified. 

Object2 The UID or fully distinguished object name of the object against which 
Object1 is to be checked for rights. 
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Example 
Private Sub ExecuteRights()
On Error GoTo ErrorHandler
If AuthServX.HaveRightsToAttribute(_

".Managers Group.Sales.Company",_
"RW","Login Script",_
".Sales Staff.Sales.Company") Then

Print "Has rights"
Else

Print "Does not have rights"
End If
Exit Sub

ErrorHandler:
Call DisplayError

End Sub
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IsIncluded 

Description 

This routine returns True if the user specified is not matched by an EXCLUDE statement in 
the Client configuration file. 

Syntax 

IsIncluded(UniversalID)

Arguments 

UniversalID The Universal ID of the user to be checked for Include/Exclude. 

Example 
Private Sub ExecuteIsIncl()
On Error GoTo ErrorHandler

If AuthServX.IsIncluded("bob") Then
Print "Does not match an Exclude statement."

Else
Print "Matches an Exclude statement."

End If
Exit Sub

ErrorHandler:
Call DisplayError

End Sub
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IsSecurityEquivalent 

Description 

This routine checks to see if a given user is security-equivalent to a given object. 

IsSecurityEquivalent returns True if the user is security-equivalent to the object. 

A run-time error occurs if the Universal ID or the object is not found or if another error 
condition exists. 

Syntax 

IsSecurityEquivalent(UniversalID, Object)

Arguments 

UniversalID The Universal ID of the user to be checked for security equivalence with 
the object. 

Object The object against which the user is to be checked for security 
equivalence. 

Example 
Private Sub ExecuteSecEqu()
On Error GoTo ErrorHandler

If AuthServX.IsSecurityEquivalent("bob", _
".Sales.Administrator.Company") Then

Print "Is equivalent"
Else

Print "Is not equivalent"
End If
Exit Sub

ErrorHandler:
Call DisplayError

End Sub
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RefreshConfig 

Description 

This routine causes AscAuthX to reread the NDS-AS Client configuration file. 

Changing the ConfigFile property automatically causes AscAuthX to reread the 
configuration file. Call RefreshConfig if you change the contents of the configuration file 
that the ConfigFile property refers to.  

A run-time error occurs if the configuration file cannot be opened or if another error 
condition exists. 

Syntax 

RefreshConfig()

Arguments 

None 

Example 
AuthServX.RefreshConfig()
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Properties 
NDS-AS Client ActiveX Control Properties 

Property Description 
ConfigFile  The name of the NDS-AS Client configuration file 
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ConfigFile 

Description 

The ConfigFile property is used to get and set the name of the NDS-AS Client configuration 
file. 

The default Client configuration file is ASCAUTH.INI in your Windows operating system 
directory. The NDS-AS Client configuration file is used to identify NDS-AS Agents and set 
other Client parameters. For detailed information, see �The NDS-AS Client Configuration 
File� on page 96. 

Note 

Call the RefreshConfig method if you change the contents of the Client configuration file 
that ConfigFile refers to. Changing the ConfigFile property itself automatically invokes 
RefreshConfig. 

Example 
Print AuthServX.ConfigFile
AuthServX.ConfigFile = "C:\WINDOWS\ASCTEST.INI"
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Run-Time Errors 
By default in Visual Basic, any run-time error that occurs will stop execution of your program. 
You can use an On Error statement to handle run-time errors in your program. You can examine 
the properties of the Visual Basic Err object to obtain more information about the error. 

AscAuthX Run-Time Errors 

Error Description 
ASCAUTHX_E_CANNOTINITIALIZE  The Client configuration file could not be 

processed. 

ASCAUTHX_E_NO  The result from the Client API to the query was 
�No.� 

ASCAUTHX_E_NOUSER  The Universal ID was not found in the Census 
or is marked as being inactive. 

ASCAUTHX_E_NOSERVER  No NDS-AS Agent could be contacted. 

ASCAUTHX_E_BADCLIENT  The Client is not in the Trusted Client list. 

ASCAUTHX_E_REVOKED  The Universal ID is revoked. 

ASCAUTHX_E_INTRUDER  Intruder Detection is active for the Universal 
ID. 

ASCAUTHX_E_INVALIDARGS  One or more arguments on the call were not 
valid. 

ASCAUTHX_E_INVALIDOBJ  An object that was specified on the call could 
not be found or is not a valid name. 

ASCAUTHX_E_INVALIDOBJLEN  An object name specified on the call was too 
long. 

ASCAUTHX_E_PASSDUPLICATE  The new password has previously been used. 

ASCAUTHX_E_PASSTOOSHORT  The new password is not long enough. 

ASCAUTHX_E_TOOSMALL  A buffer is too small to hold the result. 

ASCAUTHX_E_ATTRNOTFOUND  A specified object attribute was not found. 

ASCAUTHX_E_WSOCKUP  The Windows socket could not be started. 

ASCAUTHX_E_WSOCKDOWN  The Windows socket could not be stopped. 

ASCAUTHX_E_NOAUTHENV  The internal environment built from the Client 
configuration file does not exist. 
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Error Description 
ASCAUTHX_E_AS_PRODUCTEXPIRED  The NDS-AS Beta version Client has passed its 

expiration date. 

ASCAUTHX_E_AS_NOLICENSE  The Client is of a type not licensed for use with 
NDS-AS. 

ASCAUTHX_E_INVALIDREQ  The request is invalid or not supported by the 
NDS-AS Agent in use. 

ASCAUTHX_E_KEYEXPIRED  The old encryption key used by the Client was 
rejected by Agent because the expiration date 
has passed. 

You can test for one of these errors as in the following example: 
On Error GoTo ErrorHandler
...call to an AscAuthX method...

Exit Sub
ErrorHandler:

Rem This is an example of checking for a specific error.
If (Err.Number = ASCAUTHX_E_NOUSER) Or (Err.Number = _

ASCAUTHX_E_REVOKED) Then
...your code to handle this case...

Else
Msg = "Run-time error " & Str(Err.Number) & _
" (" & Hex(Err.Number) & _
") was generated by " & Err.Source & Chr(13) & Chr(13) & _

Err.Description
MsgBox Msg, vbMsgBoxHelpButton, "Error", Err.HelpFile, _

Err.HelpContext
End If
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Error: CANNOTINITIALIZE 
The NDS-AS Client configuration file could not be opened or is not valid. 

The NDS-AS Client configuration file defaults to ASCAUTH.INI in the Windows operating 
system directory. Its pathname can be set and retrieved using the ConfigFile property of 
AscAuthX. 

You can enter the command �echo %windir%� at a command prompt to determine the location 
of your Windows operating system directory. 

The NDS-AS Client configuration file is used to identify the NDS-AS Agents to be used, the 
Client�s DES encryption key, and other parameters. For detailed information, see �The NDS-AS 
Client Configuration File� on page 96. 

Error: NO 
The NDS-AS Client API action attempted returned a negative response. This error corresponds 
to the AS_NO return code from the API function. 

Error: NOUSER 
The NDS-AS Client API action attempted was unsuccessful because the Universal ID specified 
could not be found in the Census or was marked inactive. This error corresponds to the 
AS_NOUSER return code from the API function. 

Error: NOAGENT 
The NDS-AS Client API action attempted was unsuccessful because no NDS-AS Agents could 
be contacted. This error corresponds to the AS_NOAGENT return code from the API function. 

Ensure that the Agents identified by the Client configuration file are the right ones and that they 
are operating properly. Also verify that the encryption key specified for this Client in the NDS-
AS Configuration Parameters matches the key specified in this Client�s configuration file. 

For more information, see �The NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96. and 
�Troubleshooting� on page 217. 

Error: BADCLIENT 
The NDS-AS Client API action attempted was unsuccessful because the NDS-AS Agent rejected 
the connection. This error corresponds to the AS_BADCLIENT return code from the API 
function. 

In order for the NDS-AS Agent to accept a Client connection, the Client must be listed as a 
Trusted Client in the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters. 
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For information about using the NDS-AS Admin Utility to define Trusted Clients, see �Trusted 
Clients List� on page 53. 

Error: REVOKED 
The NDS-AS Client API action attempted was unsuccessful because the Universal ID that was 
specified is revoked. This error corresponds to the AS_REVOKED return code from the API 
function. 

Error: INTRUDER 
The NDS-AS Client API action attempted was unsuccessful because Intruder Detection has been 
activated for the Universal ID that was specified. This error corresponds to the AS_INTRUDER 
return code from the API function. 

Error: INVALIDARGS 
The NDS-AS Client API action attempted was unsuccessful because the arguments that were 
specified are not valid. This error corresponds to the AS_INVALIDARGS return code from the 
API function. 

Verify that the syntax of each argument you have provided is valid. 

Error: INVALIDOBJ 
The NDS-AS Client API action attempted was unsuccessful because an argument that was 
specified as an NDS object name was not found or is not valid. This error corresponds to the 
AS_INVALIDOBJ return code from the API function. 

Error: INVALIDOBJLEN 
The NDS-AS Client API action attempted was unsuccessful because an argument that was 
specified as an NDS object name is too long. This error corresponds to the 
AS_INVALIDOBJLEN return code from the API function. 

Error: PASSDUPLICATE 
ChangePassword was unsuccessful because the new password has been previously used. This 
error corresponds to the AS_PASSDUPLICATE return code from the Change Password API 
function. 

Error: PASSTOOSHORT 
ChangePassword was unsuccessful because the new password is too short for the password rules 
in effect. This error corresponds to the AS_PASSTOOSHORT return code from the Change 
Password API function. 
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Error: TOOSMALL 
The NDS-AS Client API action attempted was unsuccessful because a buffer that was provided 
to hold a response is too small. This error corresponds to the AS_TOOSMALL return code from 
the API function. 

AscAuthX should provide adequate buffers. If this message appears, AscAuthX has an internal 
error. 

Error: ATTRNOTFOUND 
The NDS-AS Client API action attempted was unsuccessful because the specified Attribute was 
not found. This error corresponds to the AS_ATTRNOTFOUND return code from the Rights 
API function. 

Error: WSOCKUP 
The NDS-AS Client API action failed because the Windows Sockets component could not be 
initialized (WSAStartup) in order to establish communication with the NDS-AS Agent. This 
error corresponds to the AS_WSOCKUP return code from the API function. 

Error: WSOCKDOWN 
The NDS-AS Client API action failed because the Windows Sockets component could not be 
stopped (WSACleanup) after communications with the NDS-AS Agent. This error corresponds 
to the AS_WSOCKDOWN return code from the API function. 

Error: NOAUTHENV 
An API call has been made without a prior call to the ASC_INIT() routine. This error 
corresponds to the AS_NOAUTHENV return code from the API function. 

AscAuthX should always ensure that the NDS-AS Environment exists before calling an API 
routine. If this message appears, AscAuthX has an internal error. 

Error: PRODUCTEXPIRED 
The NDS-AS Beta Release Client has passed its expiration date. This error corresponds to the 
AS_PRODUCTEXPIRED return code from the API function. 

General (non-Beta) releases of NDS-AS Clients do not expire. 
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Error: NOLICENSE 
The Client type is not licensed for use with NDS-AS. This error corresponds to the 
AS_NOLICENSE return code from the API function. 

Error: INVALIDREQ 
The NDS-AS Client API action attempted was rejected as not valid or not supported by the NDS-
AS Agent. This error corresponds to the AS_INVALIDREQ return code from the API function. 

Ensure that the NDS-AS Agents identified by the Client configuration file are up-to-date. 

Error: KEYEXPIRED 
The old encryption key used by the Client was rejected by the Agent because the expiration date 
has passed. This error corresponds to the AS_KEYEXPIRED return code from the API function.  

Update the Client configuration file�s KEY statement to match the encryption key specified for 
this Client in the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters. 

For more information, see �The NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96 and �Client 
Encryption Key Management� on page 101. 
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Adding NDS-AS Support to Livingston RADIUS Server 
Livingston Enterprises provides its customers with UNIX compatible C source code that 
implements the authentication software part of the Remote Authentication Dial In User Service 
(RADIUS*) package. As provided by Livingston, the RADIUS daemon authenticates users by 
looking them up in a standard UNIX /etc/passwd database. 

You can install the NDS-AS Client on your RADIUS server and modify the RADIUS daemon to 
use the NDS-AS Client API to authenticate users. Refer to the installation section for the Client 
platform you are using for details about installing the NDS-AS Client. 

Remember to define your system to NDS-AS as a Trusted Client. For details, see �Trusted 
Clients List� on page 53. 

Modifying the RADIUS Daemon to Use NDS-AS 
1. Find the unix_pass function in the radiusd.c source file supplied by Livingston. 

2. Find the section where getpwnam is called to fetch the user�s password from the UNIX 
password database. Change this section to instead call a function that checks with NDS-AS 
to authenticate the user. Such a function might look like the following example. For more 
information about using the NDS-AS Client Application Programming Interface, see �The 
Client Application Programming Interface� on page 139. 
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Example Function to Check a User�s Password with NDS-AS 
#include <ascauth.h>

int authserv_exit(char* name, char* passwd)

{
ASCENV *asce;
ASCUSER ascu;
int rc;

/* initialize the authentication environment */
asce = ASC_INIT(NULL);
if (asce == NULL) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error: cannot initialize authentication environment\n");
exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}

/* check the user's password */
rc = ASC_CHKPASSWD(asce, name, passwd, &ascu);

/* now terminate the authentication environment */
ASC_TERM(asce);

if (rc == AS_OK) return(0);
else return(-1);

}
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Adding NDS-AS Support to QUALCOMM POP Server 
QUALCOMM* Incorporated distributes freeware UNIX POP3 software known as QPopper* in 
C source form. QPopper can be modified to use NDS-AS for authentication, through either PAM 
or the NDS-AS Client API. 

You can install the NDS-AS Client on your POP server and modify QPopper to authenticate 
users using NDS-AS through PAM or through the NDS-AS Client API. Refer to the installation 
section for the Client platform you are using for details about installing the NDS-AS Client. 

Remember to define your system to NDS-AS as a Trusted Client. For details, see �Trusted 
Clients List� on page 53. 

You can obtain QPopper from the QUALCOMM Web site at http://www.eudora.com/. 

Modifying QPopper to Use NDS-AS 
To modify QPopper, you will modify the source file pop_pass.c. It contains several versions of a 
function called auth_user. The version of auth_user that is conditionally included into the pop 
software depends upon the operating system of the computer where the pop software runs, and 
the user verification mechanism (/etc/passwd, /etc/shadow, or Kerberos*) chosen by the installer. 
An easy way to include NDS-AS as a user verification mechanism to QPopper is to add new 
customized versions of auth_user to the choices already available. 

The version of auth_user conditionally included into pop_pass.c depends on tokens defined at 
compile time that correspond to #ifdef statements in pop_pass.c. If no special tokens are defined, 
the /etc/passwd version of auth_user is chosen at compile time. The following code fragment 
represents the existing #ifdef structure of pop_pass.c, augmented to include the NDS-AS API 
version of auth_user and the PAM version of auth_user. In order to force the NDS-AS version of 
auth_user to be conditionally included at compile time, make sure that the O_DEFS line in the 
Makefile generated by the QPopper configure script specifies -DASCAUTH and does not specify 
-DAUTH_SPECIAL. Similarly, if the PAM version is desired, specify -DPAMAUTH. 

Example Code Fragment for QPopper Version 2.53 

#ifdef AUTH_SPECIAL
#ifdef VENDORA
{ version of auth_user suitable for vendor A's OS }

#endif VENDORA
#ifdef VENDORB
{ version of auth_user suitable for vendor B's OS }

#endif VENDORB
#else /* NOT AUTH_SPECIAL */
/* NDS-AS code starts here */
#ifdef ASCAUTH
static int
auth_user(POP *p, struct passwd *pw)

http://www.eudora.com/
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{
int authserv_exit();

/* Check the supplied password with NDS-AS */

if (authserv_exit(p->user,p->pop_parm[1])) {
sleep(SLEEP_SECONDS);
return (pop_msg(p,POP_FAILURE, pwerrmsg, p->user));
}

return(POP_SUCCESS);
}

#include <ascauth.h>

int authserv_exit(char *name, char *passwd)
{
ASCENV *asce;
ASCUSER ascu;
int rc;

/* initialize the authentication environment */
asce = ASC_INIT(NULL);
if (asce == NULL) {
fprintf(stderr, "Error: cannot initialize authentication environment\n");
exit(-1);
}

/* check the user's password */
rc = ASC_CHKPASSWD(asce, name, passwd, &ascu);

/* now terminate the authentication environment */
ASC_TERM(asce);

if (rc == AS_OK) return(0);
else return(-1);

}

#elif PAMAUTH
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#include <security/pam_appl.h>
static int pop_conv();
struct pam_conv pc = {pop_conv, NULL };
pam_handle_t *ph;
char pass[20];

static int pop_conv(int num_msg, struct pam_message **msg,
struct pam_response **response, void *appdata_ptr)

{
*response = (struct pam_response *) malloc(sizeof (struct pam_response));
if (*response == NULL) return (PAM_BUF_ERR);
(*response)->resp = strdup(pass);
return (PAM_SUCCESS);

}

static int
auth_user(POP *p, struct passwd *pw)
{
char user[20];

strcpy(pass,p->pop_parm[1]);

if (pam_start("popper",p->user,&pc,&ph)) {
sleep(SLEEP_SECONDS);
return (pop_msg(p,POP_FAILURE, pwerrmsg, p->user));
}

if (pam_authenticate(ph,PAM_SILENT)) {
pam_end(ph,PAM_AUTH_ERR);
sleep(SLEEP_SECONDS);
return (pop_msg(p,POP_FAILURE, pwerrmsg, p->user));
}

pam_end(ph,PAM_SUCCESS);
return(POP_SUCCESS);

}

#else /* NOT ASCAUTH or PAMAUTH */
{ unmodified (/etc/passwd) version of auth_user }

#endif
#endif
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Adding NDS-AS Support to Apache Web Server 
The Apache HTTP Web Server software is one of the most popular Web servers in use today. It 
is developed by the Apache Group and can be downloaded free from the Apache Software 
Foundation Web site at http://www.apache.org/. Apache provides the facility to configure 
additional modules to handle specific functions, such as user authentication and locating a user�s 
home directory.  

You can install the NDS-AS Client on your Apache server and configure Apache to authenticate 
users using NDS-AS. You can also configure Apache to use NDS-AS to find a user�s home 
directory on a NetWare file system that is mounted on the Apache server. 

For details about installing the NDS-AS Client, see the installation section for the Client platform 
you are using. 

Remember to define your server to NDS-AS as a Trusted Client. For details, see �Trusted Clients 
List� on page 53. 

For more information, see: 

• �Authentication Example for Apache� on page 202 

• �Home Directory Example for Apache on Red Hat Linux� on page 204 

• �Home Directory Example for Apache on Caldera Linux� on page 209 

 

http://www.apache.org/
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Authentication Example for Apache 
Apache provides the facility to configure additional modules to handle specific functions, such as 
user authentication. The NDS-AS distribution provides a sample Apache module that uses the 
NDS-AS Client API to handle authentication. The sample module is named mod_auth_ascauth.c 
and is distributed in a tar file under BIN\CLIENTS\APACHE in the NDS-AS Master Directory 
created by the NDS-AS installation process. 

Before attempting to configure this module, you should be familiar with the process for 
compiling and installing Apache. Refer to the documentation available at the Apache Web site 
for this information. 

General Instructions for Configuring NDS-AS Authentication into 
Apache 
These instructions are intended to illustrate the mechanism used to incorporate NDS-AS 
authentication into Apache. In your particular environment you might have to address other 
issues, such as whether or not to chroot your Web server software for security purposes, how to 
address dynamic linkage issues associated with chrooted executables, or other local 
customization issues. 

1. Unpack the NDS-AS apache.tar file into a directory, for example, /authserv/module/src/dir. 

2. Unpack the Apache tar file (apache_1.3.9.tar in this example) into a directory, for example, 
/apache/source/dir. 

3. Change to the /apache/source/dir/apache_1.3.9 directory. 

The INSTALL file in the Apache source root directory provides the following installation 
overview: 
$ ./configure --prefix=PREFIX
$ make
$ make install
$ PREFIX/bin/apachectl start

4. Make sure that you are working from /bin/sh (or some Bourne shell derivative) and 
substitute the following instructions for the overview provided in the Apache INSTALL 
document: 

$ LIBS="/usr/lib/libascauth.so" ./configure \

--prefix=/apache/source/dir/apache_1.3.9 \
--add-module=/authserv/module/src/dir/mod_auth_ascauth.c
$ make
$ make install
$ PREFIX/bin/apachectl start
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5. Create .htaccess files as required. An example .htaccess file for use with your NDS-AS 
enhanced Apache server follows: 
AuthType Basic
AuthName AuthServ
AuthServ on
require group .east.sales.mycorp.org
require user angela

This example .htaccess file requires the user to provide an NDS-AS user ID and password 
for authentication, and checks further to see if the authenticated user is a member of the 
specified NDS group. �Angela,� when authenticated with the correct password, can gain 
access to the protected Web resource without being a member of the specified group.  

If you need to put NDS group names with spaces embedded in them into your .htaccess file 
(such as �Group With Embedded Spaces.groups.mycorp.org�), replace the spaces in the 
group name with plus signs (+) when you enter the group name into the .htaccess file so that 
Apache will parse your .htaccess file correctly. In the NDS-AS example module above, the 
plus signs are turned back to spaces before they are used. 

Note: The Apache central run-time configuration file is named httpd.conf. Among the many 
directives in httpd.conf is AllowOverride. By default, AllowOverride is set to NONE. 
When AllowOverride is set to NONE, .htaccess files are ignored by Apache. 
AllowOverride has several possible settings. Setting AllowOverride to ALL will enable 
.htaccess files, but can have other unwanted side effects. Refer to the Apache 
documentation to learn how to best compose an httpd.conf file for your installation. 

For more information, see: 

• �Home Directory Example for Apache on Red Hat Linux� on page 204 

• �Home Directory Example for Apache on Caldera Linux� on page 209 
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Home Directory Example for Apache on Red Hat Linux 
Apache provides the facility to configure additional modules to handle specific functions, 
including finding the arbitrary location of a user�s home directory. NDS-AS provides sample 
modifications to the Apache mod_userdir module to use the NDS-AS Client API to find a user�s 
home directory in a NetWare® file system mounted as an ncpfs file system on an Intel* platform 
running Linux* 6.0. 

Considerations for Mounting a NetWare File System 
In order to mount NetWare file systems onto Red Hat* Linux 6.0, you must have the Red Hat 
ncpfs and ipxutils packages installed. You can use rpm to see if they are installed. 

$ rpm -q ipxutils
ipxutils-2.2.0.12-5

If they are not installed, you can use rpm to install them from your Red Hat 6.0 installation 
media. You can use commands similar to the following to install them from a CD.  

rpm -ivh RedHat/RPMS/ipxutils-2.2.0.12-5.i386.rpm
rpm -ivh RedHat/RPMS/ncpfs-2.2.0.12-5.i386.rpm

When you have made sure that ncpfs and ipxutils packages are installed, you must configure 
your chosen Ethernet interface to support IPX�. If, for example, you want to use eth0, you 
would add the appropriate configuration parameters to /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0. 
Refer to your Red Hat documentation for detailed configuration instructions. 

You can look at the output of ifconfig -a to see if your Ethernet interface is configured correctly. 
Details, such as Frame Type (802.2 versus 802.3), can be very important on your network. Check 
with your network administrators for assistance. 

When you have everything configured correctly, you should be able to mount NetWare file 
systems using the ncpmount command and unmount them using the ncpumount command. You 
should probably create a special NDS user ID that has read access to the entire NDS tree. The 
following example uses this special user ID (special.atlanta.mycorp) with the ncpmount 
command. Full documentation for ncpmount and ncpumount is included in your Red Hat 6.0 
man pages. 

ncpmount -S nycsvr -U special.atlanta.mycorp -P secret -f 755 \
-c nobody -u nobody -m /mnt
ncpumount /mnt
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Supporting URLs of the Form http://server.name/~userid 
There are many ways for the Webmaster to specify how URLs such as http://server.name/~userid 
are handled by Apache. The configuration directive UserDir (usually found in httpd.conf) is the 
mechanism by which such a specification is made. Here are some examples. The last one uses 
the home directory of the user. 

UserDir  Maps  http://server.name/~userid  to  
/u /u/userid/index.html

/u/*/public_html /u/userid/public_html/index.html

phtml {arbitrary homedir of userid}/phtml/index.html
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Configuring Home Directory Support into Apache on Red Hat 
A standard Apache module named mod_userdir.c implements the handler for UserDir. This 
module can be enhanced, without changing any of its current features, to be able to find a user�s 
NetWare home directory using the NDS-AS API. A description of how this enhancement can be 
made to apache_1.3.9 follows.  

Before attempting to configure this module, you should be familiar with the process for 
compiling and installing Apache. Refer to the documentation available at the Apache Web site 
for this information.  

1. Unpack the Apache tar file into the place of your choice on your Red Hat 6.0 target machine. 

2. Make the following changes to apache_1.3.9/src/modules/standard/mod_userdir.c. 

On the line above the definition of function translate_userdir, add: 
#include <ascauth.h>
#define BUFSIZE 2000

The rest of the modifications are near the end of translate_userdir. The part of that function 
that starts with an ifdef referencing the definition of WIN32 is where the changes start. 

#ifdef WIN32
/* Need to figure out home dirs on NT */
return DECLINED;

#else /* WIN32 */
struct passwd *pw;
/* AuthServ modification */
FILE *fp;
ASCENV *asce;
char nds_hd[BUFSIZE], context[BUFSIZE];
char hd[BUFSIZE], mount_point[BUFSIZE];
char *pt;
int rc;
struct stat sb;
char buffer[BUFSIZE];
/* end AuthServ modification */

if ((pw = getpwnam(w))) {
#ifdef OS2

/* Need to manually add user name for OS/2 */
filename = ap_pstrcat(r->pool, pw->pw_dir, w, "/", userdir, NULL);

#else
/* AuthServ modification */
strcpy(buffer,pw->pw_dir);
strcat(buffer,"/");
strcat(buffer,userdir);
if (!stat(buffer,&sb))
/* end AuthServ modification */
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filename = ap_pstrcat(r->pool, pw->pw_dir, "/", userdir, NULL);
#endif

}

/* NDS-AS modification */
/* initialize the authentication environment */
asce = ASC_INIT(NULL);
if (asce == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr,"RC=%d, %s\n", rc, ASC_STRERROR(rc));
return 0;

}

/* if user has an NDS context, look for home dir in NDS */
if (ASC_GETCONTEXT(asce,

w,
context,
sizeof(context)) == AS_OK) {

/* Transmogrify the NDS homedirectory specification
returned from AuthServ into a unix style directory
specification and place it into the hd array.
Make sure hd is empty, or we might end
up looking at trash left over from last time.
See the discussion on MaxRequestsPerChild and
keptalive requests in httpd.conf

*/
memset(hd,NULL,sizeof(hd));
hd[0]='/';
if (ASC_READATTR(asce,

context,
"HOME DIRECTORY",
nds_hd,
sizeof(nds_hd)) != AS_OK) nds_hd[0] = 0;

pt = (char *) strtok(nds_hd,"\\");
pt = (char *) strtok(NULL,"\\");
while (pt != NULL ) {

strcat(hd,pt);
strcat(hd,"/");
pt = (char *) strtok(NULL,"\\");

}

ASC_TERM(asce);

/* look for the returned directory specification
on the mounted filesystems.

*/
if ((fp = fopen("/etc/mtab","r")) == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr,"can't open /etc/mtab\n");
return 0;

}

while (fscanf(fp,"%*s %s %*s %*s %*s %*s\n ",
&mount_point) != EOF) {
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strcat(mount_point,hd);
strcat(mount_point,userdir);
if (!stat(mount_point,&sb))

filename = ap_pstrcat(r->pool, mount_point, NULL);
}

}
/* end NDS-AS modification */

#endif /* WIN32 */

The INSTALL file in the Apache source root directory provides the following installation 
overview:  
$ ./configure --prefix=PREFIX
$ make
$ make install
$ PREFIX/bin/apachectl start

3. Make sure that you are working from /bin/sh (or some Bourne shell derivative) and 
substitute the following instructions for the overview provided in the Apache INSTALL 
document:  
$ LIBS="/usr/lib/libascauth.so" ./configure --prefix=PREFIX
$ make
$ make install
$ PREFIX/bin/apachectl start

For additional information, see �Authentication Example for Apache� on page 202. 
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Home Directory Example for Apache on Caldera Linux 
Apache provides the facility to configure additional modules to handle specific functions, 
including finding the arbitrary location of a user�s home directory. NDS-AS provides sample 
modifications to the Apache mod_userdir module to use the NDS-AS Client API to find a user�s 
home directory in a NetWare file system automounted as a file system on an Intel platform 
running Caldera Systems* OpenLinux* 2.2. 

Considerations for Mounting a NetWare File System 
In order to mount NetWare file systems onto Caldera Systems OpenLinux 2.2, you must have the 
nwclient and nwutils-static-cl packages installed. You can use rpm to see if they are installed. 

$ rpm -q nwclient
nwclient-4.2.0-col22-1
$ rpm -q nwutils-static-cl
nwutils-static-cl-1.1-17

If the packages are not installed, you can use rpm to install them from your Caldera OpenLinux 
2.2 installation media. You can use commands similar to the following to install them from the 
diskette in the Caldera installation kit.  

$ mount -t -auto /dev/fd0 /mnt
$ cd /mnt
$ rpm -i nwclient-4.2.0-col22-1.i386.rpm
$ rpm -i nwutils-static-cl-1.1-17.i386.rpm

When you have made sure that the required packages are installed, you must configure your 
chosen Ethernet interface to support IPX. For example:  

ipx_configure --auto_primary=on
ipx_configure --auto_interface=on

You can look at the output of ifconfig -a to see if your Ethernet interface is configured correctly. 
Details, such as Frame Type (802.2 versus 802.3), can be very important on your network. Check 
with your network administrators for assistance. 

When Caldera boots, it launches nwamd, a NetWare automounter daemon. Even when nwamd is 
running, each individual Caldera user must be authenticated to NetWare in order to access 
NetWare files. Authenticated users can access any NetWare files that they have read access 
rights to. The Apache software (httpd) running on the Caldera system needs to be able to read all 
files in NetWare home directories mounted on the Caldera system. Apache servers generally run 
as local user �nobody.� The following example uses a special NDS user (special.atlanta.mycorp) 
with rights to read all files in all NetWare home directories. The command in this example can be 
inserted into the Caldera system�s boot-time procedure to enable httpd (running as user 
�nobody�) to access the automounted NetWare file systems from NDS tree �mycorp.� 

su -c "/usr/bin/nwlogin -u special.atlanta.mycorp -p secret -t mycorp"
nobody
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As delivered from Caldera, user nobody�s default shell is /bin/false. The above su command 
won�t work unless �nobody� has a real shell. Theoretically, there are security implications to 
providing �nobody� with a real shell. If, for example, a hacker found a way to log in as 
�nobody,� it would be desirable for user �nobody� to have an invalid shell. In practice, it is 
probably okay for user �nobody� to have a real shell. You can consider and decide for your own 
installation.  

For more information, refer to the Caldera man pages for su and nwlogin. 

Supporting URLs of the Form http://server.name/~userid 
There are many ways for the Webmaster to specify how URLs such as http://server.name/~userid 
are handled by Apache. The configuration directive UserDir (usually found in httpd.conf) is the 
mechanism by which such a specification is made. Here are some examples. The last one uses 
the home directory of the user. 

UserDir  Maps  http://server.name/~userid  to  
/u /u/userid/index.html

/u/*/public_html /u/userid/public_html/index.html

phtml {arbitrary homedir of userid}/phtml/index.html
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Configuring Home Directory Support into Apache on Caldera  
A standard Apache module named mod_userdir.c implements the handler for UserDir. This 
module can be enhanced, without changing any of its current features, to be able to find a user�s 
NetWare home directory using the NDS-AS API. A description of how this enhancement can be 
made to apache_1.3.9 follows.  

Before attempting to configure this module, you should be familiar with the process for 
compiling and installing Apache. Refer to the documentation available at the Apache Web site 
for this information.  

1. Unpack the Apache tar file into the place of your choice on your Caldera Systems 
OpenLinux 2.2 target machine. 

2. Make the following changes to apache_1.3.9/src/modules/standard/mod_userdir.c. 

On the line above the definition of function translate_userdir, add: 
#include <ascauth.h>
#define BUFSIZE 2000

The rest of the modifications are near the end of translate_userdir. The part of that function 
that starts with an ifdef referencing the definition of WIN32 is where the changes start. 

#ifdef WIN32
/* Need to figure out home dirs on NT */
return DECLINED;

#else /* WIN32 */
struct passwd *pw;
/* AuthServ modification */
FILE *fp;
ASCENV *asce;
char nds_hd[BUFSIZE], context[BUFSIZE];
char hd[BUFSIZE], mount_point[BUFSIZE];
char *pt;
int rc;
struct stat sb;
char buffer[BUFSIZE];
/* end AuthServ modification */

if ((pw = getpwnam(w))) {
#ifdef OS2

/* Need to manually add user name for OS/2 */
filename = ap_pstrcat(r->pool, pw->pw_dir, w, "/", userdir, NULL);

#else
/* NDS-AS modification */

strcpy(buffer,pw->pw_dir);
strcat(buffer,"/");
strcat(buffer,userdir);
if (!stat(buffer,&sb))
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/* end AuthServ modification */

filename = ap_pstrcat(r->pool, pw->pw_dir, "/", userdir, NULL);
#endif

}

/* AuthServ modification */
/* initialize the authentication environment */
asce = ASC_INIT(NULL);
if (asce == NULL) {

fprintf(stderr,"RC=%d, %s\n", rc, ASC_STRERROR(rc));
return 0;

}

/* if user has an NDS context, look for home dir in NDS */
if (ASC_GETCONTEXT(asce,

w,
context,
sizeof(context)) == AS_OK) {

/* Transmogrify the NDS homedirectory specification
returned from AuthServ into a unix style directory
specification and place it into the hd array.
Make sure hd is empty, or we might end
up looking at trash left over from last time.
See the discussion on MaxRequestsPerChild and
keptalive requests in httpd.conf

*/
memset(hd,NULL,sizeof(hd));
hd[0]='/';
if (ASC_READATTR(asce,

context,
"HOME DIRECTORY",
nds_hd,
sizeof(nds_hd)) != AS_OK) nds_hd[0] = 0;

strcpy(hd,"/.nwamd/");
pt = strtok(nds_hd,"\\");
if (pt != NULL) strcat(hd,pt);
strcat(hd,"_");
pt = strtok(NULL,"\\");
if (pt != NULL) strcat(hd,pt);
strcat(hd,"/");
pt = strtok(NULL,"\\");
while (pt != NULL) {

strcat(hd,pt);
strcat(hd,"/");
pt = strtok(NULL,"\\");
}
strcat(hd,userdir);

ASC_TERM(asce);

if (!stat(hd,&sb)) filename = ap_pstrcat(r->pool, hd, NULL);
}
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/* end NDS-AS modification */

#endif /* WIN32 */

Caldera does not include the standard UNIX crypt library. Apache won�t compile without 
the crypt library. Obtain glibc-crypt-2.0.bin.i386.tar from a GNU Web site, such as 
http://www.gnu.org/, and install it before compiling Apache.  

The INSTALL file in the Apache source root directory provides the following installation 
overview:  
$ ./configure --prefix=PREFIX
$ make
$ make install
$ PREFIX/bin/apachectl start

3. Make sure that you are working from /bin/sh (or some Bourne shell derivative) and 
substitute the following instructions for the overview provided in the Apache INSTALL 
document:  
$ LIBS="/usr/lib/libascauth.so" ./configure --prefix=PREFIX
$ make
$ make install
$ PREFIX/bin/apachectl start

For additional information, see �Authentication Example for Apache� on page 202. 

 

http://www.gnu.org/
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Adding NDS-AS Support to Secure Shell 
Secure Shell* (SSH*) is a replacement for the UNIX rsh command that provides encrypted 
secure communications. SSH Communications Security Ltd. is the developer of the SSH 
protocol.  

SSH can be obtained free of charge for noncommercial and educational use from 
http://www.ssh.fi/. 

You can install the NDS-AS Client on your server and modify the SSH daemon, sshd, to use 
NDS-AS to authenticate users. Refer to the installation section for the Client platform you are 
using for details about installing the NDS-AS Client. 

NDS-AS enhanced sshd allows users to skip setting up passphrases, because the authentication 
stage of setting up the SSH connection is done with NDS-AS instead of public-private key 
cryptography. When you have authenticated, your SSH session will be securely encrypted, as 
normal. 

NDS-AS provides sample instructions for modifying the SSH sshunixuser.c module. These are 
distributed in a tar file under BIN\CLIENTS\SSH in the NDS-AS Master Directory created by 
the NDS-AS installation process. 

Remember to define your system to NDS-AS as a Trusted Client. For details, see �Trusted 
Clients List� on page 53. 

Modifying Secure Shell to Use NDS-AS 
This addendum to the standard SSH Readme file is intended to help you compile sshd to use 
NDS-AS through either the native NDS-AS API or the PAM API. 

The first step listed in the SSH Readme file is to run configure in the SSH installation directory. 

After you run configure, follow the directions in either authserv.mods or pam.mods in the tar file 
in the NDS-AS BIN\CLIENTS\SSH directory, depending on which API you want to use. 

Finish the installation by following the instructions in the SSH Readme file. 

http://www.ssh.fi/
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Adding NDS-AS Support to an ISAPI Filter 
The Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS) supports a user-provided DLL that can be called 
for Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) requests to provide certain functions, including user 
authentication. This DLL is known as an ISAPI filter. 

You can install the NDS-AS Client on a Windows NT* server running IIS and implement an 
ISAPI filter that uses NDS-AS for user authentication. 

NDS-AS provides a sample routine that you can use as a basis for implementing an ISAPI filter 
to authenticate users with NDS-AS. This sample ISAPI filter is distributed in 
\BIN\CLIENTS\WIN\ASCIIS in the NDS-AS Master Directory created by the NDS-AS 
installation process. For details about implementing an ISAPI filter that uses NDS-AS for user 
authentication, see the Readme file in that directory. 
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7  Troubleshooting 

Troubleshooting Overview 
NDS® Authentication Services (NDS-AS) components record messages to their log files. The 
NetWare Loadable Module� programs also maintain NetWare® console screens. Examining 
these should be foremost in your troubleshooting efforts. 

NDS-AS UNIX* Clients write their log messages to the auth facility of syslog. Check your 
/etc/syslog.conf file to ensure that this facility is enabled. 

NDS-AS Windows* Clients write their log messages to the file specified on the LOGFILE 
statement in their Client configuration file. If this statement is not specified, the NDS-AS 
Windows Client does not record any messages. 

The NDS-AS Client for MVS* started task ASCLIENT writes log messages to the ASCLOG DD 
statement. 

By its very nature, NDS-AS is highly dependent upon the proper operation of your network and 
Novell Directory Services®. If you are having problems with NDS-AS, ensure that the various 
NDS-AS components (Clients, Agents, Manager, and Admin Utility) are able to communicate 
with one another, and that NDS is functioning properly. 

For information pertaining to NDS-AS performance issues, see �NDS-AS Performance 
Guidelines� on page 24. 

If a user cannot authenticate through NDS-AS but can log in through NDS, ensure that the user is 
present in the Census and is not marked as being inactive. If the user is not present and active in 
the Census, review your Census Search object specifications. 

You can use AuthTest to test the operation of your NDS-AS Agents. 

Note: Make sure you upgrade NDS-AS, including all of your Clients, when new versions or 
support packs become available. 
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For more information, see: 

• �NDS-AS Performance Guidelines� on page 24 

• �Troubleshooting Network Issues� on page 219 

• �Troubleshooting NDS Issues� on page 220 

• �Troubleshooting ASCLIENT� on page 221 

• �Troubleshooting NDS-AS Configuration Issues� on page 222 

• �Troubleshooting the NDS-AS Client API� on page 224 

• �Testing NDS-AS with AuthTest� on page 35 

• �Messages� on page 229 

• �Viewing NLM Log Files� on page 79 
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Troubleshooting Network Issues 
While the details of network troubleshooting are beyond the scope of this document and will 
depend on a number of factors particular to your environment, the purpose of this section is to 
determine if the various NDS-AS components can communicate with one another.  

To verify IP connections between NDS-AS Clients and Agents through the use of the ping 
command: 

1. From a command prompt on Windows or UNIX, enter ping ipaddr, where ipaddr is the IP 
address of the remote computer. 

2. From a NetWare console, enter LOAD TPING ipaddr, where ipaddr is the IP address of the 
remote computer. 

If your installation uses router filters to prevent the use of ping, you should consult with those 
responsible for managing your network for information on how to verify connectivity. 

To verify NetWare connectivity through the use of the Display Servers command: 

1. From a NetWare console, enter DISPLAY SERVERS. 

You can use other NetWare utilities, such as MONITOR, CONFIG, INETCFG, TCPCON, 
IPXPING, and IPXCON to examine and change other aspects of server status that pertain to 
networking. Refer to your NetWare documentation for further details. Utilities Reference, Basic 
Protocol Configuration Guide, and Advanced Protocol Configuration and Management Guide 
provide detailed information on using these and other NetWare utilities. 

For more information, see: 

• �NDS-AS Performance Guidelines� on page 24 

• �Troubleshooting NDS Issues� on page 220 

• �Troubleshooting NDS-AS Configuration Issues� on page 222 
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Troubleshooting NDS Issues 
NDS is complex, and the details of troubleshooting NDS are beyond the scope of this document. 
The purpose of this section is to ensure that NDS is healthy before continuing on to investigate 
other areas when you experience problems with NDS-AS. 

To use the TIME command to see if time is synchronized on a given server to the network: 

1. From a NetWare console, enter TIME 

To use the DSREPAIR utility to perform a number of checks into the health of NDS on a given 
server: 

1. From a NetWare console, enter LOAD DSREPAIR 

2. Select Time Synchronization to check that time is in sync for servers in the server�s local 
database. 

Select Report Synchronization Status to check the server�s replica synchronization status. If 
the Total Errors count at the top of the screen is not zero, the cause should be identified and 
corrected before you proceed. 

 

Refer to your NetWare documentation for further details. Utilities Reference and Supervising the 
Network provide detailed information on using these and other NetWare utilities. Additional 
information can be found on the Web at http://support.novell.com/. 

http://support.novell.com/
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For more information, see: 

• �NDS-AS Performance Guidelines� on page 24 

• �Troubleshooting Network Issues� on page 219 

•  �Troubleshooting NDS-AS Configuration Issues� on page 222 

Troubleshooting ASCLIENT 
The NDS-AS MVS Client issues messages about its status. These are documented in the MVS 
Client Messages section. 

You can use the ASCTEST utility to check on the health of MVS Client functions. 

MVS enforces restrictive rules on the character set that can be used for user IDs and passwords. 
It requires that user IDs not exceed seven characters and that passwords not exceed eight 
characters. Each must consist of: 

• The letters: A-Z 

• The numerals: 0-9 

• The national characters: @ # $ 

User IDs must not begin with a numeral. 

Users whose IDs and passwords do not adhere to these rules will not be able to use MVS. 

Ensure that your IBM* TCP/IP implementation for MVS is at the latest maintenance level. 

For more information, see: 

• �NDS-AS Performance Guidelines� on page 24 

• �Using ASCTEST� on page 110 
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Troubleshooting NDS-AS Configuration Issues 
Problems with your NDS-AS configuration can result in improper NDS-AS operation. The 
messages logged by NDS-AS components should lead you to the source of such problems. 

Rights Issues 
Ensure that rights are properly set to enable NDS-AS to perform its functions. 

For the rights the PassMaster object must be given, see �The PassMaster Object� on page 18. 

For the rights required by administrative users, see �Rights Needed by NDS-AS Admin Utility 
Users� on page 48.  

Client-Agent Issues 
Ensure that your NDS-AS Clients are listed on the Trusted Client List. For more information, see 
�Trusted Clients List� on page 53. 

Ensure that the NDS-AS Agents referred to by your Clients are running and are currently listed 
as NDS-AS Agents in the NDS-AS configuration. For more information, see �NDS-AS Agents 
List� on page 50 and �The NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96. 

Verify that the encryption key specified for each Client in the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters 
matches the key specified in its Client configuration file. For more information, see �Client 
Encryption Key Management� on page 101. 

Examine the Agent and Resolver screens and log files.  

Ensure that your NDS-AS Clients have been upgraded to the current version when you upgrade 
NDS-AS. 
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Census Issues 
Ensure that Census Trawls are being run at appropriate intervals and that they complete without 
errors. 

You can check to see when daily Census Trawls are scheduled through the NDS-AS Admin 
Utility. For details, see �Trawl Parameters� on page 57. 

You can view the Exception Report to see if any errors occurred during the last Trawl. For 
details, see �View Exception Report� on page 68. 

You can check the NDS-AS Manager screen to see when the last Census was completed. 
Examine the Manager log for any potential errors that could have prevented the successful 
creation of a new Census. 

For details about handling Census exceptions, see �Maintaining the Census� on page 40. 

Ensure that your Census Search object parameters are set so that all intended users are included 
in the Census. For details, see �Census Search Objects� on page 60. You can review the contents 
of the Census using the NDS-AS Admin Utility. For further details, see �Resolving Exceptions� 
on page 70. 

For more information, see: 

• �NDS-AS Performance Guidelines� on page 24 

• �Troubleshooting Network Issues� on page 219 

• �Troubleshooting NDS Issues� on page 220 

• �Testing NDS-AS with AuthTest� on page 35 
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Troubleshooting the NDS-AS Client API 
Most calls to the NDS-AS Client API return a value that describes the outcome of the call. These 
return code values are defined in the ascauth.h header file. The API function ASC_STRERROR() 
can be used to return a text string that corresponds to the return code. This text string is included 
in many of the messages that are written to the Client log file for errors involving API calls. 

AscAuthX, the NDS-AS Client ActiveX* control, generates run-time errors that correspond to 
the return code values in ascauth.h. For more information about these run-time errors, see �Run-
Time Errors� on page 190. 

The following table lists the return codes and their corresponding text string, and suggests actions 
to take for them. 
Return 
Code 

Symbol in ascauth.h 
Text String 

Explanation and Suggested Action 

0 AS_OK 

Action successful 

The operation returned a positive response. For calls 
such as ASC_CHKPASSWD(), which checks if a 
UID/password combination is valid, this corresponds 
to an answer of �Yes.� 

1 AS_NO 

Action not successful 

The operation returned a negative response. For calls 
such as ASC_CHKPASSWD(), which checks if a 
UID/password combination is valid, this corresponds 
to an answer of �No.� 

2 AS_NOUSER 

Unknown user 

The UID specified on the call is inactive or is not in 
the Census. 

Action: If you expect this user to be active in the 
Census, see �Maintaining the Census� on page 40 for 
additional information. 
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Return 
Code 

Symbol in ascauth.h 
Text String 

Explanation and Suggested Action 

3 AS_NOAGENT 

No authentication agents are 
available 

No NDS-AS Agent servers could be contacted to 
process the request. 

Action: This is generally caused by a configuration 
problem. 

• Ensure that the Client configuration file specifies 
the correct NDS-AS Agent servers. 

• Ensure that the NDS-AS Agent is running on the 
specified server and listening on the port specified 
in the Client configuration file. 

• Ensure that the DES encryption key specified in 
the Client configuration file is the same as the key 
specified in the NDS-AS Trusted Clients list. 

• Ensure that you have network connectivity to an 
Agent server. 

For more information, see: 

�The NDS-AS Client Configuration File� on page 96 

�Trusted Clients List� on page 53 

�NDS-AS Agents List� on page 50 

�Client Encryption Key Management� on page 101 

�Troubleshooting Network Issues� on page 219 

4 AS_BADCLIENT 

Local host is not authorized 
to query the authentication 
agent 

This Client is not listed as a Trusted Client on the 
Trusted Clients list. NDS-AS Agents will reject 
connections from Clients that are not on this list. 

Action: For information about the Trusted Clients list, 
see �Trusted Clients List� on page 53. 

5 AS_REVOKED 

User is disabled/revoked 

The specified UID corresponds to a User object that 
has been disabled. 

6 AS_INTRUDER 

Intruder detection is active 

The specified UID corresponds to a User object that 
has been locked due to intruder detection. 
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Return 
Code 

Symbol in ascauth.h 
Text String 

Explanation and Suggested Action 

7 AS_INVALIDARGS 

Invalid arguments 

The arguments specified on the call were not valid. 

Action: Make certain that the arguments passed to the 
call are of the correct type and value. For example, an 
argument that specifies the name of an object cannot 
be blank or null and an argument that specifies a buffer 
size to hold a result cannot be zero. 

8 AS_INVALIDOBJ 

Invalid object 

An object specified as an argument was not of the 
correct type or was not found. 

Action: Verify that the objects specified on arguments 
to the call are of the proper type. Handle the not-found 
condition as appropriate for your application. 

9 AS_INVALIDOBJLEN 

Invalid object length 

An object name specified as an argument was longer 
than the maximum allowable NDS object name. 

Action: Check object names that are specified as 
arguments to be sure that they do not exceed the 
maximum length for an NDS object name. 

10 AS_PASSDUPLICATE 

Password has already been 
used before 

The new password that was specified to 
ASC_CHGPASSWD() has been previously used for 
this User object and the User object is required to 
specify unique passwords. 

Action: Specify a password that has not been used 
before. 

11 AS_PASSTOOSHORT 

Password length is too short 

The new password that was specified to 
ASC_CHGPASSWD() is shorter than the minimum 
password length set for the User object. 

Action: Specify a password that meets the minimum 
length requirement for the User object. 

12 AS_TOOSMALL 

Buffer is too small 

The size specified for a buffer argument is too small to 
hold the result. The result is truncated. 

Action: Allocate a larger buffer and issue the request 
again. 
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Return 
Code 

Symbol in ascauth.h 
Text String 

Explanation and Suggested Action 

13 AS_ATTRNOTFOUND 

Attribute not found 

The attribute specified was not found for the specified 
object. 

Action: Process this response accordingly or specify 
the name of an attribute that exists for the specified 
object. 

14 AS_WSOCKUP 

WINSOCK not initialized 

The Windows Client received a non-zero return code 
from a call to the Windows WSAStartup() API call. 

Action: Verify the operation of the Windows network 
subsystem. For additional information, see your 
Windows documentation. 

15 AS_WSOCKDOWN 

WINSOCK not terminated 

The Windows Client received an error return code 
from a call to the Windows WSACleanup() API call. 

Action: Verify the operation of the Windows network 
subsystem. For additional information, see your 
Windows documentation. 

16 AS_NOAUTHENV 

No authentication 
environment established 

The asce argument did not specify a valid NDS-AS 
environment item. 

Action: Verify that a successful call to ASC_INIT() or 
ASC_INIT_EXT() has been made. Successful calls 
return a pointer to a valid NDS-AS environment item. 
Unsuccessful calls return NULL. Verify that the 
pointer to the environment item is correctly specified 
as an argument to this call. 

17 AS_PRODUCTEXPIRED 

Ascauth client has expired 

The expiration date for the Client has passed. Only 
beta test versions of the Client expire. 

Action: Install a current version of the Client software. 

18 AS_INCLUDED 

User matched an INCLUDE 
statement 

The UID specified on a call to 
ASC_USER_INCLUDE_EXCLUDE() matched an 
INCLUDE statement in the Client configuration file. 

19 AS_EXCLUDED 

User matched an 
EXCLUDE statement 

The UID specified on a call to 
ASC_USER_INCLUDE_EXCLUDE() matched an 
EXCLUDE statement in the Client configuration file. 
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Return 
Code 

Symbol in ascauth.h 
Text String 

Explanation and Suggested Action 

20 AS_NOMATCH 

User did not match any 
INCLUDE/EXCLUDE 
statement 

The UID specified on a call to 
ASC_USER_INCLUDE_EXCLUDE() did not match 
any INCLUDE or EXCLUDE statement in the Client 
configuration file. The user will be included because 
�INCLUDE *� is implicit if �EXCLUDE *� is not 
specified. 

21 AS_NOLICENSE 

Client is not licensed to use 
NDS-AS 

The platform on which the Client is running is not a 
type that is licensed to use NDS-AS. 

Action: Install a license for the Client platform. 

22 AS_INVALIDREQ 

API request is not valid or 
unsupported 

The API call was not recognized by the NDS-AS 
Agent. 

Action: Ensure that the version of the Client and the 
version of the Agent are compatible. Ensure that the 
DES encryption key used by the Client is the same as 
the key used by the Agent for this Client. For more 
information about DES encryption key management, 
see �Client Encryption Key Management� on page 
101. 

23 AS_KEYEXPIRED 

Client is using an expired 
DES key 

The DES encryption key used by the Client has 
expired. 

Action: Update the KEY statement in the Client 
configuration file with the same key that is specified in 
the Trusted Clients list for the Agent to use for this 
Client. For more information, see �Client Encryption 
Key Management� on page 101. 
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8  Messages 

Messages Overview 
NDS® Authentication Services (NDS-AS) writes status information to various console screens 
and logs. These can be useful to you in monitoring the operation of NDS-AS and in 
troubleshooting problems. 

NDS-AS message identifiers take the form XXXnnnnf where: 

XXX is a three-letter identifier of the NDS-AS component that issues the message. 

nnnn is a unique four-digit number. 

f is a severity flag. The severity flag can be: 

I for informational messages 

W for warning messages 

E for critical error messages. 

The topics that follow describe NDS-AS Messages and Codes. 

• NDS-AS Agent Answer Codes shown on the AUTHAGNT.NLM statistics screen. 

• AGT � NDS-AS Agent Messages 

• MGR � NDS-AS Manager Messages 

• RSL � NDS-AS Resolver Messages 

• MSC � NDS-AS Service Function Messages 

• ASC � NDS-AS Client Messages 

• ASP � NDS-AS Pluggable Authentication Module (PAM) Messages 

• ASA � NDS-AS AIX Authentication Module Messages 
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Agent Answer Codes 
The right side of the Agent Statistics screen shows command requests from Clients and the 
Answer Code that the Agent sends back for each request. 

 

 

The following tables show the Answer Codes and an explanation for each Command. The 
Request column can be truncated. Refer to the log for complete details of the request. 

 

CHKPASWD � Check Password. The Request column contains the UID. 

Answer Code Explanation 

OK The password is valid for the UID. 

300 The password given is not valid for the UID. 

310 UID not found in Census. 

340 The account is disabled. 

341 Intruder lockout is set for the account. 

342 Lost NDS connection. 

350 Internal Error in NDS-AS. 
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CNGPASWD � Change Password. The Request column contains the UID. 

Answer Code Explanation 

OK The password was changed successfully. 

300 Invalid old password. 

310 UID not found in Census. 

340 The account is disabled. 

341 Intruder lockout is set for the account. 

342 Lost NDS connection. 

360 Attempt to change password to a previously used password when the unique 
requirement is specified for the account. 

361 Attempt to change password to one with fewer characters than the required 
minimum specified for the account. 

351 Internal Error in NDS-AS. 

 

EFRIGHTS � Effective Rights. The Request column contains ObjectA. 

Answer Code Explanation 

OK ObjectA has the specified rights to ObjectB�s attributes. 

314 ObjectA not a valid UID or NDS object. 

315 ObjectB not a valid UID or NDS object. 

316 ObjectA exceeds maximum length. 

317 ObjectB exceeds maximum length.. 

318 Rights list invalid. 

318 No such Attribute. 

350 Internal Error in NDS-AS. 
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GRPMEMBR � Group Membership List. The Request column contains the Group. 

Answer Code Explanation 

OK The member list was successfully returned. 

301 Group object not found. 

 

GTCONTXT � Get Context. The Request column contains the UID. 

Answer Code Explanation 

OK The context was found. 

310 UID not found in Census. 

312 Invalid Argument List to GTCONTXT. 

 

LISTSEQV � List Security Equivalences. The Request column contains the UID. 

Answer Code Explanation 

OK The security equivalence list was successfully returned. 

310 UID not found in Census. 

312 Invalid Argument List to LISTSEQV. 
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READATTR � Read Attribute Value. The Request column contains the object. 

Answer Code Explanation 

OK The attribute value for the object was successfully returned. 

314  Object not a valid UID or NDS object.  

319  Object does not contain specified attribute. 

320  Unsupported attribute. HOME DIRECTORY is the only attribute that is 
currently supported. 

342  Lost NDS connection. 

351  Internal Error. 

 

SECEQUAL � Check Security Equal To. The Request column contains the UID. 

Answer Code Explanation 

OK The user has security equivalence to the specified object. 

301 The user does not have security equivalence to the specified object. 

310 UID not found in Census. 

312 Invalid Argument List to SECEQUAL. 
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Agent Messages 
AGTnnnn messages are written by the NDS-AS Agent. 

You can look up the description of return codes from NDS functions on the Web at 
http://support.novell.com/. 

AGT3004I AST debugging is active. 

The debugging parameter was found on the command line at startup. This is reserved for use 
by NDS-AS Support and Engineering. 

AGT3005I DES encryption is not active. 

This is reserved for use by NDS-AS Support and Engineering. 

AGT3006E Error nn registering NCP Extension: NCPExtensionName 

During startup, the Agent was unable to set up for communications with the Manager. The 
return code from NWRegisterNCPExtension is given by nn. The name of the NCP� 
Extension is given by NCPExtensionName. The Agent ends. 

Action: Check the general health of the server and its ability to communicate on the network 
with clients. 

AGT3009E Error nn Deregistering NCP Extension: NCPExtensionName 

During shutdown, the Agent was unable to gracefully close the communication protocol 
(NCP) used for communications with the Manager. The return code from 
NWDeRegisterNCPExtension is given by nn. The name of the NCP Extension is given by 
NCPExtensionName. The Agent ends. 

Action: Check the general health of the server and its ability to communicate on the network 
with clients. 

AGT3010E Error in cachestore. Invalid index for userid 

The NDS-AS Agent has detected an internal error processing its cache of recent successful 
authentications. The UID is given by userid. 

Action: Gather diagnostic information and contact NDS-AS Support. 

http://support.novell.com/
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AGT3014E error in equivalence NWDSRead = nn for user  Client: ipaddr 

While attempting to list the security equivalence of a user for an object in response to a 
request from the NDS-AS Client, the Agent received an unexpected return code from 
NWDSRead. The return code is given by nn, the user is given by user, and the Client IP 
address is given by ipaddr. If the object does exist, this can occur if the local server does not 
contain an NDS replica of the object being referenced and there is an NDS communication 
problem. 

AGT3015E checkequiv: error in equivalence NWDSRead = nn for user object  
Client: ipaddr 

While attempting to check the security equivalence of a user for an object in response to a 
request from the NDS-AS Client, the Agent received an unexpected return code from 
NWDSRead. The return code is given by nn, the user is given by user, the object is given by 
object, and the Client IP address is given by ipaddr. If the object does exist, this can occur if 
the local server does not contain an NDS replica of the object being referenced and there is 
an NDS communication problem. 

AGT3016W Untrusted Client ipaddr 

The Agent has received a connection attempt from a Client that is not in the Trusted Clients 
List in the NDS-AS configuration. The connection is rejected. The IP address was ipaddr. 

Action: Verify that the IP address is in the NDS-AS configuration. 

AGT3017E error in membership NWDSRead = nn Group: group  Client: ipaddr 

While attempting to read the member list of a group in response to a request from the NDS-
AS Client, the Agent received an unexpected return code from NWDSRead. The return code 
is given by nn, the group is given by group, and the Client IP address is given by ipaddr. If 
the object does exist, this can occur if the local server does not contain an NDS replica of the 
object being referenced and there is an NDS communication problem. 

AGT3018E NCPExtName reports bad parameters on call from client at connection: 
conn, task: task 

The NDS-AS Agent�s NCP request handler experienced an error. NCPExtName is the name 
of the NCP extension. The NCP client connection and task are given by conn and task, 
respectively. 

Action: Gather diagnostic information and contact NDS-AS Support. 
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AGT3019E NCPExtName reports error restoring callers thread group context 

The NDS-AS Agent�s NCP request handler received an EFAILURE return code from 
SetThreadGroupID. 

Action: Gather diagnostic information and contact NDS-AS Support. 

AGT3020W error in NWDSRead = nn 

While attempting to obtain the attributes of a User object, the Agent received an unexpected 
return code from NWDSRead. The return code is given by nn. It is possible that the object 
does not exist, or that the attributes of the requested object are not populated. If the object 
and attributes do exist, there can be a rights problem in that the PassMaster object cannot see 
the object or its attributes. This can also occur if the local server does not contain an NDS 
replica of the object being referenced and there is an NDS communication problem. 

AGT3021I Socket Manager determined that AST subsystem is ready for requests... 

During startup, the Socket Manager thread has found the Authenticated Service Thread 
(AST) subsystem is ready.  

AGT3022E TCP socket bind error=nn 

The NDS-AS Agent�s Socket Manager was unable to create a TCP socket for 
communications with NDS-AS Clients. The return code from bind was nn. 

Action: Verify that another service or NLM� on the server is not using the TCP/IP port 
number defined in the NDS-AS configuration for this agent. 

AGT3023I Agent waiting for connections... 

The NDS-AS Agent�s Socket Manager is ready to accept connections. At this point, the 
NDS-AS Agent is ready to process requests from NDS-AS Clients. 

AGT3024I Invalid data in trusted client list: data 

The NDS-AS Agent found invalid data in the Trusted Clients List in the NDS-AS 
configuration. The invalid data is given by data. 

Action: Correct the configuration using the NDS-AS Admin Utility. 
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AGT3025E TCP socket read: error reading length from socket: msgtext 

While attempting to read data from a socket connection with the NDS-AS Client, the Agent 
received an error. Msgtext describes the error. This can occur if there are communication 
problems on the network. 

Action: Verify general server health and connectivity. 

AGT3026E TCP socket error: bad pipe 

The Agent encountered an error while attempting to send data to the NDS-AS Client through 
a TCP socket. The error was �bad pipe.� This can occur if the Client prematurely terminates 
the connection or if there is a communication error on the network. 

Action: Ignore in most cases. 

AGT3027E TCP socket error: no buffers 

The Agent encountered an error while attempting to send data to the NDS-AS Client through 
a TCP socket. The error was �no buffers.�  The server could not grant a request to allocate an 
internal buffer. 

Action: Verify general server health and memory availability. 

AGT3028E TCP socket error: badf 

The Agent encountered an error while attempting to send data to the NDS-AS Client through 
a TCP socket. The error was �badf.� This can occur if the Client prematurely terminates the 
connection or if there is a communication error on the network. 

Action: Ignore in most cases. 

AGT3029E TCP socket error: enotsock 

The Agent encountered an error while attempting to send data to the NDS-AS Client through 
a TCP socket. The error was �enotsock.� This can occur if the Client prematurely terminates 
the connection or if there is a communication error on the network. 

Action: Ignore in most cases. 

AGT3030E TCP socket error: msg size 

The Agent encountered an error while attempting to send data to the NDS-AS Client through 
a TCP socket. The error was �msg size.� 

Action: Gather diagnostic information and contact NDS-AS Support. 
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AGT3031E TCP socket error: undefined: nn 

The Agent encountered an error while attempting to send data to the NDS-AS Client through 
a TCP socket. The error number is given by nn. 

Action: Gather diagnostic information and contact NDS-AS Support. 

AGT3032E TCP socket error: Write failed.. 

The Agent encountered an error while attempting to send data to the NDS-AS Client through 
a TCP socket. This message will be followed by another message detailing the error. 

AGT3033E error writeto hello message rc: nn  Client: ipaddr 

An error occurred when the Agent attempted to communicate with a Client in response to a 
connection. The return code from the socket write routine is given by nn and the IP address 
of the Client is given by ipaddr. This can occur if the Client prematurely terminates the 
connection or if there is a communication error on the network. 

Action: Ignore in most cases unless the situation becomes chronic. Verify general server 
health and connectivity. 

AGT3034W daughter error: Client ipaddr 

An error occurred when the Agent attempted to read a request from the NDS-AS Client. The 
Client IP address was ipaddr. This can occur if the Client prematurely terminates the 
connection or if there is a communication error on the network. 

AGT3036E Checkequiv NWDSCanonicalizeName error nn for object obj. 

While trying to check security equivalence for an object, the Agent received error nn from 
the NWDSCanonicalizeName function. The object name is obj. This can occur if the local 
server loses connectivity to a remote server holding a replica of the object in question. 

Action: Verify NDS health on the local server, NDS connectivity, and time synchronization. 

AGT3037I Agent TCP port overridden by command line parm. Port=nnnn 

The NDS-AS Agent is using a TCP port of nnnn specified on the command line through the 
LOAD command rather than the default. 

Note: This is used internally when an Agent is started from the NDS-AS Admin Utility. 
Ordinarily an Agent obtains its port number from the NDS-AS configuration. 
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AGT3038W NWDSPutAttrName() failed for attr. rc=nn 

The NDS-AS Agent received an unexpected return code from NDS while preparing to obtain 
attribute attr for a User object. The return code was nn. The Agent continues processing. 

Action: Contact NDS-AS Support with the complete text of the message. 

AGT3039W Obsolete transaction rejected.  Client = ipaddr 

The NDS-AS Agent has received a message from the NDS-AS Client that is not formatted as 
expected. It is most likely from a Client running an earlier release of NDS-AS. The message 
is rejected. The Client IP address was ipaddr. 

Action: Upgrade the Client to the current version. 

AGT3047W Unlicensed Client OS ipaddr 

The Client at IP address ipaddr is of a type that is not licensed for use based on the NDS-AS 
license. 

Action: Contact NDS-AS Marketing for a new Client license agreement. 

AGT3049I Registering NCP Extension: NCPExtName 

During startup, the Agent is registering NCP Extension NCPExtName for use in 
communication with other NDS-AS components. 

AGT3051I Deregistering NCP Extension. 

During shutdown, the Agent is deregistering the NCP Extension that was used for 
communicating with other NDS-AS components. 

AGT3052I NCP Extension NCPExtName Deregistered 

NCP Extension NCPExtName, which was used for communicating with other NDS-AS 
components, has been deregistered successfully. 

AGT3053I Authenticated Service Thread (AST) #nn: ready. 

Authenticated Service Thread number nn is ready to process requests from NDS-AS Clients. 

AGT3054I Socket Manager waiting for Request Thread Count to drop below 450 
before accepting more requests... 

The Agent�s socket manager has determined that an excessive number of Client requests is 
already being processed. It waits for the backlog to clear before servicing new connection 
requests. A large backlog of requests generally indicates an NDS or network problem. 
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AGT3055E CUObjectExists: Error Canonicalizing NDS object=object. err=nn 

Function NWDSCanonicalizeName in routine CUObjectExists returned code nn while 
attempting to return the fully distinguished name for object object. 

AGT3056E CUObjectExists: Error from ReadObjectInfo=object. err=nn 

Function NWDSReadObjectInfo in routine CUObjectExists returned code nn while 
attempting to obtain information about object object. 

AGT3057E GetNDSAttr: Error Canonicalizing NDS object=object. 
NWDSCanonicalizeName err=nn 

While the Agent was attempting to obtain the value of an attribute for an object, 
NWDSCanonicalizeName returned error code nn. 

AGT3059E GetNDSAttr: Error allocating NDS buffer err: nn. object=object 

While the Agent was attempting to obtain a request buffer to obtain the value of an attribute 
for an object, NWDSAllocBuf returned a code of nn. 

AGT3060E GetNDSAttr: Error allocating NDS buffer err: nn. object=object 

While the Agent was attempting to obtain a result buffer to obtain the value of an attribute 
for an object, NWDSAllocBuf returned a code of nn.  

AGT3061E GetNDSAttr: Error NWDSInitBuf err: nn. object=object 

While the Agent was attempting to initialize the input buffer to obtain the value of an 
attribute for an object, NWDSInitBuf returned a code of nn. 

AGT3062E GetNDSAttr:  Error NWDSPutAttrName err: nn. object=object 

While the Agent was attempting to place the attribute name into input buffer to obtain the 
value of an attribute for an object, NWDSPutAttrName returned a code of nn. 

AGT3063E GetNDSAttr: Error from NWDSRead err: nn. object=object 

While the Agent was attempting to read the value of an attribute for an object, NWDSRead 
returned a code of nn. 

AGT3064E GetNDSAttr: Error from NWDSGetAttrCount err: nn. object=object 

While the Agent was attempting to retrieve the values of an attribute for an object, 
NWDSGetAttrCount returned a code of nn.  
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AGT3065E GetNDSAttr: Error from NWDSGetAttrName err: nn. object=object 

While the Agent was attempting to retrieve the values of an attribute for an object, 
NWDSGetAttrName returned a code of nn.  

AGT3066E GetNDSAttr: Error from NWDSComputeAttrValSize err: nn. 
object=object 

While the Agent was attempting to retrieve the values of an attribute for an object, 
NWDSComputeAttrValSize returned a code of nn. 

AGT3067E GetNDSAttr: Error from NWDSGetAttrVal err: nn. object=object 

While the Agent was attempting to retrieve the values of an attribute for an object, 
NWDSGetAttrVal returned a code of nn.  

AGT3068W Client ipaddr is using a previous DES key that is now expired 

The Agent has detected that the Client at IP address ipaddr is using an encryption key that 
has expired. The Client must use the current Client encryption key. The encryption key that a 
Client uses is specified using the KEY statement in the Client configuration file. The 
encryption key that Agents use for a given Client is specified using the NDS-AS Admin 
Utility. 

AGT3070E Unable to obtain parameters from INI file. Program terminating. 

The Agent was unable to obtain the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters from the local copy 
of the PARMS\AUTHSERV.INI file. The file is missing or damaged. 

AGT3071E Invalid license key. Program terminating. 

No valid NDS-AS license certificate was found. 

AGT3072I Aborting all pending requests not allocated to an AST and waiting on 
50/150 of those allocated to complete. 

This happens when all ASTs are allocated, the maximum number of requests is waiting, and 
nothing has changed for the last 30 seconds.  The Agent is very overloaded and ASTs are 
probably having problems accessing a replica or logging in to the tree. 

AGT3073W Invalid command received from ipaddr 

The Client whose IP address is ipaddr sent an invalid command to the Agent. This can be the 
result of the Client encrypting the communication with an invalid DES key or the Client 
sending a command that is not currently supported by the Agent, or the result of network 
communication problems. 
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AGT3074I Debug tracing is in effect.. 

The -DEBUG command line parameter has been specified. Messages to facilitate diagnostic 
activities will be written. 

AGT3075E Invalid load parameter. sss 

An invalid command line parameter has been specified. The program terminates. The invalid 
parameter was sss. 

AGT3078E Invalid parameter data ignored. 

The Agent NLM was unable to parse parameter data received from the Manager. The old 
parameters remain in effect for this Agent and its Resolver. 
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Manager Messages 
MGRnnnn messages are written by the NDS-AS Manager. 

You can look up the description of return codes from NDS functions on the Web at 
http://support.novell.com/. 

MGR4001I Program Start 

The NDS-AS Manager is starting. 

MGR4002E Error nn registering NCP Extension: NCPExtensionName 

During startup, the Manager was unable to set up for communications with the Resolver, 
Agents, and Admin Utility. The return code from NWRegisterNCPExtension is given by nn. 
The name of the NCP Extension is given by NCPExtensionName. The Manager ends. 

Action: Check the general health of the server and its ability to communicate on the network 
with clients. 

MGR4003I Program End 

The NDS-AS Manager is ended. 

MGR4004E Unable to allocate list item 

While taking a Census, the Manager was unable to obtain memory to store information about 
a collision. 

Action: Check the general health of the server and its ability to communicate on the network 
with clients. Check cache buffers and possibly add memory to the server. 

MGR4005E Unable to allocate list item space for data 

While taking a Census, the Manager was unable to obtain memory to store information about 
a collision. 

Action: Check the general health of the server and its ability to communicate on the network 
with clients. Check cache buffers and possibly add memory to the server. 

http://support.novell.com/
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MGR4006E NWDSCanonicalizeName() in GetConnectionFDN rc=nn, 
objname=object 

While attempting to obtain the fully distinguished name of a user on a connection, the 
Manager received an unexpected return code from NWDSCanonicalizeName. The return 
code is nn, and the UID is given by object. This can happen if the server cannot 
communicate on the network when required to access NDS on a remote server. 

Action: Check NDS health, server communications, NDS communications, and time 
synchronization. 

MGR4007E NWDSMapIDToName() in GetConnectionFDN rc=nn,objectID=object 

While attempting to obtain the fully distinguished name of a user on a connection, the 
Manager received an unexpected return code from NWDSMapIDToName. The return code 
is nn and the object is object. 

This can also occur if the server cannot communicate on the network when required to 
access NDS on a remote server. 

Action: Check the maintenance level. Then check rights, NDS health, server 
communications, NDS communications, and time synchronization. 

MGR4008E NWGetConnectionInformation() in GetConnectionFDN rc=nn, 
connNumber=cc 

While attempting to obtain the fully distinguished name of a user on a connection, the 
Manager received an unexpected return code from NWGetConnectionInformation. The 
return code is nn and the connection number is cc. 

Action: Check NDS health, server communications, NDS communications, and time 
synchronization. 

MGR4009E ConnectionHasRights: Unable to locate PassMaster object obj needed 
to determine rights to Admin interface. 

While attempting to determine if the user on the given connection has the appropriate rights 
to an object, the Manager called NWDSReadObjectInfo and received 
ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY. The object is obj. 

Action: Check NDS health, server communications, NDS communications, and time 
synchronization. Also verify that that the Server object has Browse rights to the PassMaster 
object. 
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MGR4010W NCPExtName reports bad parameters on call from client at 
connection: conn, task: task 

The NDS-AS Manager�s NCP request handler experienced an error. NCPExtName is the 
name of the NCP extension. The NCP client connection and task are given by conn and task, 
respectively. 

Action: Gather diagnostic information and contact NDS-AS Support. 

MGR4014E Error nn Deregistering NCP Extension: NCPExtensionName 

During shutdown, the Manager was unable to gracefully close the communication protocol 
(NCP) used for communications with the Resolver, Agents, and Administrator. The return 
code from NWDeRegisterNCPExtension is given by nn. The name of the NCP Extension is 
given by NCPExtensionName. The Manager ends. 

Action: Check the general health of the server and its ability to communicate on the network 
with clients. 

MGR4015E Error scanning container=container 

While taking a Census, the NDS-AS Manager encountered an error while looking for users 
in a container specified as a Census Search object in the Census Parameters. This is set using 
the NDS-AS Admin Utility. The container is container. 

Action: This message will be preceded by other information regarding the situation. 
Troubleshoot based on those messages. 

MGR4017E Error scanning Group=grp 

While taking a Census, the NDS-AS Manager encountered an error while looking for users 
in a Group object specified as a Census Search object in the Census Parameters. This is set 
using the NDS-AS Admin Utility. The Group is grp. 

Action: This message will be preceded by other information regarding the situation. 
Troubleshoot based on those messages. 

MGR4018E Unable to use object=obj of class baseclass in userbase. 

While taking a Census, the NDS-AS Manager encountered an object of the wrong class 
specified as a Census Search object in the Census Parameters. This is set using the NDS-AS 
Admin Utility. The object is obj and of class baseclass. The acceptable classes are User 
objects, Group objects, Organizational Role objects, Organizational Unit objects, and the 
Organization object. 

Action: Remove the object from the NDS-AS parameters. 
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MGR4019E SCANUSERBASES: Unable to locate object obj 

While taking a Census, the NDS-AS Manager could not find an object as a Census Search 
object in the Census Parameters. This is set using the NDS-AS Admin Utility. The object is 
obj. This error can also occur if the server is having problem obtaining info from NDS 
replicas on remote servers. 

No new Census is created. 

Action: If the object does exist, verify that the PassMaster object has Browse rights to the 
object in question. Then check NDS health, server communications, NDS communications, 
and time synchronization. 

MGR4020E Error scanning role=org role rc=nn 

While taking a Census, the NDS-AS Manager encountered an error while looking for users 
in an Organizational Role object specified as a Census Search object in the Census 
Parameters. This is set using the NDS-AS Admin Utility. The Organizational Role object is 
orgrole. The error code is nn. 

Action: This message will be preceded by other information regarding the situation. 
Troubleshoot based on those messages. 

MGR4021E SCANUSERBASES: Unable to translate to fully distinguished name 
obj 

While taking a Census, the NDS-AS Manager encountered an object as a Census Search 
object in the Census Parameters that could not be resolved to a fully distinguished name. The 
object is obj. 

Action: If the object does exist, verify that the PassMaster object has Browse rights to the 
object in question. Then check NDS health, server communications, NDS communications, 
and time synchronization. 

MGR4022W Unable to issue NCP command to server=srvr . rc=nn 

The Manager was unable to inform the NDS-AS Resolver running on server srvr that a new 
Census is available. The return code from NWNCPExtensionRequest is nn. 

Action: Verify communications with the given server. Unless the problem is chronic, ignore 
it. 
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MGR4023W Unable to convert NCP extension to number. rc=nn 

The Manager was unable to inform the NDS-AS Resolver that a new Census is available. 
The return code from NWGetNCPExtensionInfoByName is nn. The Manager was able to 
attach to the Agent server, but the Agent NLM was not running. This message is normally 
issued when a new Agent is being defined, but the Agent NLM has not been started yet. 
Otherwise, verify that the Agent NLM is running on all servers defined to be Agents. 

Action: Ensure that your NDS-AS Agents are running. 

MGR4024W Unable to open connection to server srvr rc=nn 

The Manager was unable to inform the NDS-AS Resolver running on server srvr that a new 
Census is available. The return code from NWCCOpenConnByName is nn. 

Action: Verify communications with the given server. Unless the problem is chronic, ignore 
it. 

MGR4025I manually adding uid=uid fdn=fdn to census. 

The Manager is adding the UID uid with the fully distinguished name fdn to the Census as 
requested by the NDS-AS Admin Utility. 

MGR4026I manually deleting uid=uid fdn=fdn from census. 

The Manager is deleting the UID uid with the fully distinguished name fdn from the Census 
as requested by the NDS-AS Admin Utility. 

Note: If this UID-FDN is still in the tree where it will be found according to the Census 
Search parameters, the UID-FDN will be readded to the Census. 

MGR4027E Invalid flag switch located in UID=uid flags=nn 

The NDS-AS Manager has detected an internal error while processing a Census Trawl. The 
UID being processed was uid and the flags contained nn. 

Action: Record the message and collect related diagnostic information for NDS-AS Support. 

MGR4031I Manager initialization is complete. 

The Manager has initialized successfully and is ready to process requests. 
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MGR4032E Version compatibility check with parameters failed. Parms are down 
level. 

The NDS-AS Configuration Parameters are at a lower version level that is not compatible 
with the Manager. The Manager ends. 

Action: Use the NDS-AS Admin Utility at the same version level as the Manager to rebuild 
the configuration parameters. 

MGR4033E Version compatibility check with parameters failed. Manager NLM is 
down level. 

The Manager is at a lower version level that is not compatible with the NDS-AS 
Configuration Parameters. The Manager ends. 

Action: Upgrade the Manager to the newer version level. 

MGR4034I Using parms saved in NDS at: tttt 

The Manager is initializing using NDS-AS parameters saved at time tttt. 

MGR4035I NCP Extension NCPExtName Deregistered 

NCP Extension NCPExtName that was used for communicating with other NDS-AS 
components has been deregistered successfully. 

MGR4036I Command sent to all Agents: command 

The Manager has sent commands using NCP to all Agents in the NDS-AS configuration. 
This might be to notify them that their Resolvers need to load a new copy of the Census, or it 
might be to notify them that the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters have changed and need 
to be reloaded. The command that was sent is given by command. 

MGR4037I scanning UserBases in NDS: 

During a Census Trawl, the Manager is scanning Census Search objects for users. 
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MGR4038I Census Trawl: Errors=errors Exceptions=conflicts  

A Census Trawl has completed. If there were no errors encountered, all Agents in the NDS-
AS configuration are notified to cause their Resolvers to reload the Census. If errors 
occurred, the results of the Trawl are not used. 

Action: If errors is not zero, examine the log for other messages with further details and 
resolve the problem accordingly. If conflicts is not zero, exceptions will have been written to 
the Exception report. Resolve the exceptions according to your installation�s policy. Refer to 
�Maintaining the Census� in the Administration chapter of the NDS-AS User Guide and 
Reference. 

MGR4039E Active user count in census would exceed licensed user count. New 
census aborted. 

During a Census Trawl, the Manager found that more active users would be in the new 
Census than are allotted in the license. The Trawl is aborted and the old Census remains in 
effect. 

MGR4041E ParseCensuRecord failed! uid=uid fdn=fdn 

While reading in the current Census file when preparing to take a new Census and apply 
updates from the Admin Utility, the Manager encountered a Census record that was not 
properly formatted. The UID obtained from the record is given by uid and the FDN obtained 
from the record is given by fdn. 

MGR4042W Unable to open connection to server sss rc=nn 

The Manager received a return code of nn from NWCCOpenConnByName when attempting 
to connect to the server given by sss. The connection was being made for the purpose of 
making the Server object security-equivalent to PassMaster while adding the server as an 
Agent. 

MGR4043W Unable to make server sss equivalent to passmaster pm. rc=nn 

The Manager received a return code of nn from NWDSAddSecurityEquiv when attempting 
to make the Server object given by sss security-equivalent to PassMaster pm while adding 
the server as an Agent. 

MGR4044W Unable to locate DN for server sss. rc=nn 

The Manager received a return code of nn from NWDSGetServerDN when attempting to 
obtain the distinguished name of the Server object given by sss. This was being done for the 
purpose of making the server security-equivalent to PassMaster while adding the server as an 
Agent. 
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MGR4045E NCPext  reports error restoring callers thread group context 

The handler for the NCP whose name is given by NCPext got a return code of EFAILURE 
from a call to SetThreadGroupID. 

MGR4046E No search objects defined to parameters. 

No Census Search objects were defined. No Census will be taken. 

Action: Use the NDS-AS Admin Utility to define Census Search objects. These specify how 
the Manager should search for users to add to the Census. 

MGR4047E Language Module not Loaded! 

The language module for the Manager NLM could not be loaded. 

MGR4048I NCP rights checking has been disabled... 

The command line parameter indicating that Manager NCP transactions are not to be 
security-verified has been specified. Normally the Manager requires that NCP transactions, 
such as those issued by the Admin Utility, must come from a user with File Scan rights to the 
configuration parameter file. 

MGR4049I Debug tracing is in effect.. 

The -DEBUG command line parameter has been specified. Messages to facilitate diagnostic 
activities will be written. 

MGR4050E Invalid load parameter. sss 

An invalid command line parameter has been specified. The program terminates. The invalid 
parameter was sss. 

MGR4051E This product has a minimum required NetWare version of 
version.release. 

The NetWare® server OS version does not meet the requirements. The program terminates. 

MGR4052E Unable to obtain parameters from INI file. Program terminating. 

The Manager NLM was unable to locate, read, or correctly parse the contents of the 
configuration parameter file. Preceding messages will provide a more detailed explanation of 
the cause of the problem. 
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MGR4053E NWGetConnectionInformation() in ConnectionHasRights rc=nn, 
connNumber=cc 

The Manager NLM cannot obtain information about a connection issuing an NCP request to 
it. The NCP request is failed. The return code is nn and the connection number is cc. 

MGR4054E Unable to determine if connection has rights. rc=nn 

The Manager NLM was unable to determine if the connection issuing the NCP has rights to 
do so. The NCP request is failed. The return code from NWGetObjectEffectiveRights is nn. 
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Resolver Messages 
RSLnnnn messages are written by the NDS-AS Resolver. 

You can look up the description of return codes from NDS functions on the Web at 
http://support.novell.com/. 

RSL2001E Unable to create local temporary census file filename. Errno=nn 
NetWareErrno=nn. 

The Resolver was unable to create a temporary file to hold a new copy of the Census. 

Action: Verify that disk space is available on the volume. Verify that the PassMaster object 
has RWCEFM rights to the CENSUS directory. 

RSL2002W Unable to connect to server servername. Will retry in 15 seconds. 
rc=nn. 

The Resolver was unable to connect the to NDS-AS Manager server in order to obtain a 
copy of the master Census. The return code from NWCCOpenConnByName is given by nn. 

RSL2003W Unable to authenticate the connection to the remote server server. 
rc=nn. 

The Resolver was unable to authenticate a connection made to the NDS-AS Manager server 
in order to obtain a copy of the master Census. The return code from NWDSAuthenticate is 
given by nn. The name of the Manager server is given by server. 

Action: Check the return code against the Novell® return code documentation for further 
information. 

RSL2004E Unable to set connection handle to remote server server. rc=nn 

The Resolver was unable to set the current connection handle to point to the NDS-AS 
Manager server in order to obtain a copy of the master Census. The return code from 
NWCCSetCurrentConnection is given by nn. The name of the Manager server is given by 
server. 

Action: The connection to the remote server was lost and could not be reestablished. Check 
connectivity to the master server.  

http://support.novell.com/
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RSL2005E Unable to open remote census file filepath on server server. 
Errno=errno NWErrno=nwerrno. 

The Resolver was unable to open the master Census file on the NDS-AS Manager. The 
filename to be copied is given by filepath, the Manager server name is given by server, and 
the return codes from open() are given by errno and nwerrno. 

Action: Verify that the PassMaster object has RWCEFM rights to the CENSUS directory on 
the master server. Verify connectivity to the Manager server. 

RSL2006W Census file filepath on server server copy failed with rc=nn 

The Resolver was unable to copy the master Census file from the NDS-AS Manager. The 
filename to be copied is given by filepath, the Manager server name is given by server, and 
the return code from FileServerFileCopy is given by nn. 

Action: Check the return code against the Novell return code documentation for further 
information. Verify connectivity to the Manager server. Verify that there is available disk 
space on the local volume 

RSL2007E Unable to set connection handle to local server. rc=nn 

The Resolver was unable to set the current connection handle back to the local server after 
obtaining a copy of the master Census. The return code from NWCCSetCurrentConnection 
is given by nn. 

Action: Verify local server connectivity. 

RSL2008E Unable to remove CENSUS.OLD from local server. filename=filename 
rc=nn Errno=errno NWErrno=nwerrno 

The Resolver was unable to delete the previous old copy of its Census file. The return code 
from remove() is given by nn, the errno is given by errno, and the NWErrno is given by 
nwerrno. 

Action: Verify that the PassMaster object has RWCEFM rights to the CENSUS directory. 

RSL2009E Unable to rename the current census file to CENSUS.OLD rc=nn. 

The Resolver was unable to rename the previous copy of its Census file. The return code 
from rename is given by nn. 

Action: Verify that the PassMaster object has RWCEFM rights to the CENSUS directory. 
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RSL2010E Unable to rename the new census file to CENSUS.DAT rc=nn. 

The Resolver was unable to rename the new copy of the Census file from CENSUS.TMP. 
The return code from rename is given by nn. 

Action: Verify that the PassMaster object has RWCEFM rights to the CENSUS directory. 

RSL2015W Unable to copy file..waiting 30 seconds to retry. 

During startup, the Resolver was unable to obtain a copy of the Census. 

RSL2016I Resolver initialization is complete. 

The Resolver has initialized successfully and is ready to process requests. 

RSL2017I New census is in production. 

The Resolver has successfully loaded a new Census. 

RSL2021I Rebuild request received. 

The Resolver has received a request to rebuild its copy of the Census.  

RSL2022I This server holds the master census. 

In preparing to obtain a local copy of the master Census from the NDS-AS Manager, the 
Resolver found that it is running on the same server as the Manager, and therefore no copy 
operation is required. 

RSL2023I going to remote server to get the master census file. 

The Resolver will copy the master Census file from the NDS-AS Manager server. 

RSL2024I Census read complete. 

The Resolver has completed loading the Census information into memory. 

RSL2025E Active user count in census would exceed licensed user count. New 
census aborted. 

While loading a new Census, the Resolver found that more active users would be in the new 
Census than are allotted in the license. The load is aborted and the old Census remains in 
effect. 

Action: Contact NDS-AS Marketing for a new Client license agreement. 
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RSL2026I Program Start 

The NDS-AS Resolver is starting. 

RSL2027E Unable to obtain parameters from INI file. Program terminating. 

The Resolver NLM was unable to locate, read, or correctly parse the contents of the 
parameter file. Preceding messages will provide a more detailed explanation of the cause of 
the problem. 

RSL2028E Unable to retrieve parameters from new parameter deck. rc=nn 

The Resolver NLM was unable to parse a new set of parameters communicated to it by the 
Manager NLM. The return code given by nn indicates the reason for the failure. 

RSL2029E Unable to write new parameters to local file. rc=nn 

The Resolver NLM was unable to write a new set of parameters to its shadow copy of the 
parm file. The return code is given by nn. 

RSL2030E Unable to read parameters from remote server servername. Server said 
result 

The Resolver NLM was unable to retrieve the latest copy of the parameters from the 
Manager NLM. Program execution continues using the shadow copy of the parameter file. 
The Manager server name is servername and the response is result. 

RSL2031E Unable to obtain parameter length from remote server servername. 
Server said result 

The Resolver NLM cannot query the Manager NLM to determine the size of the 
configuration parameters. Program execution continues using the shadow copy of the 
parameter file. The Manager server name is servername and the response is result. 

RSL2032W Unable to contact manager server for latest parameters. Using latest 
available. 

The Resolver NLM was unable to retrieve the latest copy of the parameters from the 
Manager NLM. Program execution continues using the shadow copy of the parameter file. 

RSL2033E Unable to obtain local parameters. rc=nn 

The Resolver NLM is unable to locate, open, or parse the shadow copy of the parameter file. 
The program terminates. The return code from the internal function is nn. 
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RSL2034E Language Module not Loaded! 

The language module for the Resolver NLM could not be loaded. 

RSL2035E This product has a minimum required NetWare version of 
version.release. 

The NetWare server OS version does not meet the requirements. The program terminates. 

RSL2036I Debug tracing is in effect.. 

The -DEBUG command line parameter has been specified. Messages to facilitate diagnostic 
activities will be written. 

RSL2037E Invalid load parameter. sss 

An invalid command line parameter has been specified. The program terminates. The invalid 
parameter was sss. 
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Service Function Messages 
MSCnnnn messages are written by the service routines common to multiple NDS-AS 
components. 

You can look up the description of return codes from NDS functions on the Web at 
http://support.novell.com/. 

MSC5000I Logging Subsystem is active. Base debugging level=n. 

The NDS-AS message logging system is ready. The debugging message logging level is set 
to n. Messages with a higher logging level will not be written. 

MSC5030E ObjectExists: Error Canonicalizing NDS object=objname. 

The ObjectExists routine was unable to convert the name of object objectname to its 
canonicalized form. 

MSC5031E ObjectExists: Error from ReadObjectInfo=objname. err=nn 

The ObjectExists routine received an error code of nn from NWDSReadObjectInfo for 
object objectname. 

MSC5032E Unable to open exception file for write:.. filename . 

The Exceptions file filename could not be opened. 

MSC5032W Exception: sssss 

An exception record could not be written to the Exception file. The exception record is sssss. 

MSC5033E Invalid license key. 

The NDS-AS license is not valid. 

MSC5035E This server must be an NDS server. rc=nn Program Terminated. 

NDS-AS is not running on an NDS server. The return code from NWIsDSServer is nn. 

MSC5037E Unable to allocate list item 

NDS-AS could not obtain memory to store an item on a list. 

MSC5038E Unable to allocate list item space for data 

NDS-AS could not obtain memory to store data on a list. 

http://support.novell.com/
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MSC5039W GetMVA: error in attr NWDSRead = nn 

While scanning a Group object for users to add to the Census, an NWDSRead returned error 
code nn for attribute attr. 

MSC5040E scancontainer: buffer allocation failed. rc=nn 

NWDSAllocBuf returned error code nn while NDS-AS was scanning a container for users to 
add to the Census. 

MSC5041E scancontainer: NWDSListByClassAndName error rc=nn 

NWDSListByClassAndName returned error code nn while NDS-AS was scanning a 
container for users to add to the Census. 

MSC5042E scancontainer: NWDSGetObjectCount error rc=nn 

NWDSGetObjectCount returned error code nn while NDS-AS was scanning a container for 
users to add to the Census. 

MSC5043E scancontainer ERROR:  Recursive call to NWDSGetObjectName xx 

NWDSGetObjectName returned error code xx while NDS-AS was scanning a container for 
users to add to the Census. 

MSC5044E scancontainer: NWDSListByClassAndName error rc=nn 

NWDSListByClassAndName returned error code nn while NDS-AS was scanning a 
container for users to add to the Census. 

MSC5045E scancontainer: NWDSGetObjectCount error rc=nn 

NWDSGetObjectCount returned error code nn while NDS-AS was scanning a container for 
users to add to the Census. 

MSC5046E scancontainer ERROR:  Recursive call to NWDSGetObjectName xx 

NWDSGetObjectName returned error code xx while NDS-AS was scanning a container for 
users to add to the Census. 

MSC5047E scancontainer: NWDSListByClassAndName error rc=nn 

NWDSListByClassAndName returned error code nn while NDS-AS was scanning a 
container for users to add to the Census. 
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MSC5048E scancontainer: NWDSGetObjectCount error rc=nn 

NWDSGetObjectCount returned error code nn while NDS-AS was scanning a container for 
users to add to the Census. 

MSC5049E scancontainer ERROR:  Recursive call to NWDSGetObjectName xx 

NWDSGetObjectName returned error code xx while NDS-AS was scanning a container for 
users to add to the Census. 

MSC5050E scancontainer: NWDSListByClassAndName error rc=nn 

NWDSListByClassAndName returned error code nn while NDS-AS was scanning a 
container for users to add to the Census. 

MSC5051E scancontainer: NWDSGetObjectCount error rc=nn 

NWDSGetObjectCount returned error code nn while NDS-AS was scanning a container for 
users to add to the Census. 

MSC5052E scancontainer ERROR:  Recursive call to NWDSGetObjectName xx 

NWDSGetObjectName returned error code xx while NDS-AS was scanning a container for 
users to add to the Census. 

MSC5053E WriteCensusFile: Unable to rename new census file. RC=nn 

When building a new master Census, the function was unable to rename the new Census file 
from CENSUS.TMP to CENSUS.DAT. The return code from the rename function is nn. 

MSC5054E WriteCensusFile: Unable to rename old census file. RC=nn 

When building a new master Census, the function was unable to rename the existing Census 
file from CENSUS.DAT to CENSUS.OLD. The return code from the rename function is nn. 

MSC5055E WriteCensusFile: Unable to delete old census file. RC=nn 

When building a new master Census, the function was unable to delete the file 
CENSUS.OLD. The return code from the remove function is nn. 

MSC5056E Unable to open temp census file for write:.. filename. 

When building a new master Census, the function was unable to open a file named filename 
to hold the new Census. 
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MSC5057E WriteCensusFile: filename is of invalid format filename 

The name of the Census file passed to the WriteCensusFile routine, filename, is not in the 
proper format. 

MSC5058E Invalid format in census line sss 

While loading the Census file into memory, an incorrectly formatted line was encountered. 

MSC5059E Census File is missing End of File marker string. 

While attempting to load the Census file into memory, no proper indication of the end of the 
Census was encountered at the end of the file. 

MSC5060E Census file internal data does not match checksum. bytesread=nn vs 
checksum=mm 

While attempting to load the Census file into memory, the bytes read did not match the bytes 
expected. 

MSC5061E Unable to open census file for read:.. filename .. err=errno 
nwerrno=nwerrno 

While attempting to load the Census file into memory, the Census file filename could not be 
opened. 

MSC5062E Unable to open census file for read:.. filename .. err=errno 

While attempting to load the Census file into memory, the Census file filename could not be 
opened. 

MSC5063E Invalid parameter: sssss 

While validating NDS-AS parameters, NDS-AS found an invalid parameter value. The 
parameter is given by sssss. 

MSC5066I VersionString 

This message identifies the version number of the NLM and its build time stamp, and the 
name of the PassMaster object in use. It is written when NDS-AS NLM programs start and 
when a new NLM Log file is created. 

MSC5067E Could not allocate memory in malloc...Delaying. 

A call to malloc in the memory service function was unable to allocate memory to satisfy the 
request. The function waits for a time and then tries again. 
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MSC5068E Could not allocate memory in strdup...Delaying. 

A call to strdup in the memory service function was unable to allocate memory to satisfy the 
request. The function waits for a while and then tries again. 

MSC5069E Could not allocate memory in NWDSAllocBuf...Delaying. 

A call to NWDSAllocBuf in the memory service function was unable to allocate memory to 
satisfy the request. The function waits for a while and then tries again. 

MSC5070E Could not allocate memory in NWDSCreateContextHandle...Delaying. 

A call to NWDSCreateContextHandle in the memory service function was unable to allocate 
memory to satisfy the request. The function waits for a while and then tries again. 

MSC5071E Unable to determine NetWare version information. rc=nn 

A call to GetServerInformation made to obtain the NetWare version returned code nn. 

MSC5072I Logging Subsystem is active. Base debugging level=nn. 

The subsystem that records messages to the log files has initialized. Messages with an 
importance level of nn or higher will be written to the Debug log file. 

MSC5073E Unable to create NDS context handle. rc=nn 

The NLM was unable to create an NDS context handle during initialization. The program 
does not continue. The return code from NWDSCreateContextHandle is given by nn. 

MSC5074E Unable to login to NDS as the server object. rc=nn 

The NLM was unable to authenticate to NDS as the server. The program does not continue. 
The return code from NWDSLoginAsServer is given by nn. 

MSC5075E Unable to open connection to local server. rc=%d.\n 

The NLM was unable open a local server connection. The program does not continue. The 
return code from NWCCOpenConnByName is given by nn. 

MSC5076E: Required parameter MANAGERSERVER is missing, invalid, or not 
parsed because of previous errors. 

While processing the configuration parameter file \DATA\PARMS\AUTHSERV.INI, the 
NLM did not obtain a value for the MANAGERSERVER parameter. 

Action: Restore the AUTHSERV.INI file from a backup copy. Examine your log files and 
attempt to identify the cause of the error. 
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MSC5077E: Required parameter TRAWLSTART is missing, invalid, or not parsed 
because of previous errors. 

While processing the configuration parameter file \DATA\PARMS\AUTHSERV.INI, the 
NLM did not obtain a value for the TRAWLSTART parameter. 

Action: Restore the AUTHSERV.INI file from a backup copy. Examine your log files and 
attempt to identify the cause of the error. 

MSC5078E: Required parameter LICENSE is missing, invalid, or not parsed 
because of previous errors. 

While processing the configuration parameter file \DATA\PARMS\AUTHSERV.INI, the 
NLM did not obtain a value for the LICENSE parameter. 

Action: Restore the AUTHSERV.INI file from a backup copy. Examine your log files and 
attempt to identify the cause of the error. 

MSC5079E: Required parameter VOLUME is missing, invalid, or not parsed 
because of previous errors. 

While processing the configuration parameter file \DATA\PARMS\AUTHSERV.INI, the 
NLM did not obtain a value for the VOLUME parameter. 

Action: Restore the AUTHSERV.INI file from a backup copy. Examine your log files and 
attempt to identify the cause of the error. 

MSC5080E: Required parameter DIRECTORY is missing, invalid, or not parsed 
because of previous errors. 

While processing the configuration parameter file \DATA\PARMS\AUTHSERV.INI, the 
NLM did not obtain a value for the DIRECTORY parameter. 

Action: Restore the AUTHSERV.INI file from a backup copy. Examine your log files and 
attempt to identify the cause of the error. 

MSC5081E: Required parameter SAVETIME is missing, invalid, or not parsed 
because of previous errors. 

While processing the configuration parameter file \DATA\PARMS\AUTHSERV.INI, the 
NLM did not obtain a value for the SAVETIME parameter. 

Action: Restore the AUTHSERV.INI file from a backup copy. Examine your log files and 
attempt to identify the cause of the error. 
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Client Messages  
MVS Client Messages 

ASC0nnn messages are written to the MVS console by NDS Authentication Services for 
OS/390*, the NDS-AS MVS* Client. 

ASC0000I command response 

This message is issued in response to a DISPLAY command. 

ASC0001I NDS Authentication Services for OS/390 version was started on date at 
time. 

This message is issued during ASCLIENT startup. 

ASC0004I n request(s) found on existing queue. 

ASCLIENT found n requests awaiting processing on the in storage queue during a warm 
startup. 

ASC0007I NDS Authentication Services for OS/390 has ended. 

ASCLIENT has shut down in response to a STOP command. 

ASC0010I statistics line 

This message is used to write statistical information to the console. 

ASC0011I Command entered was: command text 

ASCLIENT has accepted a MODIFY command as valid, and will attempt to execute it. 

ASC0012I New parameter file applied.  

ASCLIENT has updated its configuration in response to a CONFIG xx command. 

ASC0020E WARM and COLD parameters are mutually exclusive. 

The startup parameters WARM and COLD were both coded on the PARM string in the 
ASCLIENT startup procedure. 

Action: Remove one of the two parameters from the PARM string. 
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ASC0021E Module ASCUSER does not contain valid global token. Module not 
loaded. 

During configuration file processing, ASCMAIN was unable to set an internal token value as 
part of loading module ASCUSER. If this occurs during startup, ASCMAIN will terminate 
with a return code of 8. If the message appears after a CONFIG command, the new 
configuration will not be accepted. 

Action: The copy of ASCUSER or ASCMAIN in the ASCLIENT STEPLIB could be 
corrupted. Reload the NDS-AS load library from the distribution media and compare these 
modules with the copies in the ASCLIENT STEPLIB. If you cannot account for any 
differences, recreate the load library from the distribution and reinstall any patches you have 
applied. 

ASC0022E Invalid keyword beginning with: text 

An invalid keyword appeared in the PARM string for ASCLIENT. ASCLIENT will 
terminate. 

Action: Correct the PARM string and restart ASCLIENT. 

ASC0023E Invalid parameter beginning with: text 

A valid command in the PARM string was followed by an invalid operand. ASCLIENT will 
terminate. 

Action: Correct the PARM string and restart ASCLIENT. 

ASC0024E Name/Token Services function error: description 

MVS Name/Token Services returned the unexpected error described in the message. 

ASC0025E Parameter file error, line n: description 

The syntax error described in the message was detected in the configuration file at line n. If 
this occurs at startup, ASCLIENT will terminate. If this occurs as a result of a 
�F ASCLIENT,CONFIG xx� command, the new configuration is not loaded and ASCLIENT 
continues with its current configuration. 

Action: Correct the syntax error in the configuration file and either restart ASCLIENT or 
reissue the CONFIG command. 
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ASC0026E Unable to locate parameter file via DDname //ASCPARMS 

The ASCPARMS ddname could not be opened for some reason. The most likely cause is 
that ASCPARMS is not defined in the ASCLIENT JCL. 

Action: Ensure that ddname ASCPARMS is defined and points to a valid configuration file 
data set. 

ASC0027E Unable to free ASCPARMS: dynalloc error code is error,info. 

ASCMAIN encountered an error while trying to deallocate the configuration file during 
configuration file processing. The dynamic allocation error and information codes appear in 
the message. 

Action: Contact NDS-AS Support if you cannot determine the cause of the error from the 
dynamic allocation error and information codes. 

ASC0028E No parametertype statements in parameter file. 

ASCLIENT did not find any parametertype statements in the configuration file. The 
parameter type named in the message, either AGENT or KEY, is a required parameter.  
Configuration file syntax checking continues. If this error occurs during startup, ASCLIENT 
will terminate. If the error occurs as the result of a CONFIG command, the ASCLIENT 
configuration is not changed. 

Action: If the missing statement type is AGENT, add appropriate AGENT statements to the 
parameter file. If the missing statement type is KEY, add one KEY statement to the 
parameter file. The key value must match the DES encryption key specified for the Client in 
the configuration parameters. Then, either restart ASCLIENT (for failures during startup) or 
reissue the CONFIG command (for configuration changes during execution). 

ASC0029E Unable to load name-token module modulename. 

One or more of the MVS callable services routines (IEANTCR, IEANTRT or IEANTDL) 
could not be located in LPA or the linklist. 

Action: These routines should be shipped with MVS/ESA in CSSLIB. Check your SMP 
target zone for MVS/ESA to see where these load modules should reside. If SYS1.CSSLIB 
contains these modules but is not in your linklist, you should consider adding it. The caller-
side interface module ASCUSER also requires IEANTRT and will not be able to call 
ASCLIENT without it.  
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ASC0032E Unable to load ASCHOST. 

During initialization, ASCLIENT did not find NDS-AS module ASCHOST in STEPLIB. 
ASCLIENT will terminate. 

Action: Ensure that load module ASCHOST is available in ASCLIENT�s STEPLIB 
concatenation. 

ASC0033E Internal error occurred: description 

An unexpected error occurred during normal processing. The error description should 
provide additional information. If this message is issued by an ASCLIENT subtask, the 
subtask will issue a User 0001 ABEND with a dump. If the message is issued by the 
ASCLIENT main task, ASCLIENT will terminate. 

Action: Make note of the message text, collect diagnostic information, and contact NDS-AS 
Support. 

ASC0034W SERVER statement found at line n. Use the AGENT statement instead. 

ASCMAIN discovered a SERVER statement in the configuration file. The SERVER 
statement is an obsolete parameter from a previous release, and has been replaced by the 
AGENT statement. Configuration file processing continues. 

Action: Replace the SERVER statement with an equivalent AGENT statement. 

ASC0035E Duplicate user userid in INCLUDE/EXCLUDE list. 

During configuration file processing, the same userid appeared more than once among the 
INCLUDE or EXCLUDE statements. The configuration file is not processed. If this error 
occurs during startup, ASCMAIN will terminate with a return code of 8. If this occurs as a 
result of a �F ASCLIENT,CONFIG xx� command, the new configuration is not loaded and 
ASCLIENT continues with its current configuration. 

Action: Remove the duplicate userid and either restart ASCLIENT or reissue the CONFIG 
command. 

ASC0050E Invalid command beginning with: text 

An invalid command was entered as an ASCLIENT MODIFY command. 

Action: Correct and reissue the command. 
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ASC0051E Invalid operand beginning with: text 

A valid ASCLIENT MODIFY command was entered, but one of its operands was not 
recognized. 

Action: Correct and reissue the command. 

ASC0052E STOP/MODIFY command processing error: description 

An internal QEDIT error occurred during ASCLIENT STOP/MODIFY processing. 

Action: Make note of the message text, collect diagnostic information, and contact NDS-AS 
Support. 

ASC0070E Name-token services error in exitname. 

The NDS-AS security system exit encountered an unexpected error while trying to find the 
NDS-AS environment. 

Action: Make note of the message text, collect diagnostic information, and contact NDS-AS 
Support. 

ASC0071I Userid user will be authenticated locally. 

The NDS-AS Client was unable to contact any NDS-AS Agent to authenticate a user.  

Action: This message appears for one of several reasons. The most likely causes are that the 
NDS-AS Client started task was not started or has abended, or that no Agents responded to a 
request. Review the started task log files for more information about what happened. If it 
appears that this message was issued in error, collect diagnostic information and contact 
NDS-AS Support. 

ASC0073I ACF2 password not changed. Use the LOGON command to change 
your password. 

The user attempted to change the CA-ACF2 password using the ACF command. In the NDS-
AS environment this is not allowed; the user should change the password using the LOGON 
command, using a NetWare Client, or from another system that is running the NDS-AS 
Client.  

Action: None; informational only. Note that this message is a ROUTCDE=11 WTO, and 
will appear on MVS consoles that are set to display ROUTCDE=11 messages.  
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ASC0074I ACF2 password not changed. Unknown error in ACF2 new-password 
exit. 

ASCLIENT returned an unexpected response to ASCNPXIT during a password change 
request. The user�s password was not changed in ACF2. Whether or not the password was 
changed in NDS depends on the nature of the error. 

Action: Review the ASCLIENT task log(s) to see what messages or errors were returned to 
ASCLIENT from the NDS-AS Agents. Contact NDS-AS Support if you cannot determine 
the cause of the error. 
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ASCAUTH API Messages 

ASC1nnn messages are written by the NDS-AS Client to the log facility. 

ASC1000E Unable to open configuration path (error text, errno) 

The Client Initialization function ASC_INIT() was unable to open the NDS-AS Client 
configuration file identified by path. 

Action: Ensure that the Client configuration file exists.  Also ensure that you have the 
appropriate file permissions to the configuration file. 

ASC1001E No AGENT statements were found in the file filename 

The Client API initialization function did not find any AGENT statements in the NDS-AS 
Client configuration file given by filename. AGENT statements identify the NDS-AS Agents 
that the Client should use, and at least one must be coded. For information about coding 
these statements, see �The NDS-AS Client Configuration File.� 

Action: Add at least one AGENT statement to the Client configuration file. 

ASC1002E Unexpected function_name  error nn (ssss) 

The Client API function received an unexpected return value from the NDS-AS Agent. The 
return code is given by nn. The error string that describes the error is given by ssss. 

Action: For a table of error string explanations and suggested actions, see �Troubleshooting 
the NDS-AS Client API� on page 224.  

ASC1003E function_name [user=uid] (ssss) 

The Client API function received an error return value from the NDS-AS Agent. The UID is 
named by uid. The error string that describes the error is given by ssss. All of the Agent 
servers listed in the Client configuration file were tried for the request, but none of Agents 
could complete the request. 

Action: For a table of error string explanations and suggested actions, see �Troubleshooting 
the NDS-AS Client API� on page 224.  

ASC1009E ASC_SECEQUAL: [user=uid, object=object] (ssss) 

The Client API function to check a user for security equivalence, ASC_SECEQUAL(), 
received an error return value from the NDS-AS Agent. The error string that describes the 
error is given by ssss. 

Action: For a table of error string explanations and suggested actions, see �Troubleshooting 
the NDS-AS Client API� on page 224.  
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ASC1011E ASC_RIGHTS: [obj1=obj1, obj2=obj2, attr=attr, rights=rights] (ssss) 

The Client API function to check effective rights, ASC_RIGHTS(), received an error return 
value from the NDS-AS Agent. The error string that describes the error is given by ssss. 

Action: For a table of error string explanations and suggested actions, see �Troubleshooting 
the NDS-AS Client API� on page 224.  

ASC1013E ASC_GRPMEM: [object=object] (ssss) 

The Client API function to list the members of a group, ASC_GRPMEM(), received an error 
return value from the NDS-AS Agent. The error string that describes the error is given by 
ssss. 

Action: For a table of error string explanations and suggested actions, see �Troubleshooting 
the NDS-AS Client API� on page 224.  

ASC1015E ASC_LISTSEQV: [object=object] (ssss) 

The Client API function to list security equivalences, ASC_LISTSEQV(), received an error 
return value from the NDS-AS Agent. The error string that describes the error is given by 
ssss. 

Action: For a table of error string explanations and suggested actions, see �Troubleshooting 
the NDS-AS Client API� on page 224.  

ASC1016E Connection failed to agent (agent #nn) on port port (error=nn,ssss) 

The NDS-AS Client was unable to connect to the Agent identified by agent. This Agent is 
number nn in the list. The connection attempt was on TCP port port. The error number is nn 
and the corresponding error description string is ssss. 

Action: Ensure that the Agent is running on the specified server and listening on the 
specified port. For a table of error string explanations and suggested actions, see 
�Troubleshooting the NDS-AS Client API� on page 224.  

ASC1017E Unable to resolve agent (h_errno=nn) 

The NDS-AS Client was unable to resolve the IP address of the Agent identified by agent 
using gethostbyname(). The error number is nn. 

Action: Ensure the correct Agent host name is specified in the Client configuration file. 
Ensure that the Client resolver is properly configured to resolve host names into IP 
addresses. You can specify IP addresses in the Client configuration file instead of using host 
names. 
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ASC1018W Network read select failed (ssss) 

The NDS-AS Client was unable to perform a SELECT_READ from a TCP socket 
connection with the NDS-AS Agent. The error description string is ssss. The most likely 
cause of this error is that the Agent server did not respond to the request within the time 
allotted. 

Action: Ensure that the Agent is running. Check for network problems. 

ASC1019W Network recv failed bytes=nn (ssss) 

A recv() failed while the NDS-AS Client was attempting to read data from a TCP socket 
connection with the NDS-AS Agent. The number of bytes read is nn. The error description 
string is ssss. 

Action: Ensure that the Agent is running. Check for network problems. 

ASC1020W Network write select failed 

The NDS-AS Client was unable to perform a SELECT_WRITE to a TCP socket connection 
with the NDS-AS Agent. The most likely cause of this error is that the Agent server did not 
respond to the request within the time allotted. 

Action: Ensure that the Agent is running. Check for network problems. 

ASC1021W Network send failed 

A send() failed while the NDS-AS Client was attempting to send data using a TCP socket 
connection to the NDS-AS Agent. 

Action: Ensure that the Agent is running. Check for network problems. 

ASC1022W NDS-AS client has expired 

A beta test version of the NDS-AS Client has expired. Non-beta versions of NDS-AS Clients 
do not expire. 

Action: Obtain a current version of the Client software. 

ASC1023W Maximum of nn AGENT statements has been supplied. Ignoring 
AGENT statement on line: mm. 

No more than 100 AGENT statements can be coded in a Client configuration file. Excess 
AGENT statements will be ignored. 

Action: Remove unnecessary AGENT statements from the Client configuration file. 
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ASC1024E An INCLUDE * was already specified in the configuration file. The 
EXCLUDE * statement will be ignored. 

A Client configuration file cannot contain both an INCLUDE * statement and an EXCLUDE 
* statement. You cannot both include and exclude everything. 

Action: Remove the conflicting statement from the Client configuration file. 

ASC1025E An EXCLUDE * was already specified in the configuration file. The 
INCLUDE * statement will be ignored. 

A Client configuration file cannot contain both an INCLUDE* statement and an EXCLUDE 
* statement. You cannot both include and exclude everything. 

Action: Remove the conflicting statement from the Client configuration file. 

ASC1026E An include statement for user usermask has already been specified. 
Both include and exclude statements for this user will be ignored. 

The same usermask is specified on both an INCLUDE and EXCLUDE statement in the 
Client configuration file. 

Action: Remove the conflicting statement from the Client configuration file. 

ASC1027E An exclude statement for user usermask has already been specified. 
Both include and exclude statements for this user will be ignored. 

The same usermask is specified on both an INCLUDE and EXCLUDE statement in the 
Client configuration file. 

Action: Remove the conflicting statement from the Client configuration file. 

ASC1028E Unable to create authentication environment (error_text, errno) 

The NDS-AS Client was unable to create an authorization environment. Details are given by 
the text of error_text and errno. 

Action: Determine the cause of the error and retry the request. 

ASC1029W This client is not licensed to use NDS-AS services 

The Client is of a type that is not licensed for use based on the NDS-AS license. 

Action: Contact NDS-AS Marketing for a new Client license agreement. 
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ASC1030E Client encryption key contains an invalid character.  Characters must 
be in the range of 0-9 or A-F. 

The Client encryption key specified with the KEY statement in the NDS-AS Client 
configuration file contains invalid characters. The characters must be hexadecimal digits, 
which are in the number range 0-9 and letters A-F (or a-f). 

Action: Remove the non-hexadecimal digits from the KEY statement in the Client 
configuration file. 

ASC1031E No KEY statement was found in the configuration file 

The KEY statement that defines the Client encryption key is required. This statement was 
not specified in the Client configuration file. 

Action: Add the required KEY statement to the Client configuration file. 

ASC1032E This client is using a DES key that is expired 

The encryption key set in the Client configuration file has expired. 

Action: See your NDS-AS administrator to obtain the new encryption key for your Client 
host. Modify the KEY statement in the Client configuration file with the new DES key. 

ASC1033E An invalid response was received from agent ipaddr 

The Client received an invalid response code from the Agent whose IP address is ipaddr. 
This can be the result of the Client using an invalid DES key, or can indicate network 
problems. 

Action: Verify that the DES key in the Client configuration file is correct. Check for 
network problems. 

ASC1034I NDS-AS client will expire in nn day(s) 

The beta version of the NDS-AS Client is set to expire in the specified number of days. 
Obtain the latest version of the NDS-AS Client. 

ASC1035E ASC_READATTR: [object=object, attr=attr] (ssss) 

The Client API function to read object attributes, ASC_READATTR(), received an error 
return value from the NDS-AS Agent. The error string that describes the error is given by 
ssss. All of the Agent servers specified in the Client configuration file were tried for the 
request, but none of Agents could complete the request. 

Action: For a table of error string explanations and suggested actions, see �Troubleshooting 
the NDS-AS Client API� on page 224.  
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PAM Messages 
ASPnnnn messages are written to the auth facility of syslog by the NDS-AS Pluggable 
Authentication Module (PAM). 

ASP0001I AUTHSTAT type user=userid rc=return_code (error_message) [total, 
user, sys] 

This message is generated if you specify the PAM flag �stats� in the pam.conf file. The type 
will be one of the API call names, such as ASC_CHKPASSWD(). The total is the total wall 
clock time, user, and system (kernel) time it took for the transaction to complete. 

ASP0002E function: unable to get authentication environment (error_message) 

Function is the internal function in the PAM module where the message was generated. 

Action: Determine the cause of the error and retry the request. 

ASP0003E Unable to set authentication environment (error_message) 

An error occurred in the pam_set_data call. This can be caused by a memory shortage. 

Action: Determine the cause of the error and retry the request. 

ASP0004E function: No NDS-AS authentication agents are available 

The function was unable to contact the NDS-AS Agent. 

Action: Ensure that the Agent servers are running. Check for network problems. Ensure that 
the Client DES key is correct in the NDS-AS configuration file. Ensure that the Agents 
specified in the Client configuration file are correct. 

ASP0005E function: authentication error=return_code (error_message) 

An authentication error was detected. Function is the internal function in the PAM module 
where the message was generated. 

Action: Determine the cause of the error and retry the request. 

ASP0006I User userid was excluded from NDS-AS authentication 

The specified user was defined on an EXCLUDE statement in the NDS-AS Client 
configuration file. This user will not be authenticated through NDS-AS. If you have stacked 
PAM modules, the next PAM module that is defined will authenticate the user. 
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ASP0007E function: unable to obtain attributes for user userid 

The function was unable to obtain the attributes of the ASCUSER object that was obtained 
from a successful check password call. Function is the internal function in the PAM module 
where the message was generated. 

Action: Check the Client log for related messages. 

ASP0008I Session for user userid started 

The user has logged into the system successfully. 

ASP0009I Session for user userid ended 

The user has logged out of the system successfully. 

ASP0010I debug text 

This message is generated in response to PAM debug flag in the pam.conf file. It contains 
debugging information that is useful to NDS-AS developers. 

ASP0011W service (NDS): Sorry, reason 

The specified service was unable to change the password for the reason listed. 

Action: Determine the cause of the error and retry the request. 

ASP0012W service (NDS): New passwords do not match, try again 

A password was reentered for verification, and it did not match the previous password that 
was entered. 

Action: Enter a new password and then enter the same new password again for verification. 

ASP0013I service (NDS): passwd successfully changed for user 

The NDS-AS password was changed for the user. 

ASP0014W service (NDS): New password is too short, try again 

The user must supply a longer password. 

Action: Enter a password that meets the NDS password length restrictions for your site. 
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ASP0015W NDS-AS beta client has expired. 

A beta version of the NDS-AS Client has expired.  

Action: Obtain the latest beta version or the latest released version of the NDS-AS Client.  

ASP0016W NDS-AS beta client will expire in n day(s) 

A beta version of the NDS-AS Client is set to expire in the specified number of days.  

Action: Obtain the latest beta version or the latest released version of the NDS-AS Client. 

ASP0017I Your NDS password has expired 

The user�s password has expired. 

ASP0018I Your NDS password will expire within 24 hours 

The user�s password is set to expire within the next 24 hours. 

ASP0019I Your NDS password will expire in 1 day 

The user�s password will expire in approximately one day. 

ASP0020I Your NDS password will expire in n days 

The user�s password will expire in the specified number of days. 

ASP0021E pam_sm_chauthtok: bad flags=n  

Bad flags were passed to the NDS-AS PAM module for the passwd service. 

Action: Remove the invalid PAM module option from the PAM configuration file. 

ASP0022W This host is not licensed to use NDS-AS authentication services 

This host type does not have a Client license for NDS-AS. No NDS-AS services will be 
available to this host. 

Action: Contact NDS-AS Marketing for a new Client license agreement. 

ASP0023W service (NDS): New password has already been used before, try again 

The password supplied by the user has already been used in the past. You must enter a 
unique password.  

Action: Supply a password that has not been used previously. 
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ASP0024I Login account is disabled.  Please see your system administrator. 

The login account has been disabled. 

Action: Contact your system administrator. 

ASP0025I User user is not defined on this system. Please see your system 
administrator. 

The specified user does not have an account defined in /etc/passwd. 

Action: Contact your system administrator. 
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AIX Authentication Module Messages 
ASAnnnn messages are written to syslog by the NDS-AS AIX Authentication Module. 

ASA0001W error text 

An error or warning condition occurred. The error text describes why the action did not 
complete successfully. 

Action: Determine the cause of the error and retry the action. 

ASA0002I debug text 

This message contains debugging information that is useful to NDS-AS developers. 
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Appendix 

Glossary 
active Census entry (active user): An entry in the Census that was found in the NDS® tree 
during the most recent Trawl. Contrast with Inactive Census Entry. 

API: Application Programming Interface. A formal means by which a system, such as NDS 
Authentication Services (NDS-AS), exposes functions for use by application programs and 
shields them from internal complexities and change. 

AST: Authenticated Service Thread. A thread started by the NDS-AS Agent to process requests 
from NDS-AS Clients. 

Census: An enumeration of Universal IDs and their corresponding fully distinguished names. 

Census Search object: A list of objects in the NDS tree where the NDS-AS Manager looks for 
users to incorporate into the Census. 

collision: A conflict detected by the NDS-AS Manager between multiple User objects having the 
same common name (login name). 

context: The location of an object within the NDS tree. 

DES: Data Encryption Standard, approved by the U.S. government. 

Exception Report: The report produced by the NDS-AS Manager that lists exceptions detected 
during a Census Trawl. System administrative personnel should review the Exception Report and 
resolve any exceptions listed. 

focus: A property of a GUI control indicating that it will receive keyboard input. The control that 
has focus is usually indicated by a dotted outline around it. A control is selected and receives 
focus when a user clicks the mouse inside it or presses the Tab key. 

fully distinguished name (FDN): The complete name of an object including its path from the 
root of the NDS tree (context). For example, .bob.Atlanta.myorg is a fully distinguished 
name. Contrast with Universal ID (UID). 

inactive Census entry (inactive user): An entry that was previously in the Census but not found 
during a Trawl is retained in the new Census, but is marked as being inactive. Contrast with 
Active Census Entry. 

NetWare®: A network operating system from Novell®, Inc. that provides printer, file, and 
directory services. 
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NDS: Novell Directory Services®. NDS is a distributed database that contains information about 
objects in the network. 

NDS-AS Admin Utility: The graphical user interface that is the primary means by which NDS-
AS is administered. 

NDS-AS Agent: The NDS-AS component that provides services, such as user authentication, to 
NDS-AS Clients. 

NDS-AS Client: The NDS-AS component that provides the interface to NDS-AS for a user 
system. 

NDS-AS Manager: The NDS-AS component that creates the Census and coordinates activity 
with other NDS-AS components. 

NDS-AS Master Directory: The directory on the NDS-AS Manager server that contains the 
binaries and distribution files for NDS-AS components, the master copy of the Census, 
configuration parameters, and other operational information. The NDS-AS Master Directory is 
built when you install NDS-AS. A subset of this directory structure exists on NDS-AS Agent 
servers. 

NLM�: NetWare Loadable Module�. A program that can be loaded into memory to run on a 
NetWare server. 

PAM: Pluggable Authentication Module. A standard framework for UNIX* defined by OSF 
RFC 86.0 that provides for authentication of users by facilities external to the original UNIX 
operating system. 

PassMaster: A special User object that serves as a proxy for NDS-AS activities. 

Trawl: A process conducted by the NDS-AS Manager that reads in the old Census file and, 
according to parameters set using the NDS-AS Admin Utility, reads NDS to create a new 
Census. 

Trusted Client: A Client whose IP address appears in the NDS-AS Configuration Parameters 
Trusted Client List. NDS-AS Agents will accept connections from only these addresses. The 
NDS-AS Admin Utility is used to manage the Trusted Clients list. 

Universal ID (UID): The name (login name) by which each user is identified to a system using 
the NDS-AS Client. For example, bob. Contrast with fully distinguished name (FDN). 

UserBase: A collection of users derived from a set of Census Search objects. 
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